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EDITORIAL NOTE

With the appearance of this issue, the Journal of Ukrainian

Graduate Studies completes its second year of publication. It has

weathered the initial period of uncertainty and has evoked an

encouraging response from over a thousand subscribers and

readers. The editors have followed the policy outlined at the start

of providing a forum for Ukrainian graduate students, as well as

for other contributors who write on a wide range of Ukrainian

topics. The Journal has tried to be scholarly, but has included

good journalism and welcomed controversy and debate. The

editors will pursue these aims in the future.

In accordance with the promise made at the outset, the

Editorial Committee will now be comprised solely of graduate

students and a managing editor. One faculty advisor will guide

the whole operation, which will continue to be supported by the

CIUS. The Editorial Board remains for the most part the same.

Another change which has been initiated with the current

issue is to accept contributions not only from students and jour-

nalists, but also from specialists in Ukrainian studies, if such

articles are not unduly narrow in scope. The publication in this

issue of Professor Klymasz’s public lecture is a good example.

This change was necessary because fewer contributions have been

received from students than was anticipated. The editors, there-

fore, urge students to submit their term papers, chapters of theses,

and other materials so that the Journal can fulfill its original pur-

pose. The editors hope to continue publishing some reprints in

Ukrainian, translations, and comments. For the time being, no

creative writing will be included. The Journal can grow only to

the extent that the contributions make it possible. The last word,

therefore, lies not so much with the editors as with the Journal’s

contributors and readers.

Finally, due to increased production and mailing costs, the

annual subscription will be raised, beginning with Number 5,

to $5.00.
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Lisa E. Schneider

AN EXAMINATION OF SHEVCHENKO’S ROMANTICISM *

Critics of the history of Ukrainian literature generally attribute

to Shevchenko’s canon a role analogous to that which Russian

critics perceive for Pushkin, namely, that Shevchenko’s work re-

veals a definitive evolution which bridges the “Romantic” and
“realistic” periods.

1
In this model, Shevchenko’s early works —

especially the poems in the first Kobzar (1840) — are generally

considered to represent his Romantic idiom, but closer examina-

tion suggests that the use of this particular critical pigeonhole,

which at first seems to clarify the general qualities of these poems,
in fact brings into the critical analysis an immediately difficult

complex of definitions and implications which ultimately make
the significance of Shevchenko’s work harder to explain. Without
doubt, this approach of interpreting Shevchenko’s early works in

terms of the commonly accepted hallmarks of European Romantic
writing was useful for the launching of Ukrainian literary scholar-

ship, particularly during the initial stages of scholarly acquaintance

with Shevchenko’s work; 2
thus Cyzevs’kyj, Volynsky, and others

described the fundamental role of literature in the development
of national consciousness in the Slavic nations, which is a charac-

teristic “Romantic” trait, and Kotsiubynska’s valuable article ex-

plained the vital role of Shevchenko’s work in this process by
indicating strong, multifaceted relationships between the poetry

of the Ukrainian master and his European counterparts.
3

* This paper was written in 1977 for the graduate course in Ukrain-
ian literature at the University of Toronto entitled “Shevchenko and His

Contemporaries.”
1 The leading works are Dmytro Cyzevs’kyj, A History of Ukrainian

Literature, trans. Dolly Ferguson et al., ed. George Luckyj (Littleton,

Colo., 1975), especially the chapter on “The Significance of Ukrainian
Romanticism,” pp. 578-84 and separate sections on Shevchenko; M. K.
Kotsiubynska, “Poetyka Shevchenka i ukrainskyi romantyzm,” in Zbirnyk
prats shestoi naukovoi Shevchenkivskoi konferentsii (Kiev, 1958), pp. 49-

124; S. I. Rodzevych, “Romantyzm i realizm v rannikh poemakh Shevchen-
ka,” in Naukovi zapysky Kyivskoho Derzhavnoho Pedistytutu (Kiev,

1939), Vol. I; and M. Rylsky, “Shevchenko poet-novator,” in Shevchenko
i mirovaia literatura (Moscow, 1964).

2 Mykola Shlemkevych offers a good summary of this critical mate-
rial; see his “Substratum of Shevchenko’s View of Life,” in V. Mija-
kovs’kyj and G. Y. Shevelov, eds., Taras Sevcenko, 1814-1861 : A Sym-
posium (The Hague, 1962), pp. 37-61, especially pp. 37-39.

3 See n. 1 and also P. K. Volynsky, Ukrainskyi romantyzm u zviazku
z rozvytkom romantyzmu v slov’ianskykh literaturakh (Kiev, 1963).
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Kotsiubynska’s article, moreover, offered something more
than simple justification for the inclusion of Shevchenko among
the Romantics. It also enumerated many important peculiarities

of Shevchenko’s poems, perceiving qualities of realism, humanism,
and simplicity which set his work apart from the “Romantic
norm,” and which attest to the unique independence of this po-

etry .

4 Shevchenko not only understood the influence of the broad
current of European literature, but also exercised a profound
ability to distil its intricacies into poetry which remained uniquely

Ukrainian. However, the initial difficulty in such an examination

is not with Shevchenko’s poems, but with the term “Romanticism”
itself, which has an ambiguous and contradictory nature. Despite

Cyzevs’kyj’s discussion of the problem involved in the use of the

term, Lovejoy’s distinguishing of various national romanticisms,

and despite the efforts of Halsted and Walzel to describe the Ger-

man Romantic movement as quite different from the French
,

5 one
still cannot escape the use of the universal term “European Ro-
manticism” as an accepted critical category .

6 Moreover, in our

discussion of Ukrainian literature, even if we decide to accept

“Romanticism” as a critical category for the sake of the least re-

sistant path, we would have to recognize that in western Europe
“Romanticism” represented a critical point of change in a long-

established artistic tradition. Since Ukrainian culture lacked such

a tradition
,

7
the fallacy of any facile critical application of “Ro-

mantic” characteristics to a reading of Ukrainian literature of the

early nineteenth century is obvious.

Therefore, Shevchenko’s early works cannot be described as

embodying a literary metamorphosis of the European kind. It

must be remembered that the literary environments preceding Ro-
manticism in western Europe and in Ukraine were quite different;

western-European Romanticism had its basis, in part, in opposi-

4 Kotsiubynska, pp. 75-79, 94-95.
5 Dmytro Cyzevs’kyj, On Romanticism in Slavic Literatures (The

Hague, 1957) ; A. 0. Lovejoy, “The Need to Distinguish Romanticisms”
in J. B. Halsted, ed., Romanticism: Problems of Definition, Explanation,

and Evaluation (Boston, 1965), pp. 37-44; Oskar Walzel, German Ro-
manticism. Halsted’s introduction to the aforementioned symposium is

useful.
6 An outstanding example of a scholar who searches for signs of

cohesion in the period is Mario Praz in The Romantic Agony; Jacques

Barzun has also written a “non-nationalistic” study of romanticism in

“Intrinsic and Historic Romanticism,” in Halsted, pp. 18-29.
7 Cyzevs’kyj’s History points out the tenuous nature of Ukrainian

literature as an established artistic endeavour; the point is made passim.
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tion to the rational, ordered, and rule-bound classical school, while

Ukrainian classicism was rooted mainly in the burlesque travesty,

in “low” genres, and in the use of the vernacular and the mock-

epic style .

8 The popularity of such literature in Ukraine stands in

direct contrast to the abhorrence with which such elements were

regarded in western Europe, and it could in fact be argued that

Ukrainian Romanticism is a less radical, more logical sequel to its

peculiar kind of classical precursor than is the revolutionary West-

ern Romanticism with its turnabout in aesthetics and form. Among
the interests of European Romantics that are strikingly “new”
are: concern with the vernacular, irony, use of folk life and cus-

toms for literary content, and allusions to historic events and per-

sonalities; but these same features were also important factors in

Ukrainian classicism .

9 Even the quality of passionate and emo-
tional excess which characterizes Western Romanticism has an

analogue in Ukrainian classicism in the riotous burlesque of the

mock-heroic style.

The significance of these differences in the two “classical”

backgrounds is profound for the literary history of the following

generation. Western-European Romantic writers fought for free-

dom in both a formal and a psychological sense; their new recogni-

tion of the value of the individual personality was based on philo-

sophical and political experience, which demanded changes of

form and aesthetic in order to accomodate the new focus. But

however radical these demands became, in western Europe they

never threatened the very existence of literature. Its survival was
never in jeopardy because European classicism had continued the

Renaissance message that the ordered creativity of the human
mind was to be respected above all else. This does not minimize
the force of the upheavals that took place in all facets of early

nineteenth-century European life, but rather suggests that the

upheaval was so fruitful in artistic terms precisely because of this

tradition of artistic self-respect, which indeed becomes, in a dif-

ferent form, the central philosophy of Romanticism. The Ukrai-

nian situation showed none of this habitual confidence in and seri-

ous respect for artists or art. The thrust of the burlesque tradition

did not generate admiration for, but rather mockery of national

customs and history .

10 The primitive language of the travesties

8 See the chapter on “Classicism” in Cyzevs’kyj, History, pp. 370-434.
9 Ibid.
10

Ibid., p. 402: “For Kulis, whose view was totally in accord with
Romantic ideology, the Eneida was nothing but a parody on the way of

life and even the language of the peasant, a parody showing ‘a lack of

respect’ for the Ukrainian people.”

7
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pointed to the painful lack of linguistic sophistication in Ukraine
and to the seemingly narrow scope of literary endeavour which
could be sustained by such a language. While western-European

Romantic writers fought to bring the literary language down from
the archaic and rarified heights of classicism to a more universally

meaningful level of expression, Shevchenko and his contempo-
raries struggled in the opposite direction, seeking to create a new
language from the “base materials” of the travesties and folk

speech. For the Ukrainians, it was not simply a matter of adapting

literature to new philosophical exigencies, but, indeed, of preven-

ting literature from dying altogether.

Furthermore, the lack of respect which the travesties show
for the language and the life of the people had to be contested in

Ukraine as a matter of greater political and social significance

than anywhere else in Europe. Herder’s work and the writings of

the brothers Grimm served only to enhance, not to create, a posi-

tion of political strength and national potential in Germany. In

Ukraine, however, interest in folk culture and folk literature

represented a frustrating attempt to preserve, and thus create in

a new form, the most substantive, but also the most fragile and
vulnerable elements of life itself.

Thus the tasks placed before Ukrainian Romantic writers by
their own literary history were far different from those undertaken
by their western-European counterparts; Ukrainian writers of this

period were not engaged in the happy uncovering of their heritage

as were, for example, writers in Germany, Scotland, or France,

but were waging a struggle for artistic life from the position of

cultural subservience. This subservience was not only to western
Europe but, more significantly, to Russia, where literary activity

was itself characterized chiefly by the tendency to produce by imi-

tation of the West. Russia’s political domination of Ukraine and
its success in tempting away Ukrainian intellectuals magnified
further the critical position of Ukrainian literary life. From this

point of view, the “realism,” or what has been seen by critics as

a “Romanticism” imbued with startling “realism,” in Shevchen-
ko’s early work can be more easily understood .

11 His problem was
not to be a western-European Romanticist revelling in idiosyncratic

psychological probings or extolling excesses of feeling as the hall-

mark of the new sensitive man; such concerns were entirely inap-

11 See n. 1, and also Victor Petrov, “Sevcenko’s Aesthetic Theory:
An Approach to the Problem” in Mijakovs’kyj and Shevelov, pp. 62-67;

Petrov admits to this combination, but argues that the result should be
viewed as a unique unity.
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propriate for the situation in Ukraine, where neither the philo-

sophical nor the socio-political base for such writing existed.

Shevchenko was faced, rather, with the task of making the language

and life of Ukraine “respectable,” viable in literary terms, and
worthy of interest. His first Kobzar indicates that he realized this

necessity and chose to begin by rooting his “Romanticism” in real-

ity. A brief look at Shevchenko’s biography illustrates well how
natural and uncontrived this combination of seemingly contradic-

tory notions was for him, since his life, while certainly unusual

from the point of view of “normal” expectations, approximates in

several cases the “Romantic” desideratum. For example, one can-

not help but sense a tremendous incongruity when one tries to

apply Hugo’s version of “Romantic” mentality to Shevchenko.

The Romantics moved out from the boudoir and salon to the field

and hillside, just as for them the delights of social interchange were

supplanted by private reverie, melancholy introspection, and the

contemplation of the overflowing heart... Perhaps the noble savage,

the child, the simple uneducated rustic still partook of the Golden

age when mankind had hearts rather than purses of gold. 12

The “boudoir and salon” were as foreign to Shevchenko as the

“field and hillside” must have been to the first sentimental writers,

and he was, in reality, at home with “the simple uneducated rus-

tic” who, despite Wordsworth’s attention and interest, remained
for Western Romantics largely a highly malleable Ideal.

Many other strictly biographical elements establish Shevchen-
ko as the ideal “Romantic” artist in contrast to his Western con-

temporaries, for whom the “Romantic” quest began as a search
for the real world to replace the artificial classical salon. He did
not have to strive for contact with his own folk culture, nor was
the history of this culture a new or adopted concern for him; both
the present and past realities of Ukrainian life were living experi-

ences for Shevchenko, and his poetry is thus the product not only
of a fertile imagination and vibrant talent, but, more importantly,
of a life whose daily progress was defined by this greater national
life.

When one thinks of Wordsworth’s seclusion at Grasmere or
Byron’s exploits in Greece, one is struck by the fact that these
great “Romantic” figures embraced their philosophies so closely

that they made a choice for a life which accorded with their inner
spiritual priorities. The peculiar power of Shevchenko’s biography,

12 Howard E. Hugo, “Components of Romanticism” in Halsted, pp.
30-36; the quotation is on pp. 34-35.
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however, lies in the fact that for him there was no such choice

to be made. While Western Romantics had the luxury of working
out alternative kinds of expression for their inner feelings, and
were encouraged by a relatively educated and tolerant public,

Shevchenko’s represents a literary voice fighting for its right to

speak in a largely unreceptive environment.

Shevchenko’s actual experiences of imprisonment, exile, soli-

tude, and suffering place him again at the heart of Romantic mat-

ter. Such experiences were for most Western Romantics felt only

in the life of the mind. Real as this mental and emotional realm

may be, it is nonetheless one which may be altered and molded,
taking its shape by the free force of the imagination. I do not

wish to imply that experience in the imagination is less meaning-
ful than real physical events, but rather to suggest again that the

quality of purposeful choice is the significant factor distin-

guishing the two spheres of experience. One of Shevchenko’s re-

curring refrains is that of both personal and national dolia, fate

or destiny which brings about events that cannot be imagined
away. His own isolation and pain were not the results of a particu-

lar Weltanschauung, but of the political and social situation which
surrounded him, and the immediacy of these experiences is clearly

evident in the unflinching honesty of his poetic treatment of suffer-

ing .

13

This honesty itself presents yet another interpretative prob-

lem. From Wordsworth’s Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, from the

enthusiasm of “Romantic” writers for the lyric form, and indeed

from the tendency in Romanticism to “reveal all” in the spirit of

Rousseau’s Confessions, it is clear that the movement placed a

high priority on ’truth’ or verisimilitude in every aspect of descrip-

tion. Yet when one thinks of the greatest “Romantics,” Byron or

Novalis, one is immediately faced with the fact that, while these

writers are no doubt “honestly” describing emotional experiences

they have had, the fantastic vehicle which must be employed to

give them verbal substance removes them from the realm of uni-

versal experience. The consequent distance between the experience

and the reader is vast. Halsted attempts to explain this divergence

of the literary product from its basic philosophy by saying: “This
is the point of the romanticist attack, not on science, but on ma-
terialism: materialism narrows down the universe to a fraction of

itself. The romanticists were realists precisely because they admit-

13 Among the wealth of biographical sources on Shevchenko, one of

the most useful is Biohrafiia T. H. Shevchenka za spohadamy suchasnykiv

(Kiev, 1958).

10
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ted the widest possible range of experience as real .”14 This aver-

sion to materialism is certainly shared by Shevchenko, but it does

not lead him to the mysticism of Novalis or the fantastic imagin-

ings of Hoffmann. The poems of the first Kobzar seek what is of

value in the life of the world and reveal feelings and emotions no

less intimate and profound than those of Novalis’s Hymns to the

Night; however, they do have an accessible quality, a natural

comprehensibility, which contrasts sharply with the peculiar in-

ternal and self-centered nature of western-European Romantic
lyricism.

A great factor in Shevchenko’s clarity is undoubtedly his lan-

guage, in its “simplicity, not as the opposite of complexity, but as

limpid and crystallized complexity .”15 This crystallization works
not only on the linguistic level, but on the symbolic as well; in

addition to ‘suffering’, the Kobzar treats a range of elemental sym-

bols — motherhood, sin, sorrow, freedom, fate, isolation, and the

past — whose metaphoric force is not lightened or confused by
elaborate or artificial qualification. At the same time, the poems
never become “everyman” types of allegory, because the symbols
operate in a localized and specified situation in which they lose

the distance of mythic structures and return to a kind of pre-mythic

immediacy and strength .

16

Because of the cautions indicated in these introductory re-

marks, in the following analysis of Shevchenko’s first Kobzar I

will have to use the literary categories “Romantic” and “realistic”

in a special, qualified way. The point that will be made in my
presentation of detailed features of his poems is that, in the early

Kobzar, Shevchenko did operate within the most basic critical

tenets of the Romantic movement — the importance of love, emo-
tionalism, national consciousness, folk speech and culture, and
attention to history — but he did so in a way that is rooted in

‘real’ experience, framed in a universal context, because his social

responsibility as a writer was the most vital aspect of his creation

of ‘literature’. The Western Romantic writers, in contrast— which
I will illustrate in the discussion of details — were set free, by
the fact that their culture was already firmly “literary,” to make

14 Halsted’s introduction, p. 26.
15 Cyzevs’kyj pays much attention to Shevchenko’s poetic language

and style in the chapter of his History on “Romanticism”; the quotation
in the paper is from George S. N. Luckyj, Between Gogol ’ and Sevcenko

:

Polarity in the Literary Ukraine, 1798-1847 (Munich, 1971), p. 137.
16 For an illuminating study of Shevchenko’s symbolism as archetypal,

see George S. N. Luckyj, “The Archetype of the Bastard in Sevcenko’s
Poetry,” Slavic and East European Journal, 14 (1970) : 277-83.
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their work a translation into art not of universal experience, but

of personal, private experience; therefore, Western Romantic
writers became idiosyncratic and extreme with regard to the same
aspects of style which cause Shevchenko to appear as a “Romantic
realist” because of his faultless sensitivity to his own situation.

In short, western-European Romantic literature can be thought of

as personal experience universalized, while Shevchenko’s poetry

represents universal experience made personal, and thus made
‘real’.

The most striking example of this personalization is the char-

acter of the kobzar himself, the blind folk-minstrel who is both
an orphan, i.e., a social outcast, and a social necessity. Luckyj
describes this dual function by pointing to a change brought about

by Shevchenko’s presentation: “What only a decade earlier was
considered by Ukrainian intellectuals to be the prerogative of folk

poetry in which the blind kobzar was the ‘father of poetry’, be-

came in Shevchenko’s poem a new form — the minstrel turned

into an archetypal figure of wise man and teacher .”17 The figure

of the blind wise man is at least as old as the blind Tiresias who
spoke the truth to Oedipus, but Shevchenko’s kobzar never ap-

proximates that incarnation of cold and absolute truth which must
be regarded almost with the fear of the supernatural. Rather, the

kobzar retains his human element throughout and is an integral

part of everyday life; his songs and stories do not shock or para-

lyze, but instead merge subtly into the consciousness of his audience

more like a Christian parable than a sudden revelation. It is, in

fact, this constant communication with the people which removes
the kobzar from the Romantic figure of “the poet” whose revela-

tions are incomprehensible to the mob, and whose sensibility can-

not bear the crudity and dullness of the social audience. This

image of the artist emerges, I think, from the confusion between
Romanticism as aesthetic theory and Romanticism as a philosophy

of life, which results in a suspension of life somewhere above
the real world, but below the artistic ideal. Thus, the Romantic
poet has access to truths which are above the common ability to

comprehend, and his social responsibility must be sacrificed in

initiation to the suspended Romantic world.

The wandering poet is a more complicated version of this

idea in Western Romanticism precisely because the wanderer
does not sacrifice his social role, even though he feels uncomfort-
able in it. Hugo identifies Goethe’s Torquato Tasso as the first

modern reincarnation of this ancient literary type, describing him

17 Luckyj, Between Gogol’ and Sevcenko, p. 138.

12
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as “the creative individual who finds himself a marked man.

Genius is his, as well as the respect of his benefactors; and gladly

they bestow the laurel crown upon his brow. But he feels an apart-

ness from them that they cannot be expected to understand .”18

This “apartness” is unlike the proud superiority of the antisocial

poet because it is a spiritual rather than an intellectual or ideologi-

cal separation. In addition, there is a distance not only between

the poet and his patrons or society, but also between the poet as

social servant and as a private creative personality. The healing

of this split in the poet’s sense of self is, according to Hartman,

one of the chief motivating forces in Romantic poetry, and it is

in the search for ‘unity of being’ that the poet becomes a wan-
derer .

19 This split is also felt in the identification of the poetic T.
“In a lyric poem,” writes Hartman,

it is not the first person that moves us, but rather the T to which

that T reaches. The very confusion in modern literary theory con-

cerning the fictive ‘I’ whether it represents the writer as person or

as persona, may reflect a dialectic inherent in poetry between the

relatively self-conscious self and that self within the self which re-

sembles Blake’s ‘emanation’ and Shelley’s ‘epipsyche’. 20

The poem “Zaspiv,” which fittingly begins Shevchenko’s

first collection, is an exploration of precisely these problems of

identity and the relationship between identity and creativity. At
the very outset the poet’s voice is definitely not that of the Ro-
mantic poet; there is no musing on the experience of inspiration,

no complaint about the fickle nature of insight. The attention is

not entirely on the poet as potential creator, but instead the poetry

is already written, almost self-created, and stands as a character

in its own right, listening, as it were, to the poet’s lament. There
follows another distancing of the poetic “I” from his work, since

it is not he, but lykho — misfortune or affliction — which gave
his lines birth. The poet is simply their caretaker, the one who
weeps over them. It would have been better, he says, if the poems
had been destroyed, because then his sorrow would not be public,

and no one could accuse him of annoying others with his own
complaints. Despite the disarming simplicity of these lines, the

situation which is developed in this first section is highly complex.

18 Hugo, in Halsted, p. 36.
19 Geoffrey H. Hartman, “Romanticism and Anti-Self-Consciousness,”

in Harold Bloom, ed., Romanticism and Consciousness (New York, 1970),
p. 49.

20 Ibid., p. 52.
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The “I” of the poem has double feelings about the poems: they are

children of misfortune, but they are also his own; he wishes they

had been drowned by tears or swept away by the wind, but he
also cared for and nurtured them with tears. He wants his anguish

to be private, but this very plea on paper makes it public. The
greatest effect of this ambivalence is to suggest to the reader that

he is somehow an interloper and privy to the poet’s secrets, even
though his access to them is through the public medium of the

printed page. Herein lies the poetic split: the poet who records

this outpouring is clearly not the same as the “I” in the poem who
does not want the record to exist, but, in the poetic result of the

relationship between the two, the poet’s dilemma is more power-
fully expressed than in the standard Romantic literary form, where
intimate emotions are simultaneously meant to be public because

their expression is unmediated by any other persona.

This split continues through the following section of the

poem, since the lines are at once the poet’s own work, set down
in the finished and ordered form facing the reader, and are also

something separate and yet unformed, a collection of thoughts and
memories about dark eyes, dark nights, the caresses of a young
girl, a green cherry orchard, Cossack history, burial mounds, and
the black eagle of Russia watching overhead — in short, a cata-

logue of what is to follow in the other poems of the collection.

The poetic “I” of the poem, however, continues to stress his re-

moval from the actual poetry by claiming that he can only weep,
that he has no words for any other kind of expression of his sor-

row, and, further on, that no one will notice or ridicule him if his

thoughts take the form of birds. Finally, there is a kind of resolu-

tion in the division of “I’s” in the sending of the poet’s thoughts

home to Ukraine, where they will be received not with mockery,
but with love and tenderness. But even so, an element of separa-

tion still remains; the poems go alone, while the poet stays in

exile, and their future may be fortunate, while he waits only to die.

In this poem, then, we encounter the double poet — the “I”
which records, orders, and forms what the other “I” feels and
experiences. The resolution to this split is offered in the contrast-

ing images of the people who ridicule the poet and the homeland
where his words are cherished. This is not just a statement about
national loyalty and the loneliness of exile, but is also a hint to a

theme which recurs frequently in the poems which follow: the

ideal society is characterized by sympathy and love, and the ideal

homeland is the place where one’s sorrows do not serve to isolate

or orphan, but rather to bind one more closely with others who
are able to offer comfort. This homeland is the place where the

poet becomes whole again, the place toward which the poetic
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Wanderer is headed; his present “apartness” is necessitated in the

process because there are words and truths which must be left

unsaid.

The poem “Perebendia” presents the same split more nar-

rowly: it is described by an outside narrator-poet who is not him-

self implicated in the double situation, but who structures the two

visions of the Perebendia so that his social and private nature are

clearly distinguished. His social responsibility is to entertain and

to teach the past, and while he does this he is very specifically

placed in the center of social activity — on the street, under a

tree, at a banquet or bazaar — but even in these places, singing

his familiar songs, he is not entirely at home. The question posed

in the second line, “Khto ioho ne znaie?”, is therefore not a simple

way of describing his familiarity, but is rather a suggestion that,

while everyone recognizes his function, no one knows the poetic

experiences which permit the function to continue. In the center

of the social world, where he is thanked for his role, he is none-

theless a homeless orphan. In addition to his historic folk songs,

he also sings about Lazarus; this alludes to his loneliness and
homelessness and also imbues his teaching with a prophetic quali-

ty. This does not mean that these references comprise a specifically

Christian message, but only that his singing about the past is

subtly identified with a sense of the new life and truth. These
references also provide a link to the second section of the poem,
in which the Perebendia, free from the confines of his social role,

is free to communicate with the entire cosmos; only at this point

in the poem does the reader realize how truly static and uneventful

the initial section was, despite its crowds of people and multitude
of songs. Shevchenko’s mastery in effecting this change is evident

not only in the longer, more free-flowing lines, and in the greater

concentration of active verbs in the second section, but even more
strikingly in the description of the wild setting — the boundless
ocean of the steppe, with its infinite succession of burial mounds,
and the kobzar sitting in its midst singing his solitary song —
which has at once the real natural feeling of the Ukrainian land-

scape and also the otherworldly quality of total wilderness, where
the mysteries of nature and God are no longer mysteries. Yet even
here, the kobzar does not essentially change; he retains the dual
attributes of laughter and tears, which symbolize the dual nature
of human experience, and he sings on the steppe, not specifically

because he has the unique prerogative of divine communication,
but, again, because in isolation he can sing without fear of social

intrusion. In this isolation, he does indeed become privy to nature’s

intimate secrets and he speaks with divine words; but at this point
the poetic narrator, who seemed to be impersonal at the beginning,
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intervenes and declares that our insensitivity is so complete that

we would laugh even at this holy and liberated song. Thus again,

we are reminded of the poet’s ambivalent relationship to us: we
recognize him only insofar as he lives among us and assumes a

pleasing and comfortable role in our lives, while his other song

we prefer not to hear.

The genius of this poem lies in the fact that the figure of the

Perebendia is not shown to be definitively of one world or the

other; his essence — and, indeed, the clue to his social role — is

in his isolated, divinely inspired song and the strength he derives

from singing it alone. It is precisely because Shevchenko has not

fallen into the standard Romantic trap of configuring a poet who
is entirely antisocial as a result of a unique vision, or is, like Walter
Scott’s Last Minstrel, a wanderer whose role is entirely bound to

the relating of historical events, that the Perebendia is so profound
an image. That he is archetypal is clear, but the structure of the

poem points out that the significance of the archetype must not be
narrowed by reflexive use or misunderstanding; the poet is both
profound and simple, both inspired and mundane, both a known
and an unknown quantity, and, even though the crowd cannot

understand the totality of poetic creativity, the Perebendia will

not abandon his social role and will continue to sing among the

people.

In this regard it is useful to recall Coleridge’s Ancient Mari-

ner, who is, like the Perebendia, fated to an endless telling and
retelling of a tale of his own experience of conversion. The dif-

ferences between these two poems are a good indication of Shev-

chenko’s freedom from Romantic literary traditions of structure.

In the first place, the Mariner’s fate is a direct expiation for his

sin of cruel destruction. The Perebendia also has elements of sin-

fulness in his characterization which do not entirely depend on
the folkloric background to his literary type. He is an orphan, and
from the conclusion of “Kateryna” we know that illegitimacy is

linked to the fate of becoming a kobzar. Also, in the light of the

allusions to Christ-imagery, the kobzar’s constant tears and sorrow
carry a weight of universal sin; and the kobzar’s dependence on
begging for sustenance from this sinful world, which he serves

with his songs, is like the Mariner’s need for auditors to relieve

his own burden. However, in the Romantic tradition simple ex-

piation is not enough, nor is the simple consciousness of guilt

within the social context. The Mariner’s story depends for its

effect on the unusual, on the intervention of the supernatural, and
ultimately on the arresting of normal time and activity while the

Mariner paralyzes the Wedding Guest in the midst of life with
a tale of death. The social role of Shevchenko’s Perebendia, in
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contrast, is rooted completely within the expected context; his

grief is a socially created one, and his activities do not interrupt

life, but rather enrich it and preserve its continuity by constantly

reminding society of its past history. The Perebendia’s experience

of the divine is certainly as full as that of the Mariner, but he is

not relieved by it from his social nature or even his human nature.

Instead, the fact that he retains his humanity and does not become
a strange spectre or a grotesque testifies to the idea that his ex-

perience is not totally inaccessible to others.

We must, therefore, return again to the idea of resolution in

Shevchenko’s poetry and to the fact that this resolution is both

social and poetic and so must take place within the world, but

only between people, not through any blinding and life-suspending

intervention of the superhuman. This is why the humanizing of

Shevchenko’s archetypal kobzar is of vital significance.

In this regard, it is instructive to examine Scott’s Lay of the

Last Minstrel, which offers a typical western-European Romantic
example of the image of the minstrel. The opening lines of Scott’s

work show a great similarity between the Western image and
Shevchenko’s:

The way was long, the wind was cold,

The Minstrel was infirm and old;

His withered cheek, and tresses gray,

Seemed to have known a better day;

The harp, his sole remaining joy,

Was carried by an orphan boy.

The last of all the bards was he,

Who sung of Border chivalry;

A wandering harper, scorned and poor,

He begged his bread from door to door;

And tuned, to please a peasant’s ear,

The harp a king had loved to hear. 21

A little farther on, however, the differences begin to become ap-
parent. Scott’s Minstrel says that the experience of the past can
only be had at night if one takes the solitary path leading to the
old ruined buildings and gazes on them by moonlight; in other
words, the historical events which the Minstrel is about to relate

live on only in the dark, sepulchral, and mysterious world of
dreams and spirits. In contrast, it is significant that Shevchenko’s
kobzar tells his tales by day in the most bustling and energetic

21 Walter Scott, The Lay of the Last Minstrel (London, 1806), lines

1-12, p. 1.
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situations, in which all aspects of present life are being carried on.

There is nothing mysterious or unreal about the history the kobzar
sings, so that history is, for him and his audience, an appropriate

part of life. Like the kobzar, Scott’s Minstrel is sad, but he is sad

largely for himself and for the loss of his own past glory. In his

present situation Scott’s Minstrel is an unusual character, the last

representative of the minstrels who frequented the courts of kings;

the kobzar, again, contrasts with this because he represents a

completely natural and familiar element in Ukrainian life. He has

always been part of the scene and has not undergone the personal

turn of fortune of Scott’s character; he is a real social constant,

while Scott’s figure stands not only for the unusual and, therefore,

for the “Romantic,” but also for a kind of history which is time-

bound, so that an episode from the past serves simply as an eve-

ning’s entertainment for a noble lady.

Most telling of all, however, are Scott’s introductory com-
ments to the Lay, in which he discusses his intention to describe

“scenery and manners” and the poetic medium which seemed
most suited to this purpose. He ends by saying: “For these reasons,

the Poem was put into the mouth of an ancient Minstrel, the last

of his race, who, as he is supposed to have survived the Revolu-

tion, might have caught somewhat of the refinement of modern
poetry without losing the simplicity of his original model .”22 Clear-

ly, Scott’s Minstrel is an artificial vehicle whose purpose is to

justify certain formal and linguistic changes, and the length to

which Scott goes to explain his work emphasizes the experimental

nature of Romantic poetry. It is this very consciousness of the

poetic craft, moreover, and the frequent reminders to the reader

of its primary position in the mind of the poet, that often interfere

with the intrinsic meaning of the poem itself, since it is difficult

for the reader to forget that he has just been offered the technical

reasoning behind the work. Nor is it enough to say that this need
to explain was required by the new and unexplored poetic ter-

ritory being revealed by Romanticism. Shevchenko’s position was
as radical and exploratory as that of his Western counterparts, but

he never attempts in the Kobzar to mediate between his readers

and his poems; the Perebendia stands without explanation or in-

terpretation, and this greatly enhances both his symbolic and
spontaneous value.

Further, this difference between Scott’s Minstrel and Shev-

chenko’s kobzar leads to a significant contrast in the kind of history

they sing. It is well known that Scott was the most important

22 Ibid., (no page number).
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proponent of the idea, exemplified in his historic novels, that na-

tional history is a proper literary concern. Of course, European

classicism had not neglected historical themes, but had presented

history mythologized, great personalities and grand events made
larger than life by the rubrics of the hyperbolic style. The main
point of Scott’s treatment of historic themes was not just the

relating of historic events in a less stylized and freer form, but

also a concern to recreate the total reality of past experience by

careful attention to verisimilitude in details of local description,

linguistic accuracy, and the depiction of ordinary behaviour and
manners. While this range of elements is most successfully con-

tained within the broad scope of the new prose-novel form, Scott’s

ideas also had repercussions in poetry; the historic sections of

Byron’s Childe Harold, for example, include long digressions con-

cerned with such localizing, accurate, and specific detail. Scott’s

own Lay is itself almost a catalogue of these carefully arranged

details; proper names of people and places, precise descriptions

of ambience and action, are strung together on the thread of a

connecting narrative so long and complex that one must, in the

end, question the success of the device of the Minstrel and the

noble Lady, who is his audience, as a narrative frame. The main
justification has already been stated in Scott’s preface, but it must
be repeated that while a knowledge of poetic purpose may produce
an intellectual, technically centered curiosity among his readers,

it also functions as a barrier between the reader and the poetic

work. The very spontaneity, simplicity, and laconic quality most
readily associated with a Minstrel’s lay is all but obliterated under
the weight of such formal and contextual incongruities.

Finally, the fact that the Minstrel’s audience is a noble Lady
and her household indicates the focus of such historical writing:

it is for the refined and the educated, for those who have the

comfortable Insure to listen; in short, for those who are happily
removed from everyday cares and direct social involvement. Also,

judging from the Minstrel’s lament about his present lot, in which
he is humiliated by singing “to please a peasant’s ear,” his natural

preference is for the courts of kings which used to be the theaters

for his performances. Thus the history which he sings has little

social import; its purpose is rather to entertain and perhaps to

move some sensitive and privileged soul with recollections of past

glories and disasters.

The two historical poems, “Tarasova nich” and “Ivan Pidko-
va,” and “Do Osnov’ianenka” in the early Kobzar are radically

different in every respect; the key to the difference can be seen
as the direct translation of Scott’s ideal and Herder’s message into

poetic action. In “Tarasova nich,” for example, we see the kobzar
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familiarly placed in a scene full of youth and energy. This, coupled

with the detail that he is sitting at a crossroads, immediately gives

the scene a dynamic quality which is more than just physical,

since the age-old image of youth at a crossroads listening to the

song of a wise old man cannot help but add its own tension to the

reader’s expectation of an imminent truth .

23 This is already in

profound contrast to Scott’s static tableau in the lady’s castle, and
the contrast is deepened when the kobzar actually performs his

narration. Here the technique of short couplets, each alluding very

generally to the events of the battle against the Poles, gives the

impression that the audience is intimately familiar with these

events and that no more than a hint is necessary to evoke the

historic image. The poem goes on to describe not the battle specifi-

cally, but the spirit of the Cossacks fighting against oppression.

In this description, also the connection with the audience is il-

lustrated by the kind of code-word system derived from the folk-

song form; the personification of Ukraine, the evocation of the

sea, wind, and hills, the repetition of lines beginning with “Obiz-

vavsia” to indicate the response of the heroes, and, finally, the

burial mounds, green now from the spilled Cossack blood, frame
the historic event in verbal structures that are intimately familiar

and thus personally meaningful. In contrast to Scott’s Minstrel,

who says that history must be encountered in the mystery of night

and ruins, the kobzar ’s song is immediately and vividly active in

the life of the day. It is accessible and meaningful to anyone who
passes the crossroads and is, in fact, meant for the “peasant’s ear,”

which for Scott’s figure is a symbol of degeneration.

“Ivan Pidkova” offers perhaps an even better example of this

intimate connection with the audience. Because there is little

historical evidence that Pidkova actually made the voyage to Con-
stantinople, the event described in the poem becomes more purely

symbolic of the spirit of the past, created as a permanent present

through the medium of poetry.

Finally, in “Do Osnov’ianenka,” Shevchenko appeals to his

friend and contemporary Kvitka to take up his pen and write

about Ukrainian history because he, Shevchenko, claims to be too

23 This example is just one -— the most striking — among many that

suggests that, in creating his kobzar-spokesman attended by a young
disciple, Shevchenko was in part influenced by the Harper and Mignon
in Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre; Goethe’s Harper is also set to

wandering by former sin. This is a rather striking contrast to the Roman-
tic examples from which Shevchenko differs. The Harper’s songs are also

all “this-wordly” and concerned with a “realistic” view of suffering, pain,

and expiation.
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helpfess and too open to scorn in his position of exile to accomplish

this task. Preceding this appeal, however, Shevchenko offers his

own lament for the past, which is similar to “Ivan Pidkova” and

“Tarasova nich” in its use of the standard imagery and vocabulary

described above. In fact, this imagery is so constant, and so like

a formula, that one feels the need here to ask for a Scott-like ex-

planation, especially since the non-historical poems in the collec-

tion are, by contrast, free from this kind of set idiom. At the end

of his own lament Shevchenko provides the answer in a few lines,

which reveal that this kind of writing is iconic in nature, deriving

its power from the immediate recognizability of its form and

features. The functional pronoun here is not the poetic “ia”, but

the collective “my”: “nasha duma, nasha pisnia / I chy'i my dity.”

The historic song, therefore, is the expression of a communal
consciousness, and because of this it is eternal. The final four lines

characterize the song further as being unadorned and simple, yet

as “truthful” as the word of God, but the significant detail is that

the song is also “bez khytro'i movy.” The linguistic contrivance

and striving for effect, which is connoted to be undesirable by

Shevchenko’s use of the adjective khytra in this most important of

songs, is exactly what interests Scott and Wordsworth most in

their theoretical writing. By rejecting this kind of intellectual con-

cern, Shevchenko illustrates the primary lesson, taught by Herder,

that the truth of a culture lies in the merging of its historical ex-

perience with the ordinary language of the people.

For this reason, then, the internal symbols in Shevchenko’s
poetry are left alone without any extrapoetic support. In the poem
“Topolia,” for instance, we encounter again the archetypal kobzar,

this time illustrating a truth about love by telling the story of the

folk symbol of the poplar tree standing alone in the field and
saddening every passerby by its isolation. Once again, what is

poetically presented as a simple folk tale turns out to be, in fact,

a multilayered analysis of the distinction between rational social

knowledge and inner spiritual knowledge. This dilemma is put

first in terms of foreknowledge: the kobzar suggests that if the

girl had known what would happen she would never have fallen

in love. Then, however, the kobzar follows with the statement
that it is best not to question fate, not because such questioning

is in itself futile, but rather because the heart knows who to love

no matter what else follows, so that it is better to do the heart’s

bidding than to avoid sorrow. Just as the girl’s heart told her to

love, so too it continued to “know” that grief would come even
when the lovers were happiest.

After the inevitable separation, the girl stops singing and is

“orphaned,” even though she is still within her family. This idea
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recurs again and again in Shevchenko’s poetry and is closely linked

with the vision of the ideal society discussed above: one is an
orphan when one is removed from real love, and all too often the

so-called love of family members for each other is no more than

the rational relationship between members of society rather than

a genuine spiritual affinity. Thus, it is emphasized that the girl’s

mother does not ask the reason for the girl’s unhappiness, but

rather “does what she knows,” which is to plan another advanta-

geous marriage for her daughter. In this sense the mother is “un-

natural,” and the witch to whom the girl goes for help becomes
a more “natural” mother, who understands the grief because she

has not forgotten her own experiences as a young girl. In this way,

standard imagery is overturned by this poem, and the witch’s

solution cannot be interpreted as evil or destructive because it is

motivated by real concern. Therefore, the potion given to the girl

does not have the “normal” result of resolving the problem either

by magic or by taking the girl out of herself, and thus out of her

grief. Instead, the potion crystallizes the girl into the fullness of

her experience, so that she becomes the symbol of tragic love,

graceful, isolated, and at one with nature.

In this way, Shevchenko also overturns the standard device

of pathetic fallacy, because in this case nature does not mirror

the mood, but rather the mood becomes a part, a fact of nature.

Romantic pathetic fallacy was ambiguous because of its complica-

tions in its attitude toward nature: on the one hand, it views nature

as mightier and grander than man, reducing man to insignificance,

but, on the other hand, nature seems to involve itself in the ex-

pression of individual temperaments and events. In Shevchenko’s

poem, nature is no longer a metaphor, but is a new incarnation

of the human spirit in its most tragic situation, lost love .

24

24 The perfect unification in “Topolia” of the dialectically opposed
hurt of lost love and the perfection of the poplar is the best possible ex-

ample of Hegel’s maxim, “The hand that inflicts the wound is also the

hand that heals it,” quoted by Hartman, p. 49. “Topolia” thus becomes
the outstanding example of what Brobert is describing in “The Happy
Prison” in Thorburn and G. Hartman, Romanticism (Ithaca, N. Y., 1973),

pp. 62-79: “For in its larger mythic dimension, the carceral imagery
implies the presence of a threshold, the possibility of a passage, and
initiation — a passage from the inside to the beyond, from isolation to

communion, from punishment and suffering to redemption, from sadness

to... profound and mysterious joy... (p. 67). In the image of the topolia,

Shevchenko has united all these opposites; the girl in the tree is not merely

incarcerated, but is at the threshold of her redemption.
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Most critics point out that Shevchenko’s symbolism is largely

folkloric, but in no way does Shevchenko rely on the folklore to

do his work for him; instead, there is a constant restructuring and
reclarification of each symbol by the situation in which it appears

in various poetic contexts. “Topolia,” for instance, illustrates how
Shevchenko penetrates the symbol to create for it a meaningful

and original ambience, so that its connotation is clarified without

any dissection .

25 By this process, the symbols are demythologized

and made “real,” and each new use of a particular symbol con-

tinues the clarifying process.

It must be pointed out that Shevchenko’s ideas about love

are very different from the western-European Romantic norm. In

the Western literature of the period, love is almost entirely be-

tween man and woman, rather than being familial or social,

and frequently has sadistic, vengeful, or pathological

results .

26 While there is little happy love in Shevchenko’s poetry,

except perhaps between mother and child, he always examines
the subject within the bounds of its social ramifications and, there-

fore, cannot separate “romantic” love from other relationships

which are supposed to be characterized by love. For instance, in

“Topolia” and “Kateryna,” the tragic conclusion is precipitated

by the insensitivity of the heroine’s family, rather than being a

direct result of the tragic love affair. Kateryna’s parents cause her

to be an orphan because of their inability to deal with social cen-

sure, but they themselves are “orphaned” by casting her out; once
a family is dismembered by lack of love, all its members suffer.

In western-European Romanticism, the idea of good and evil

is usually presented in extreme terms to coincide with the ex-

tremes of emotion under which the characters operate; this, in

turn, results either in Byronic shock literature, in which the pri-

mary characters have no room for more than one central feeling,

or in allegorical or typological writing, like Wordsworth’s Lucy
poems and “Michael,” and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, in which
the characters exhibit standard sets of feelings according to their

situation. Since Shevchenko’s point was to examine the significance

of elemental symbols in specific socially oriented situations, judg-

ments about fault, guilt, and good and evil are for him more
difficult to make than for these Western writers. In “Kateryna,”
for instance, the parents are not condemned outright or made to

25 Kotsiubynska contrasts Shevchenko with Kostomarov by saying
that Kostomarov takes apart and explains his natural symbols (p. 81).

26 The classical critical description of this phenomenon is in Mario
Praz, The Romantic Agony, passim.
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appear “evil” for their harshness. The mother’s speech when cast-

ing out her daughter is interspersed with tenderness and signs of

love. But this intensifies the tragedy further; if a mother can sub-

ject herself and her daughter to such pain, it is not surprising that

Kateryna’s Russian lover should be capable of similar cruelty. In

this way, Shevchenko refutes the Romantic assumption that the

only love worthy of poetic or literary attention is an unhappy
affair between men and women, and says instead that the truth

of love is not in aberrational private relationships, but in the social

structure as a whole, whose rules of what is acceptable or desir-

able serve to destroy the very relationships it is its business to

support.

Another way in which Shevchenko calls into question the

precepts of Romanticism, especially in its Russian form, is shown
in “Kateryna” by his denial of the device of illustrating the anti-

social nature of a character by placing him in the “exotic” setting

of southern Russia. While, from the Russian point of view,

Byronic types like Lermontov’s Pechorin illustrate their particular

kind of Romantic heroism by standing unmoved while the young
native girls they have seduced suffer and are destroyed, in “Kate-

ryna” the artificiality and, indeed, the immorality of this kind of

fascination suddenly becomes apparent. The actions of the Russian

soldier, stripped by Shevchenko of all Byronic psychological and
emotional trappings, are shown to be nothing but cruel and abhor-

rent, emphasizing the leap from reality a Romantic reader must
make before he can find such a character interesting or attractive.

One more point must be made with regard to “Kateryna,”

which will again emphasize the spontaneous quality of Shevchen-

ko’s work in contrast to the deliberate artificiality of his European
counterparts. To make this point, it is most useful to consider

Wordsworth as the poet in Europe most akin to Shevchenko, in

his intentions at least. In the famous Preface to the Lyrical Ballads,

Wordsworth writes: “the majority of the following poems are to

be considered as experiments. They were written chiefly with a

view to ascertain how far the language of conversation in the

middle and lower classes of society is adapted to the purpose of

poetic pleasure .” 27 He goes on to say that in his opinion this com-
mon language may be even more expressive of emotions and pas-

sions than literary language, because the former is used by habit

to relate emotional experiences and is unadulterated by the inter-

vention of educated sensibility to form and vocabulary. So far,

27 William Wordsworth, The Lyrical Ballads with a Few Other Poems
(Bristol, 1798), [repr. London, 1926].
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Wordsworth and Shevchenko are in much the same position; both

exhibit an interest in writing in ordinary language about ordinary

life, and both are concerned in using an element of realism to

illustrate the ignored beauty of the life of the common folk.

Even Wordsworth’s Preface, however, did not seem to supply

sufficient justification or explanation for the poems which fol-

lowed; in addition to this essay, many of the poems have their

own introduction, either in a short prose paragraph or in separate

poetic stanzas. For example, “The Emigrant Mother” by its very

title suggests a Shevchenko-like theme, and even its content —
the song of a lonely French woman to a strange child about her

own child from whom she has been separated— testifies to Words-
worth’s genuine concern for depicting feelings and experiences

more human and natural than those explored by Byronic verse.

The impact of the poem, however, is entirely altered by the three

introductory stanzas describing the intention of the poet having

seen the woman actually visit a neighbor’s child:

Once having seen her clasp with fond embrace

This Child, I chanted to myself a lay,

Endeavouring in our English tongue, to trace

Such things as she unto the Babe might say ...

The emphasis here is on the poetic activity and not on the woman
who is the central image of the poem. Guided by this emphasis,

our reaction to the whole becomes a reaction to the experience of

the poet rather than to his work, since the sensations described

in the song are Wordsworth’s and not the woman’s. On the sur-

face, it could be argued that Shevchenko’s “Topolia” works in

the same way; the poet, represented by the kobzar, tells his story

of the poplar tree, or gives poetic meaning to the central symbol
by making it the touchstone for his own imagined experience.

But this analogy does not account for the most important elements
of “Topolia.”

In the first place, the distinction already described between
the kobzar and the “intellectual” poet of western-European Ro-
manticism indicates that the kobzar sings what is “real” rather

than what is imagined. Thus, although the introductory lines of

the kobzar in “Topolia” function as a statement of the emotional
problem of love which will be dealt with in the poem, the problem
is symbolized immediately at the outset by the natural image of

the tree in a familiar landscape, and there is no sense in which
the poet is felt to be manipulating the situation. Instead, he is

simply recording what is there for all to see.

Secondly, Shevchenko’s, or rather the kobzar’s introduction
fits formally and thematically into the rest of the text; the story
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of the young girl follows naturally from the beginning and without

a shift in point of view. Wordsworth’s poem, in contrast, is not

only alienated from its introduction by the emphasis on poetic

craft, but also by a change in form: the poem proper is a song, an
artificial form in which even the spontaneity of language is sig-

nificantly curtailed.

Thirdly, there is nothing exotic about the young girl in “To-
polia,” nothing unnatural or intriguing in the “Romantic” sense

about her experience. Even her encounter with the old witch,

which approximates a favourite “Romantic” situation, is kept

from becoming a venture into a genuine supernatural state by the

inclusion of touchingly simple and human details. The lines

Pishla b la utopylas —
Zhal dushu zhubyty.

provide an excellent example of this control. The poignancy of

this girl’s naive concern for her immortal soul is set into profound
relief when compared with the near flippancy of the standard

“Romantic” attitude to suicide and death. Wordsworth’s character,

on the other hand, must compensate for the lack of interest, per-

haps feared by the poet, in the simplicity of the picture of a woman
singing to someone else’s child. She is not only French, but was
“driven from France,” and thus suggests the fascination of political

intrigue. She lived in “a lonely hamlet,” where the poet happened
to meet her, and thus is doubly alienated because of this roman-
tically evocative unfamiliar setting.

Despite these differences, it cannot be said that Shevchenko’s
poem is not “Romantic”; the interpretation of natural symbolism,
the central theme of tragic love, the isolated main character, and
the apparently “supernatural” conclusion all testify to Shevchen-
ko’s awareness of the literary power of such a combination. At
the same time though, the details discussed above, which could be
called “realistic,” indicate that the poem does not depend on a

“Romantic” formula. The poetic result is twofold: first, “Topolia”
retains the natural, real, and simple quality which Wordsworth
sacrifices — despite his better intentions — for the sake of “poetic

pleasure,” and second, Shevchenko’s poem gains in immediacy
and power by not presenting the formal and thematic explanations

deemed necessary in “The Emigrant Mother.” The experimental

motivation, which becomes almost the primary factor in many of

Wordsworth’s poems, is apparent in Shevchenko’s works only

when the reader is aware of their historical position.

The two poems just discussed are not an isolated example
of the vital difference between Shevchenko and Wordsworth.
Another such pair can be found in Shevchenko’s “Kateryna” and
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Wordsworth’s “The Mad Mother,” in both of which a woman
who has been rejected by her husband or lover wanders about

talking to her child. As in the previous case, the Western writer

feels that the basic situation alone is not enough to provide viable

poetic material; Wordsworth cannot leave it alone, but goes on

to introduce the element of madness to heighten the drama of the

woman’s plight:

Where art thou gone, my own dear child?

What wicked looks are those I see?

Alas! Alas! that look so wild,

It never, never came from me.

Thus, in both Shevchenko’s and Wordsworth’s poems, the “sins

of the fathers are visited on the sons,” but Wordsworth also ap-

peals to the element of madness as part of the Romantic formula

of interest in the unusual, the mysterious, and the unnatural. In

his poem, madness has no social significance, but functions as a

purely poetic device with a vast connotative scope, suggesting

meanings ranging from genius or inspiration all the way to the

shocking contrast with the normal serenity of motherhood. The
hint in the lines quoted that the child inherits the mother’s insanity

coincides with the Western Romantic insistence on the eternal

quality of aberrational elements in man, particularly since the

woman in Wordsworth’s poem is a kind of archetype herself,

nameless, homeless, and without a developed character. Once
again, Shevchenko’s treatment of the same basic situation shows
his independence from the Western Romantic model as well as

his ability to use certain elements from it to advantage. Kateryna
is never removed from the position of a social being; her “sin” is

not peculiar or strange, nor is her response to the isolation which
follows. Indeed, the power of her story lies in the fact that she

constantly tries to reestablish some sort of social normalcy by her
search for another family, that of her lover. Even her parents tell

her, when they banish her, that she is to go and make a home with
her mother-in-law. Her death, then, is not a result of her own
inability to continue life because of emotional pain but, rather,

the result of her inability to find that “home” (see the foregoing
discussion of “Zaspiv”) in which she would be accepted despite

her social “sin.”

As in “Topolia,” the realism of Kateryna’s pleas to her lover
to take her in as a servant, or at least to take the child, are tremen-
dously moving precisely because they are unmediated by the un-
usual, either thematically or linguistically, while, in contrast, the
lines quoted above from Wordsworth’s poem add to the effect of
the woman’s madness by their incantative rhythm and relative
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verbal simplicity. Kateryna’s pleas have no such technical support.

Rather, they are the outpourings of her panic in the most “real”

sense and, even before the conclusion, they signify with great

power that the fight she has sustained so long through the strength

of her love and trust is hopeless.

That her son becomes the companion of an aged kobzar
underlines both the social nature of Kateryna’s tragedy and also

the ambiguous relationship between the kobzar and his communi-
ty; society is such that, no more than Kateryna herself, can her

child find a “home.” He must remain an outcast and an orphan
in all the senses which Shevchenko gives this word. At the same
time, however, the child does share the social function of the poet,

receives sustenance from the audience, and is the companion of

the kobzar’s internal sorrow. Thus, by filling a recognizably “Ro-
mantic” mold with realistically grounded detail, Shevchenko has

revealed a truth about the way poeple deal with each other which
cannot be denied by his readers. He has investigated the problem
of human cruelty and suffering rather than just describing suffer-

ing for its emotive value.

In sum, Wordsworth’s “Mad Mother” lies too far from
our experience for us to have any but an intellectual reaction to

the interest intrinsic in the idea of madness. Shevchenko’s “Ka-
teryna,” on the other hand, describes such an undeniable reality

that an intellectual reaction is nearly impossible. To the extent

that Romanticism sought in an authentic way to penetrate the

fundamental meaning of human emotions and spiritual experiences

by analyzing the internal makeup of individuals, Shevchenko’s
poem successfully partook of the Romantic goal, but in no way
did he compromise with Romanticism as a voguish way to write.

“Zaspiv,” “Perebendia,” “Topolia,” and “Kateryna” take Roman-
ticism at its word and deal with its concerns, so successfully in

fact, that they reveal, by comparison, an important gap in western-

European Romanticism between stated intention and final poetic

product, a gap that Western writers only bridge by an artificiality

which is substituted for honest revelation. The latter is the chief

characteristic which we expect of the Romantic movement and is

the most outstanding feature of the poems in the early Kobzar.
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OpeCT 3iflHHCbKHH

TpyflHi LunnxH 3poctahha

florm nipnxn b po3BMTxy noe3ii Haranye Toro HaPiMonofliuoro chh3 3

HapOflHOI K33KM, LLJO, 6yflyMM flOBrO OCTaHHiM i HenOMiMeHMM, AOMirCR B

Mac, Korin HafliMLuna noro 3pinicTb, KoponiBCbKoro cxineipa n HanBnmoi
noiuaHM. flipMMHy noe3i»o 3Hana B>Ke nepBicHa monMHa; cboi BHyipiiuHi

nepe>KMTTH BOHa Bnpawana b rpaHMMHo npocTHx cfcopwiax xonncxoBoi nicHi,

po6oMoro mm BoeHHoro cniBy, noxopoHHoro ronociHHR. Ane no3piBaHHR
nipMKM no poni CBinxa npo Becb cxnanHnn BHyipirnmn nocBin mon^HM
6yj10 HOB’fl3aHe 3 nOBTOBiKOBMMM iCTOpMMHMMM yMOBaMM, nOBrO
cnMHK>BaHMM npoqecoM BnnineHHfl mnnBinyanbHOCTi 3-nin BnxniOMHOi
oniKM HepyxoMMx KoneKTMBHMx hopm. B 3axinHiM CBponi BinbHe n pyxnMBe
>KMTTfl nnuapcTBa m MicT BMacHO HaBMMno nepenoBMx nionen Toro Macy
CHyBaTM BinbHi po3nyMM npo cbok) nomo, BMpaxoTM b n38iHK0My cniBi

CBOHD paniCTb 3 KpaCM >XMTTR, 3 napiB npMponM M ineanbHOI nK)60Bi, CBiH

npoTecT npoTM yMOBHOCTen >kmttr m HeMMHyMol CMepTi. B o6nacii
cxinHoro xpMCTMRHCTBa, no rkoT Hanewana n Yxpama, npoqec yocodneHHR
OKDnHHM B MMCTeqTBi ny>Ke 3ani3HMBCR Mepe3 iCTOpMMHi KaTaCTpOCfcM, 1140

noBTMMM cToniTTRMM a6cop6yBann Bci ii TBopMi cnnn, ranbMyBann
npMponHMM po3bmtok cycninbCTBa, Mepe3 noBiue nepeipMByBaHHR
BMKntOMHoro npMMaiy penirinHoi norMM, Mepe3 noBinbHnn po3bmtok ccfcepn

CBiTCbKMx coqianbHMx ineaniB. JlipMMHe xBnniOBaHHR, Tax menpo
po3CMnaHe no CTopmxax 3aranKOBoro “CnoBa o nonxy IropeBiM”, He
BMMLuno b CBinoMocri iHiiJMx tbopuib Haiuoi naBHbol niiepaiypn no3a Me>xi

npMHarinHoi cny>x6oBoi poni.

PeHecaHCOBe caM03Hannonhr oco6ncTOCTi, aHTMMHnn npnxnan
menporo >KHMBa 3MMcniB, 3aBepiueHoro LunRxeTHOK) yMTOK) nopflnxyiOMoi

nyiui, npo6ynnnn b 6e3nocepennbOMy cycincTBi YxpaiHn Taxoro
BM3H3MHOrO nipMXa, RXMM 6yB Hh KoxaHOBCbXMM. ripRMO no yxpaiHCbXiM
3eMni xonnnn monn, 1140 3asnaxM oBiniiBCbxin Ta TeoxpMTiBCbxin Luxoni no-
HOBOMy 3aroBopnnM npo xpacy CBiTy m npnHanHicTb npocToI nionnHn -- Ha
>xanb, TinbXM nonbCbxoio mobokd. Haiua >x ToroMacHa xynbTypa, U40 Bee me
He Mana cnnn ctbopmtm He3ane>xHi CBiTCbxi BorHMma m BM3BonnTncR Bin
nepeBarn peniriMHnx aBTopmeiiB, He Morna noBHicno cnpnnHRTn n

noMMcnMTM ueHTpanbHoi inei peHecaHcy -- Bipn b icTopnMHy ponb BinbHoi
oco6ncTOCTi, He3ane>xHoro TBopMoro nonBnry. ToMy m BipiuoBa TBopMicTb,

1140 noRBnnacfl ax CBoepinHa nyxoBHa riMHacTMxa y Haiunx ujxonax, 6yna
me noBro Tinbxn BipmaMM, a He noe3ieio, 6yna Tinbxn o3no6HOK) cJdopmok)
noBinoMneHHR npo 3BepxHi cpaxTM, noneM pmopnMHoro BcnaBneHHR n

cbrtomhoi nexnaMauii, a He CBinMeHHRM npo opraHiMHi BHyipiiuHi nopyxn
ntonnHM, npo ii Hecnoxin, paniCTb i Tyry, mo6oB i Bipy. HaBiTb HanuixaBiiue
RBMme ToroMacHoi xhmjxho? noe3ii -- BepcncjDixaTopcbxi excnepnMeHTM
iBaHa BenMMxoBCbxoro -- aanmuaeTbCR CBoeio He3ano3MMeHOK> MacmHoio
no3a Me>xaMM noeTMMHMx CBin^eHb npo nioncbxy nyujy.

Bnpa3HMM CBinxoM xynoxcHboro 6e3cnnnR uiei TpannqiT noBenoca
ct3tm niTepaTopoBi 3aranxoBoI, ane HaneBHe nywe uixaBoi noni,
iepoMOHaxoBi KflMMEHTIGBI 3MHOB‘CBy, mo >xmb i tbopmb necb Ha
3naMi xy 1 1 Ta XYIII cToniTb Ha J"liBo6epe>x>xi. Cbogk) 3nnneHHOK> noneio n
waryMMM iHTepecoM no ni3H3HHR n ocMMcneHHR >xmttr b noe3ii BiH Haranye
npoxnRToro noeTa 4)paHuy3bxoro cepenHbOBiMMR cppaHcya BinoHa, ane
pi3HMUR ntoncbxoro m xyno>xHboro npo(j)imo o6ox noeTiB HanTO Bennxa,
mo6 H33BaTM Tx npnponHMMn SpaiaMM. KnMMeHTin -- He po3naneHe
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cyMniHHfl CBoei enoxn, a nkinbHUM, ane npMcninyBaTMM peecTpaTop
AOBKinbHux cfcaxTiB; Moro BnacHe cepqe Hi6n MepTBe no BeriMKoI npaMM
Moro enoxki, b Moro Bipiuax nopanxye xnMiuaBMM po3yw, npn6mMM no
3eMni cjDanbiiJMBMM cxonacTMMHMM po3yMiHHaM nyxoBHoro ax “yqeHoro”,

6nn>KMoro no ycnanxoBaHMx khmjkhmx npaBn, Hi>K no XBkinfOBaHb BnacHoi
nyiui.

Ane b ToroMacHiM yxpamcbxiM KynbTypi He Bee 6yno ninnopanxoBaHO
Ba>KKiM pyui CTapifOMoi penirikiHoi ineonorii, He Bee 6yno 3ane>KHe Bin IT

HemyMKMx 3aco6iB i mnaxiB nomMpeHHa. He 3HaMiuoBiuM Bdyny b CBiT

XHMTM, nyUJOBHMH HecnOXiM TOrOMaCHOi monMHH BHp33MB ce6e B TBOpMOCTi,

mo ne Mana BHCOKoro couianbHoro npecTMxty, ane (fcopMyBana HeMeHiu
cnnbHO ceinoMicTb ocBiMeHMx Mac. Me Tpanmiia nonynapHoi nipMMHoi
nicHi, nepeea>KHO aHOHiMHoi (bhhhtok CTaHOBnaTb Bipiui 3 ynioCneHMMM
Toni axpocTHxaMM), mo ninmna no Hac y pani pyxonMCHMx 36ipHHKiB i

npi6HMx npyKiB xyil-xym CToniTb, 3ne6inbmoro TinbKH BMnanxoBO
36epe>KeHMx. nepmi CBin^eHHa npo n iCHyBaHna MaeMO Bx<e 3 noMaTxy xy II

CToniTTa; B>xe bohm CBin^aTb npo 3H3mhmm xyno>KHiM piBeHb. KynbTypa
BHyipimHboro nepe>xMTTa, nepe6paHa pa30M 3 anapaTOM xyno>KHix <fcopM 3

niTepaTypHoi noe3ii, noenHyBanacb y Hin 3 >khbotbophok) cinxieto

moneHHOi po3mobho! mobh. ABTopaMH uhx TBOpiB 6ynn nepeBa>KHO njonn
npocTHx >khtt6bhx yMOB -- CTyneHTM, MaHnpiBHi nexM, npiSrn CBameHMXM,
neipcbKi cnieaKH, iHoni m npi6m wnaxTMMi ft xo3axM. Ane bohm BMpaxonn b

qiM TBOpMOCTi CBiM ineanbHMM BHyTpilUHiM CBiT, (fcOpMOBaHMM nyXOBHOK)
aTMOccjDepoK) peHecaHcy m 6apoxxo. TonoBHi TeMM qiei TBopMOCTi:
nK)6oBHa Tyra, Myxn HenonineHoro xoxaHHa, ripKicTb po3nyKM, noMyrra
nyxoBHoro CMpiTCTBa, cxaprn Ha MopanbHi m no6yTOBi xpMBnH, dpax Bin

cf)i3MMHoro yB’anaHHa m HeMMHyMoi CMepTi. Abtopm umx 3ne6inbiuoro
aHOHiMHMx niceHb me He Mann BinearM, noTpe6M mm BMiHHa BMpaxcaiM b

hmx pi3KO iHnMBinyanbHi ncMxiMHi 3MicTM mm HaBiTb 30BHimHi cMTyaqii.

Bohm ne BMMnMca 3HaxonnTM b MMCTeuTBi HOBe; TOMy cna6xoK> CTopiHKOK)
IXHix TBOpiB 6 CXeMaTMMHiCTb nepe>KMTTa, nOBTOpHiCTb 3MiCTiB i cfcopM

BMpa3y, KOMno3MqiMHa HedpyHKicTb i nepeo6Ta>xeHicTb, noB’a3aHa 3

nepeMMaHHaM totobmx cxeM. Ane Hafixpami nocarHeHHa qiei 3a6yioi

Tpannqii MO>xe m nepeBMinytOTb TBOpMicTb HeonHoro 3 noeTiB XIX CToniTTa

CMnoHD eMoqiM, 6araTCTBOM i no6ipmcTio o6pa3iB, 3pinicTK) BipmoBol

CjDOpMM. AKqeHTyBaHHaM BMCOKMX, HeCy€TnMBMX nepe>KMBaHb t enpOTMBOM
npoTM 3acMnna o6ciaBMH, mo cxoByK)Tb nioncbxy BonK> no macia,

BMpasHO BMaBneHOK) BipoK) b npMponwy piBHicTb nwneM y cnpaBax macia
m nK)6oBi 14a TBopMicTb CMnbHO BnnMHyna Ha cfcopMyBaHHa nyxoBHMX
ineaniB ni3Himoro Macy. II BMTOHMeHe po3yMiHHa nK>6oBi, 3aMMcneHHa Han
npoMMHanbHicTK) macia, cxMnbHidb no po3nyMiB Han npM3HaMeHHaM,
“noneK>” nK>nnHM npoHMxnM i b HaponHy niceHHy nipnxy, BM3H3MaK)MM

onHH i3 HanpaMiB II ToroMacHoro po3BMTKy. Pan niceHb qiei BepcTBM 6yB

npaMO CnpMMHaTMM HapOnOM; OMMCTMBLUMCb y 3iTKHeHHi 3i CTMni3aqiMHMMM
npMMOMaMM cfconbxnopy Bin nniuHix yMOBHMX eneMeHTiB, Taxi nicHi CTann
nepnMHaMM HaponHOi nipMKM.

Ha noniSHiM, aHOHiMHO-neMOxpaTMMHiM ocHOBi, Ha rpyHTi noniOHMX
ineaniB TepnMMOCTi m npMMMpeHHa 3 HecnoxiMHOio nincHicTK)
po3ropHynaca b Xy I l-Xy 1 1 1 CTonirmx TpanMqia nonynapHoro BipmyBaHHa
Ha axTyanbHi cycninbHi TeMM. TyT 3H3MHe Micqe 3aMMaK>Tb cxaprM Ha
ynanox Bixy, Ha BoeHHi cnycTOiueHHa, MopanbHMM po3xnan, cynpoTM axoro
6e36opoHHa HaBiTb Eo>xa Bona. CnnbHO po3BMHynMca Taxi Biprni Ha
cycninbHO-MopanbHi TeMM oco6nMBO Ha 3axapnaTTi.

Mi>x 1757 Ta 1785 poxoM Ha yxpami noaBMBca nepiuMM cnpaBWHin
nipMx-niTepaTop, iM’a m >xMTT8Ba nona axoro HaM no6pe 3H3MOMi --

fpMropiM CKOBOPOflA. floro “Can 6o>xecTBeHHMX nicHeM”, cxnaneHMM 3
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TpHfluflTM BipwiB-niceHb pi3Horo cfeopManbHoro xapaKTepy, aaBepiuye

TpaflMqiK) nipMKM, cnpnMOBaHoi Ha ochobhI nMTaHHA ntOACbxoro 6yTTn.

06’enHyK)MHM motmbom uieT nipHKH, mo flae Hi6n noneMiMHy BiflnoBiflb

6apoMHOMy HecnoKoeBi m 6oneBi, e iflen BHyTpiLUHboi cbo6oah, mo n

MO>KHa 3flo6yTn, yHe3ane>KHMBiuMCb Bin HH3bKnx npMMaH CBiTy,

3aflOBOnbHHBUJMCb CXpOMHMM i MyflpHM UjaCTAM MMCTOTO CepUA M CBiTflOrO

posyMy. BenHKy ponb y MbOMy BH3BoneHHi rpae npnpofla -- yHMTenbxa
npocTOTH Pi npaBflHBOCTi. Ukd cbok) c|3inococ|5iK) CxoBopoAa po3ropiae to
b LUHpoKHx naHopaMHHx KapTMHax, mo noTpe6yBanH cxnaAHMx
CTpocfDiMHHx (JjopM, to b flpiSHHx HacTpo€Bnx MimaTtopax. Bipuji

CKOBopoflM CHribHo BnnMBanM Ha CBiflOMicTb HacTynHHx reHepauin He
nniue cboimm ryMaHiCTMMHMMM ifleanaMH, ane h cnoco6oM 6aMeHHA
nifiCHOCTi; ane LUTyMHicTb IxHboi mobh i HeBpiBHOBa>KeHicTb BipwyBaHhA,
CHna6iMHoro b cboim ochobI, He A03BonMnM Im ct3th >khbmm npMxnaAOM
Arm 0opMyBaHHfl noeTHMHoi TpaAnqil. ToMy bohh cxopiwe 33MMxaK)Tb
nonepenHND, Hi>K BiAxpMBa»OTb Hoey enoxy.

OCHOBOnQnOKHMKOM HOBOMaCHOI yKpaiHCbKOI nipMKM CT3B Ha fleCflTKH

poKiB ni3Hiiue, koho 1819 poxy iBaH KOTflflPEBCbKMFl. TeMH m motmbm

AeAKMx niceHb, HanMcaHMx hmm aha n’ecn “HaTanxa nonTaBKa”, nepe6pam
3 HapoflHMx niceHb i Bipiuie Ckobopoam, ane niAHATi Ha bmiaum CTyniHb
niTepaTypHoi MaPiCTepHOCTi exoHOMHoto xoMno3MuieK> nipMMHoi CMTyauii,

BMinHM BMKopncT3HHflM excnpecHBHHx AeTanePi, napaneni3MiB, noBTopiB,
iHBepcin, aaranbHHM yMy3MxanbHeHHAM Bipiua Ha 6a3i 6inbuj AoriAHoT
CHna6oTOHiMHoi BepcMcjDixauii. flipH3M KoTnApescbxoro — nnaBHMPi i

6e3nocepeAHiM; b 33MXHyTOMy xoni TMnoBO ceHTMMeHTanbHMx nomaAiB i

nepe>KHBaHb — Tyrn 3a mmomm, Bipn b HeaHMmuMicTb 3arpo>xeHoi
BHyTpiLUHboi njo6oBi, He3ane>KHOCTi BH6opy cepqfl BiA MaTepianbHHx 6nar,

npHMHpeHHfl 3 “cninoK)”, HecnpaseAriMBOfO Aoneto, Mpii npo “>kmtta b

noKoi” — noABHAfOTbCfl i AHHaMiMHi o6pa3H npnpoAH (AepeBa, mo rHyTbcn
niA BiTpoM, po36ypxam xBkini), HaMmatoMM lunox ao poMaHTMMHoi
CTHni3ai4ii noMyTTA.

TanaHOBMTHH oomhh KoTHApeBCbKoro hbpoahbca b Mac, kohh b

He6araTin yxpamcbxiPi noe3ii me MiqHO naHyBana hmm >xe yTBepA>xeHa
6ypnecKHa TeMiA, mo 30BciM 3arnywyBana poaxpMTTA noMyTTiB cboim
rinep6oniMHMM hotatom ao 3MMcnoBO-AOTopKanbHoro. riepeTpMByBaHHA
UbOrO CTMOK), mO MaB CBOi nCMXiMHi OCHOBM B CMTOMy XyTQpAHCbXO-
caAn6HOMy no6yTi, neBHMPi Mac ranbMyBano eMaHCMnauiio niTepaTypHoi
nipMKM, Ann AKoi icHyBanM b nonepeAHiPi TpaAnuii Taxi 6araTi ochobm. Te,

mo Mano cfcopManbHO xapaxTep nipMKM b paMxax 6ypnecxHoro ctmok>
(ryMopMCTMMHi noxsanbHi oah), no cyTi cynepeMMno BHyTpiiuHbOMy
npMHMMny nipMMHOCTi, 6o He BMpa>xano CBiT !ctothmx BHyTpiiuHix

3BopyiueHb. Bmhatok cTaHOBnATb xi6a CMnbHO Hai4i0Hani30Bam nepecniBM
TopauieBMX oa, CTBopeH i fleTpoM rynAKOM-APTEMOBCbKkIM,
oco6nMBO nepma OAa “flo riapxoMa”(1827), Ae 3a 6nMCxynMM poeM
npM3eMHMx 3MMcnoBMx o6pa3iB cxpMBaeTbCA rnM6oxa npaBAa npo
xopoTxoTpMBanicTb i npMMapHicTb ycix 3eMHMx 6nar, npo noTpe6y
noMipxoBaHOCTi m npMMMpeHHA 3 Aonex). BnnMB 6ypnecxHO? npncTpacTi ao
3BepxHboi xonopMTHOCTi, ao HarpoMaA>xyBaHHA cokobmtmx smmcoobmx
o6pa3ie BiAMyTHMPi me b BiAOMOMy poMaHci CTenaHa nklCAPEBCbKOrO
“He tm 6poAMLu, moa Aone”, CTBopeHOMy ao 1827 poxy; CTaTMMHMPi nepenix
no6yTOBMx xapaxTepMCTMx cxpemyeTbCA TyT Ha xmui Bipwa HecnoAieaHO 3

pOMaHTMMHMMM 06pa3aMM npMpOAH, 3 CMiOMBOfO iHTMMi3aL4i6K) XOCMiMHMX
o6pa3iB. B iHLuoMy poMaHci riMcapeBCbxoro -- “3a HeMaHb iAy” B>xe
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nepeBawae poMamHMHa o6cTaHOBKa: nK>6oBHe npomaHHR nocTaBneHe b

KOHTeKCT BoeHHoi npnronn, aochtb npocTonywHMM cnocoOoM BBeneHO b

TeKCT MOTHBH 3JnOBilJ4MX 03H3K i (JjaTaObHOrO nepeflMyTTR.

L4hmm TeMaTMMHO i cfcopMaribHO HewHpoxMMH flocflrneHHHMH
3aMMKaeTbCR OanaHC yxpaiHCbxoi niTepaTypHoi nipHKH no no^aTxy
TpnnMflTMX poKiB, Konn b HaiuiM niiepaiypi noRBHnaca TeMin, mo rpyrnoBHo
3MiHnna oOohhmr yxpaiHCbxoi noe3ii -- poMaHTM3M. 3 nornany TeM i

xyno>KHix 3aco6iB nopoMaHTMMHa nipnxa 6yna m6n nponoBweHHRM i

BnocKOHaneHHRM aHOHiMHO? nipMKM xyil-noMaTKy XIX CToniTTR, 36araneHoi
nocBinoM pociMCbKoro niTepaiypHoro poMaHcy h yxpaiHCbxoi HaponHoi
nicHi. B HiPi nepeBaxonn 3BepxHi qyrreBi xynbMiHauii, BMSHaHi B>xe

nonepenniMM CToniTTRMH 3a TnnoBi -- npomaHHR, Tyra 3a HenpHcymiM
mhhhm, x<anb Ha HenpMxnnbHy nomo, -- Bee nonaHe 3ne6inbiuoro Bin
Heoco6ncTMx nipHMHkix cy6’eKTiB. Lie 6yna nipn«a cfDopManbHO
cy6’eKTHBHa, ane cjDaxTHMHO nacMMeHa o6’6xtmbhmmh nornanaMM i

MyTTEBHMM HaCTaHOBaMH. nicnR CKOBOpOnH V Hin 30BCiM He 6yno
4)inoco4)CbKoi mh cycninbHO-xpHTMMHoi onn Ta MenuTaqii, onMCOBHx
BipiuiB npo npnpony, enerin, aHaxpeoHTMxn, to6to rk TBopiB 3 nepeBaroio
iHTeneKTyanbHO-pMTopMMHoro eneMeHTy, Tax i thx, mo 3acHOByBarmcb Ha
ecTeTHMHin rpi. He 6yno b Hin BCboro Toro, mo CTaHOBHno b Ti Macn
ronoBHMM 3MicT noe3ii b Haponia 3 noBHoqiHHO po3BMHyTOK) niTepaTypoio.

PoMaHTM3M, mo noRBMBCR b HamiH niiepaiypi xono 1830 poxy rx Bnpas
HacTpolB Ta ineaniB hobo? reHepanii, bhxob3hoT He b 6ypcax i naopRHCbXHx
cann6ax, a b ymBepcMTeiax, 3BR3aHoi 3 MicbXHM no6yTOM i cbItobok)
xynbTypoK), nocTaBHB 3apa3 Ha nonaTxy nmaHHR npo ecTeTMMHy
noBHoniHHicTb yxpaiHCbxoro cnoBa. rioRBHnaca HeonHa cnpo6a nomHpHTM
By3bxo 3aMXHyTe xonn >xaHpiB i TeM. Taxi cnpo6n po6nnncR i Ha noni
nipnxH. Ane >x ix noBHOMy 3nincHeHHK> nepemxonuna Mana iHTeHCHBHicTb
niTepaTypHoro pyxy, HenocTa^a ny6nixaqiHHHx MoxoiHBOCTen, epynoBaHO?
xpHTMXM, 3pinoro MHTaqbxoro cepenoBnma, BCboro, mo Mo>xe nonoMorTH
niTepaTypi Ha3norHaTH icTopMMHe 3ani3HeHHR. TeopeTHMHa epynoBaHicTb,
ycBinoMneHHR nepcnexTHBHHX MeT niTepaTypHoro po3BHTxy,
iHipiaTHBHicTb y nyOnixanii TBopiB He 3aB>xnn noenHyBanncb 3 TanaHTOM 1

npaxTHMHMM yMiHHRM. MaeMO Ha yBa3i 30xpeMa noeTMMHy ninnbHicTb
Mhxohm KOCTOMAPOBA, b axin BiH niiuoB Ha nywe cyMHiBHMM mnax
onpaqbOByBaHHR “bmcoxmx” TeM 3aco6aMH, no3HMeHMMn 3 HaponHHx
niceHb. Kpamux pe3ynbTaTiB BiH noMirca a>x y micTnecRTMX poxax
(“CniBeqb MHTyca”).

LleHTpanbHOK) nocTamo nomeBMeHxiBCbxoi poMaHTMMHOi nipnxM b

cxinHin yxpaiHi 3apa3 BBa>xaeMO JleBxa BOPOBMKOBCbKOrO, noeTa 3

cyMHOK) nonejo: 3a >xhttr no6aMnna CBiT Tinbxn MeHLua m MeHm BaxoiMBa
MacTMHa Horo TBopiB, pan BipiuiB B3arani BTpaMeHMM. Cboimh nepexnanaMM
m nepecniBaMH 3 riymxiHa m MiqxeBHMa pen noeT 3naMaB npM xiHqi

nBanuaTMx poxiB aaxopiHeHHM nornan npo He3ni6HicTb yxpaiHCbxoi mobh
“nepenaTM noMyrm HiJXHi, 6naroponHi, ninHeceHi”. Bcr nanbiua TBopmcTb
SopoBMxoBCbxoro, nicnR 6nncxyM0i cnpo6M ctbophth bmcoxhm xnacMMHMH
CTMnb b rpyHTOBHO Haqi0Hani30BaH0My ‘Tlonpa>xaHii TopauiK)” -- o6pa3i

macTR monHHM b rapMOHiMHOMy xono6iry npnponM, e 6opoTb6o»o 3a
3HaMneHHR HauiOHanbHkix CTnnbOBHx 03Hax poMaHTHMHoi nipnxM.

06napoBaHHH no6poio xynbTypoio cnoBa m ecTeTHMHMM cMaxoM,
BopOBMXOBCbXHH 6yB noeTOM aSCOmOTHO HeOCOOMCTHM, BinBepHeHHM Bin

BnacHoro >xhttr, BxnanaiOMHM yci TBOpMi 3ycnnnfl b ecTeTHMHe
4)opMyBaHHR TexcTiB. CTnnbOBe oOmmMR qiei noe3i! BiH cxnaB i3 cboix

iHiuopinHMx CTMxiii, mo b Horo TBopMOCTi MaH>xe He cxpemyBanncb: 3

HacninyBaHb Haponnoi nicHi, nepenyciM 6ananHoT, i 3 Bnannx cnpo6
nepemenHTM Ha rpyHT yxpaiHCbxoi mobh Bncoxy poMaHTHMHy nnxniK) 3
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eneMeHTaMH tgmhoI ManbOBHMMOCTi m TpariMHoi MyrnuBOCTi. Ochobhok)
CTpyHOK) Horo TBOpMOCTi 6 TkinOBO pOMaHTHMHi MOTMBM BiflMy>KeHOCTi

(6e3piflHOCTi) Ta macnMBOi npocTOTM “fliTen npnpoflM”. TaKi tbopm, hk

“Bonox”, i ocoGhmbo “Ko3aK”, Tpe6a BBa>KaTH 3H8mhmm nocflrHeHHRM
yKpamcbKoi poMaHTMMHoi noe3ii: po3ropHeHHRM eneMeHTiB ManbOBHMMoro
onncy h BHyTpiwHboi pecfrneKcii, eK30TM3auieio m cjDinococjDCbKMM

ocMHcneHHAM “6yfleHHMx” o6’€KTiB noeT BinpuBaeTbCR Bin nonepepHboi
By3bKoi TpaflHuii niTepaiypHoro poMaHcy Ta HaiBHoi nipoeniKM Ha
(fconbKnopHHx ocHOBax. Bin yMiHHA BopoBMKOBCbKoro HacM^yBaTM eniMHi

CK»KeTn nipMMHOK) aTMOCcfrepoio 3 BMKopMCTaHHBM o6pa3iB npnponM Bene
onwa 3 hhtok no paHHboi noe3iI LUeBMeHKa. 3h3mhmm t3ko>k Moro Bxnan y
P03bhtok yKpamcbKoro cnna6oTOHiMHoro Bipwa pi3HMx po3MipiB.

B 30BciM iHiuoMy HanpHMKy niiuoB AMBpociM METJlMHCbKMP'i, noeT
He nywe TanaHOBMTMM, ane 6e3 cyMHiBy opMrmanbHMM cboim cBiTornnnoM i

(fcOpManbHMMM nOUjyKaMH. B BopoBMKOBCbKoro pOMaHTMMHMM CMyTOK Mae
BinTiHOK cTHni3auii, TBopMicTb MeTnHHCbKoro onaHOBye eK3MCTeHuiMHMM
necHMi3M i peanrHauifl. Bohm nnyTb Bin MeHTanbHOCTi noeTa, ane BMpawem
Man>Ke BHKnKJMHO MeTacfropoio HapioHanbHoro CMyTKy”, xonio Han
yTpaMeHOK) cnaBOK) m no6po6yTOM K03aubK0i yxpaiHM, nnaMeM Han
MepTBOTHOK) nopoxHeMeio cyMacHOCTi. L4i noMyTTR Bnpa>KaK)Tb ce6e MacTO
noeTHMHOK) ct>eTHiuM3auieK) MaTepianbHMx cBinKiB cnaBHoro Macy.

CxpMBaiOMM CBOKO 6oniCHy iHnMBinyanbHiCTb 3a KOneKTHBHHH Cy6’6KT,

MeTnHHCbKHM He cnnpaeTbCfl
(
bk noro poMaHTMMHi TOBapMwi, Ha naponHO-

niceHHy CTMni3auiK> m pMTMixy, mm Ha perynnpHMM CMna6oTOHiMHMM Bipiu.

BiH cTBOp»oe waHp nipMMHOi MenMTauii m Bipiua-onMcy cxopiiue Ha ocHOBi
P03M0BH0? MOBM, MaCTO MiHfltOMM BipiUOBHM p03Mip i npo6yK)MM
HacninyeaTM HeperynRpHMM TOHiMHMM Bipiu HaponHMx nyM. tforo

“CTapepb” e nepwoio cnpo6oio copianbHoro nopTpeTy e yxpaiHCbKiM
nipMui.

3 noci CKa3aHoro bmpho, mo b cxinHoyKpaiHCbxiM poMaHTMMHin nipnui
nepmoro nepiony, nin BnnMBOM 3aranbHoro cnpRMyBaHHR yKpamcbKoro
poMaHTMMHoro pyxy, piiuyMe nepeBa)KanM noHanoco6MCTi CTMxii

(4)OnbKnopM3M, iCTOpM3M) Han C3MOBMRBOM pOMaHTMMHOI
iHnMBinyanbHOCTi. He noRBMnacfl iHTMMHa nipnxa, mo BMpawana 6 npRMO
nyXOBHMM CBiT CBOrO TBOPMfl. flOCMTb npOCTOnytUHMM mo60BHMM BipLU

BiKTopa 3ABIJ1M “ConoBeM”, CTMni30B3HMM nin (fconbKnop, e onMHMMHMM i

TinbKM MaCTKOBMM BMHRTKOM 3 UbOrO CTaHy.

ICTOpMMHa ponb BMnoBHMTM UK) nporanMHy npnnana ranMMaHMHOBi
MapxiflHy LUALUKEBMMEBI, mo BMCTynMB Ha xinbxa poxiB pamme, Hix<

UJeBMeHKO, i nyJke cxopo 33mobk. 3a cbocio ecTeTMMHOK) opieHTaqieK)
noe3iR LLIaiuKeBMMa noniSHa no TBopMOCTi BopoBMKOBCbKoro: b Hin Taxow
CTORTb nopan ce6e BnnMBM niTepaTypHoro poM3HTM3My (b qbOMy BMnanKy
nonbCbxoro m HiMeqbKoro) Ta cnnbHe OMapyBaHHR HaponHOK) nicHeio.

TinbKM >k LLIaiuKeBMM xnane 6inbUJMM axqeHT Ha IT HOBimy, cy6’eKTMBHy
BepcTBy, penpe3eHTOBaHy nepenyciM kohommmkok). 3 qboro n>Kepena BiH

BMHOCMTb pan noBTopHMx MOTMBiB i o6pa3iB (BiTep-nocnaHeqb, 6a>xaHHR
niTaTM coKonoM, cnnMBaHHR piKM), ninGnpaiOMM ix BinnoBinHO no noTpe6
poMaHTMMHoro KOnOpMTy M ninTpMMyKDMM TMnOBO 0OnbKnOpHMMM
cjDopMaMM KOMno3Muii (napaneni3MM, noBTopn, BMKopMCTaHHR eniMHMx
cerMeHTiB Ta cniB3ByMHMX o6pa3iB npMponn). B umx Ha3Bepx npocTMX
Bipmax LLIaiuKeBMM BHpaano BMnsMrae nesHi eneMeHTM ceoro
BHyTpimHboro CBiTy -- eMoqioHanbHy MyTnMBicTb Ta 6e33axMCHicTb, naHy
aScomoTHOK) 3ane>KHicTK) Bin nwepen i npenMeTiB oco6mctoi mo6oBi. Ui
nepe>KMTTfl MaiOTb, monpaBna, me nocMTb Heoco6MCTMM BMpas,
LLJaujKeBMMeBi Bipiui niTepaTypHO-pecfcneKciMHoro TMny -- MenuTauii npo
moncbxy nomo, aHani3M cTaHiB o6e3noneHoi m caMiTHboi nywi, ManioHKM
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TeMHoi poMaHTMMHoi npnpofln -- 3acHOBaHi Ha npoTnne>KHOMy npnHqnni:
mnpoKi cnna6mm pc>3Mipn fl03BonnK)Tb po3ropTaTH ayMKy b lumpokmx
rpaflaqiflx Ta nepioAax. SJJaujKeBMM ynepiue b AomeBMeHKiBCbKm noe3i!
3aroBopnB npo Apawiy BnacHoi Aywi, Bnepme HaMaraBCfl Bnpa3HTn
noeTMMHHM chobom Bnacny iHAMBiAyanbHicTb, mo npo6yBana 3anepeMHTn
HeBHniMHMe >KMTencbKe rope M’RKicTKO cepqa h nopnBaHHRMn b Mpii, b
“MHcnb niflHe6ecHy”.

3 rannubKHX cyMacHMKiB LilaujKeBHMa neBHnn tbopmhm po3Max bmrbhb
MHKona yCTMHHOBMH, noeT eHeprinHHX, rycTHX MasKtB, SaraTOi, Tpoxn
pHTOpHMHOl OnHCOBOCTi. ripOTM LUaWKeBHMeBHX “HeflOOKpeCneHb”, npOTH
HaiBHoi npocTOTM h neBHoi po3nnnBnacTOCTi 6inbiuocTi powiaHTHKiB
ycTHAHOBHM nncaB MiqHO KOMnoHOBaHy, o6pa3HO 6araiy nipnKy npnpoAM
Ta xapaKTepMCTMMHMx nopTpeTiB, nociynoBO BiflxoqaMM 3 no3nqin
poM3HTH3My qo iAeaniB 6iflepMeepa, CBiTornRAy Ao6poBinbHoro
npMMMpeHHA 3 >KHTTRM i niflKOpeHHfl 3aKOHy.

CopoKOBi pokm BMABMrHynH b cxiAHiii yKpaiHi HOBy rpyny
poMaHTHMHMx noeTiB. Eni30flMMHMM ricTb na noni yKpamcbKoi nipMKH GBreH
TPEBIHKA, mo >kmb y fleTep6yp3i, ctbopmb AeKinbKa BAannx BipmiB, mo
Hae’flaytOTb ao TpaAHqii CTaporo poMaHcy 3 noro MipKyBaHHAMH npo aook)
Ta mothbom 6naropoAHoro 3peMeHHR. Ane, HanpnKnaA, y “MoBHi”
TpaAHuiMHMH aneropHMHHH mothb, mo MAe b yKpaiHCbKin noe3ii me 3 xy 1 1

1

CToniTTH, nepeoqiHKjeTbca b Ayci poMaHTHMHoro repomHoro po3naMy n
o6cTaBnaeTbCR 6araTOK) pom3hthmhok) cqeHapieK).

TaKO)K y TBopMOCTi iHmnx noeTiB Toro Macy (xpiM fl. LLJoroneBa, npo
rkoto 6yAe MOBa Aani) 30BciM 3HHKaK>Tb nporpaMHO-iAeonomm
HacTaHOBH xapKiBCbKMx poMaHTHKiB TpHAqaTHx poKiB, mo BMpawann ce6e
b noe3ii nepeBaroK) Heoco6ncToro cfc>onbKnopn3My i icTopH3My.
flpyropRAHi noeTH qboro AecflTnniTTR, mo npaqtoBanH Ha yKpaiHi -- BiKTop
3ABIJ1A, OnexcaHAP AOAHACbGB-My^BklHCbKMPl Ta Muxanno
nETPEHKO -- nmuyTb Manwe bhkakdhho iHTMMHy nipnKy, mo oxonntoe
HemnpoKe koao nepewHBaHb. Tfi qeHTpanbHi mothbh: cepqe, mo He 3a3Hano
ok)6obhmx paqomiB (3a6ina), noraHi wap™ Aoni, npoTH rkmx HeMae
o6opohh (Acf)aHacbeB-My>K6HHCbKMM), He3aAOBoneHHR CBiTOM, noTRr ao
6e3KOHeMHocTi (rieTpeHKO). flipnKy 3a6inn, a noMacTi h AcfraHacbeBa,
xapaKTepH3ye Mano3MjcTOBHicTb i excTeHCHBHicTb noMyrrfl, HecKnaAHicTb
cf)opMH, cnepToi Ha cfconbKnopm 3pa3Kw; b nepeGinbrneHin yBa3i 3a6inn ao-

30BHimH0CTi nepe>KHBaK)Tb HaBiTb 6ypnecKHi TpaAHqii. HaMqiKaBimnH
rieTpeHKO, mo b cboix poMaHcax, eneriax Ta nipMMHHX MeAHTaqiax OMMHas
HapoAHO-niceHHy CTnnicTHKy, a3K)mh Ao6pi cnpo6n iHAMBiAyani30BaHoro
onncy npupoAn Ta AyweBHux CTaHiB.

ripaqa Ann KynbTypn, mo TinbKH o6ocHOByBana cbog npaBO Ha

iCHyBaHHR h myKana ahr qboro apryMeHTiB y noKa3i icTopnMHO-

eTHorpactDiMHoI caMo6yTHOCTi, HaKnana Ha po3bmtok AomeBMeHKiBCbKoi
nipMKH HeraTMBHHH BiA6nTOK. II TBopqi, cnMpafOMHCb nepeAyciM Ha

6araTMH ecTeTMMHHH aocbSa HapoAHOi mobm, AOCRmn' 3HaMHOi KynbTypn
CTHnbOBoro BMRBy, po3BHHynn o6pa3Hy cncTeMy, RKa Aiaria b yKpamcbKin
noe3ii me qini AecRTuniTTR, Bnpo

6

moh ochobh yKpamcbKoi BepcMcfciKaqil rk

Ha 4)onbKnopHin (KonoMMMKa, qeflKi apxaiMHi (Jdopmm), TaK i Ha

niTepaTypHin (cnna6oTOHNHnn Bipm) ocHOBi, npo6yBann HaBiTb OBonoAiTH
AeRKMMH KaHOHiMHMMH cfDopMaMH eBponencbKoro Bipma (coHeT, cecTMHa).

Ane 3 Apyroro 6oKy AomeBMeHKiBCbKy noe3iK) xapaKTepn3ye, b nopiBHRHHi

3 noe3ieKD cyciAHix, icTopuMHO macnuBiiuHx HapoAie, neBHa By3bKicTb

ropn30HTiB noeTHMHo! AyMKM, mo BiASMnacfl, 3po3yMino, i b rnnpoTi cfjopM
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CTnni3auiI. Cna6o BMRBneHi b yxpamcbxiM poMaHTHMHin nipnqi ao
LUeBMeHKa aHani3 noMyrriB, npoHMxaHHH b niflCBiflOMe, Tyra 3a

6e3KOHeMHMM, iHTepec ao ex30TMKH m yflBHoro. flK)6oB noKa3aHa TinbKH y

Bn6paHMx KynbMiHaqiflx, y MOMeHTax 30BHiujHboi 3arpo3n; Man>xe He

po3Kpma cnpaB>KHR BHyTpiiuHfl flpaMa mo6oBi, He po3ropHyTa Ti

MOTHBauifl, He BMpawem npncTpacTb i 3pinHM noflHB ao wiHOMOi xpacn.

flipnui 6inbLuocTi AomeBMeHKiBCbKMx poMaHTMKiB 6paxye iHAHBiAyani3aqii

nepejKHTTR, noBHoro po3kphttr ApaMaTMMHoro i myxaiOMoro b nK>flHHi.

B Taxin oScTaHOBui b yxpamcbxy noe3iio Bdynae Ha xmqi tpmaurthx
poKiB LUEBMEHKO. Ploro TBopni noMaTxn, HaBiflHi HacTpoRMM
Henepe6opHoi Tyrn 3a piAHHM xpaeM, Ba>KKoro AyiueBHoro cnpiTCTBa,

Ma»OTb yci pncn reHianbHoro caMoyqTBa, cnoHTaHHoi TBopnocTi, mo
TpaKTye aocbIa nonepeAHHKiB He rk npnxnaA i npeAMeT HacniAyBaHHR, a

rk noBHicTK) a6cop6oBaHy, ane m He BM3HaManbHy nacTHHy BnacHoi

CBiAOMOCTi. CnoHTaHHicTb LLIeBMeHKOBHx nonaTKiB, IX nOXOA>KeHHR 3

AyxoBHoi KOHeMHOCTi, bhrbhdh ce6e i b TOMy, mo BiH He CT3BMB co6i

nMTaHHR npo cniB3ane>KHicTb noeTMMHMx waHpiB i poaib, npo “MMCTOTy”

CBoro CTHfiio. B Pioro paHHix noeMax, 6anaAax, poMaHcax Ta CBoepiAHO
3HH)KeHHX OAaX eniMHMH Ta nipMMHHM CTpyMeHi 3nMBaiOTbCfl b gahhmh
BHpas eneMeHTapHoro nepe>KMTTR. B paHHin TBopnocTi LUeBMeHxa He

MO>KHa He 3aMiTHTH BnnHBiB noeTHKH, BHpoSneHoI Horo nonepeAHMKaMH Ha

OCHOBi CjDOnbKflOpHHX, 6apOMHHX Ta iHTepHaqiOHanbHO-pOMaHTHMHHX

TpaAHqiH (3raAanMO CMMBonixy MOBHa, BiTpy, mopr, rony6iB, ocniBaHHR

cepqR Ta 6naropoAHMx cni3). Pioro poMaHCM neTep6yp3bxoro nepioAy
HaBiTb TeMaTHMHO noB’R3aHi 3 nonepeAHbOK) TpaAnqieio. Ane noro 3pa3y

BiAAinae BiA nonepeAHHKiB, 3a bhhrtkom xi6a LUaujKeBHMa, a6comoTHO
BiAxpHTa cfcopMa noeTHMHoro BHcnoBneHHR, OTe 6e3nepepBHe
CTpyMyBaHHR AyMKH, mo yHHKae kohct3htho OKpecneHoi cJdopmh

(33MKHyTMx CTpotfc) i 33MKHyToro KaHOHy “bhcokhx” o6pa3HHx 3aco6iB, i

TOMy 3amo6KH 3BepTaeTbCR ao t.3b. xonoMHHxoBoro po3Mipy,

BiAxpHBaiOMH b HbOMy nomrn rpaHHLii CTpocJ)M, i, Bcynepen ToroMacmPi

BHKmoMHin nepeBa3i niceHHoi CTMni3aqii, ao moAeHHoi po3mobhoI mobh,
36araHeHoi 3a noTpe6oio cniB3ByMHHMM eneMeHTaMH niTepaTypHoro
cnoBHHKa h c|3pa3eonorii.

B nepwrn (J)a3i LLIeBMeHKOBoro TBopnoro po3BHTKy, ao 1842 poxy,

nipnxa me cna6p BMAinfleTbCR b KOHTeKCTi qieT CHHxpeTHHHOi, npnpoAHOi
noeTHHHOCTi; iHTepec ao o6’exTHBHoi TeMM -- icTopnMHoi, MopanbHO-
no6yTOBoi mh no6yTOBO-cf>aHTacTHMHoi me BiAcyBae Ha Apyrnn nnaH npRMi
CBiAMeHHR npO OC06HCTe, XOM BOHH B>Ke npo6HBaK)TbCR 3i CTMXiMHOK)

cnnoK) b MeAHTaqii “flyMH moI”, b nipHMHHX BiACTynax SinbWMx eniMHMx
TBopiB, y Api6HHx Bipiuax-npHCBRTax. 1843 pix, neprne noBepHeHHR Ha
yxpamy, npnHOCHTb BenHKHM 3naM. PoMaHTHMHi mothbh po3naAy 3

AincHicTK), caMiTHOCTi, Tyrn 3a nopo3yMiHHRM cxpemyfOTbCR Hapa3 y
cfcoxyci iAenHoro npo3piHHR. BcniA 3a bothhcthmh noniTHMHHMH BipmaMH -

iHBexTHBaMH noRBoaeTbCR, Bee me Tinbxn npnHariAHO, iHTHMHa nipnMHa
MeAHTaqia, BH3BoneHa BiA yMOBHOCTen nonepeAHboro nepioAy, eiA

ceHTHMeHTanbHoi 3annaxaHOCTi m cyqinbHoro cepAenHoro 6onK),

noABnaeTbCR npncTpacHe h HenoBTopHe nepe>KHTTH nipHMHO? xbmhhhh,
3aBepmeHe toctphmh nyaHTaMH. B “flaBMAOBnx ncanbMax” HapoAxtyiOTbCR
nepiui 3pa3KH rpoMaACbxo-MHcnHTenbCbxoi nipnxM 3aranbHomoACbxoro
3ByqaHHR.
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Ane BenMKHM, mn6oKO CBoepiflHHM nipHKOM LLIeBMeHKO ctsb a>K y
poKM 3acnaHHB. flipMMHMM Bipiu BMCTynuB Toni Ha neprne Micue b moto
tbopmIm npaKTHui, das 3aco6oM moneHHO? cnoBifli npo BnacHe BHyTpiujHe

>KHTTfl, npo BennKy npaMy oflHHOKOCTi, Tyrn 3a piflHHM KpaeM, 6opoTb6n
npOTH nOHMJKeHHfl nKDflCbKOI riflHOCTi, HeHaBMCTi no CnpMMMHHMKiB
oco6HCToro h couianbHoro nnxa. HapemTi noRBnReTbCR b LUeBMeHKa
noe3ia bhkjikdmho ocMMcneHoi xBHnMHH, BHyTpiiuHboro caMoaHani3y,

noeaiH kpmtmmhmx cynxceHb npo snacHy nymy, no6y m npM3HaMeHHR
monnHM. flpyry BiTKy ToroMacHoi nipHKM TBopATb CTMni3auii MyTTeBMx

npaM HaponHHx repolB, nepeBa>KHO xohommx, y rkmx cnoco6oM
caMOCBinMeHHfl, Ha piBHi HaMBnmoro noeTMMHoro MMCTeuTBa BinSnTO

xpacy yKpaiHCbKoro ncMxiMHoro TMny. KmoMeM, mo Bnepiue BinxpHB t3kmm
cnoco6oM uen CBiT y niTepaTypmM noe3ii, 6yno reHianbHe BMKopMCTaHHR
HaHuiHHiiuMx cfcopManbHMx 3aco6iB yKpaincbKoi HaponHoi nicHi.

flipMKa ocTaHHix poxis Mae 3HOBy iHWMM xapaKTep. 3 onHoro 6oxy
BOHa nani nomndnioe noKyMeHTanbHy BipHicTb nepe>KMTTR xbmhmhm a>K no
neBHOi BpMBMacTOCTi Ta He3aKiHMeHOCTi, 3 npyroro 6oKy, 30KpeMa b

6i6nifiHHx napacf)pa3ax, ninHiMaeTbca no bhcoth bothhctoto nacjDOcy,

HKoro no Toro Macy ne 3nana yKpaiHCbKa noe3in.

LLIeBMeHKO caM no co6i CTaB enoxoK) b poaBHTKy yKpaiHCbKoI nipMKH,

na»OMH b him rnn6oKi CBin^eHHR npo monnHy, 3acHOBaHi Ha enacHOMy
TpariMHOMy nocsini m BHHATKOBOMy napi cniBMyrrR m cniBnepe>KMBaHHA,

caM03Hai?ineHHn b KoneKTMBHOMy. BncoKi eTMMHi BapTOdi fioro nipMKH --

Tyra 3a rapMOHiMHMM i nacxaBMM macTAM, 3a “3eMHHM paeM”, mo b Hboro
sipHB me CxoBopona, KaTeropMMHe 3acyn>*<eHHA Bcix cJdopm HacHnnn nan
monHHOK) m o6Me>KeHHA n CBo6onn. BenHKi t3ko>k fi cfeopManbHi

nocflrHeHHn: BinbHe onepyBaHHR pmtmImhmmm 3aco6aMn, HacMMeHHR Bipma
eneMeHTaMH cnoHTaHHoi eBcjDOHNHOCTi, Bineara m caMOCTiMHicTb y
KOMno3Huii noeTHMHOi nyMKH, b noenHysaHHi eneMeHTiB poMaHTMMHoro Ta

peanicTHMHoro cthhio, b BHKopncTaHHi 3aco6iB pi3HHx mobhhx ctmxIm.

ULIeBMeHKOBa cfcopMa 6yna TaKMM BipHMM Bnpa30M fioro HenoBTopHoi
ncHxiKH, mo He Morna CTaTH 3pa3KOM n^A HacninyaaHHR, a TinbKM

noiuTOBxoM Ta BinbHOK) iHcnipauieK). Ane CTanoca Tpoxn iHaKme.

flpn KiHqi n’HTnecflTMx pokIb cxinHoyKpamcbKa niTepaTypa BCTynnna b

HOBy ineonoriMHy o6cT3HOBKy. CcjDopMy BanacA ineonorin
npocBiTHTenbCTBa, KynbTypn, opieHTOBaHoi Ha cny>K6y HaponHMM MacaM.

B noe3ii nocMnMnncb cycninbHO-KpnTMMHi, ane t3ko>k noBManbHO-

neKnapaTHBHi HacTaHOBM; BHMOra nocTynHOCTi m cycninbHoi KopncHOCTi

TBopy 3HOBy o6Me>KMna HenaBHO npo6yn>KeHMH iHTepec noeTis no
oco6mctmx MOTMBiB i BMcyHyna Ha BHnne Micue noeTMMHy ny6nii4HCTHKy,

3aBipiuoByBaHHfl BinoMHx MopanbHHX i cycninbHO-ndniTMMHMX icTHH b

pHTopMMHO-neKnaMaTopcbKOMy xmoMi. HapixaHHA Ha couianbHMM i

HauiOHanbHMH yTHCK Ta 6e3npaBHicTb, 3aABM npo roTOBicTb TepniTH 3a

Hapon, Bnpa3H Bipn b noro xpame Man6yTHe onaHyBann cBinoMicTb

SaraTbOx noeTiB, TaKO)K TanaHOBHTHX, takmx, rk IT Kynini, O. KoHMCbKMM

mm B. fpiHMeHKO. noeTMMHi inei Ta o6pa3M, 3HaMnem Ha noMaTKy

LuicTnecATMx poxiB, nepeTpMBysanM b Haiuin noe3ii a>K no kIhua CToniTTA;

nocMTb nopiBHATM “3acniB” l"l. Kyniiua 3 “flocBiTHiMM bothamm” fleci

yKpaiHKM.
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He6e3neKOK) uiei noe3ii, mo Mana cnywMTM Hapony, no36aBneHOMy

iHiuHx 3aco6iB inenHoro ycBiAOMneHHR, 6yna ii pe30HHicTb, anpiopHa

flaHicTb Ti 3MicTiB, mo 3aMHKana noeTaM flopory ao BiflKpHBaHHa HOBoro m

cnpflMOByBana ix Ha wnax nycTonopo>KHboI pmtopmkm. HeraTHBHy ponb

Biflorpana b Ti Macn TaKO>K cnina noiuaHa no LLIeBMeHKOBoi cnanmuHM,
cnpoMO>KHa BMKopncTaTM 3 ii ifleMHO? Ta xyno>KHboI 6araTorpaHHOCTi

TinbKH eneMeHTM K03aKoc|DinbCbKoi poMaHTMKM m cycninbHO? flHflaKTMKM.

Ua cnafliAHHa nani npMMiTM3yBanacb noBepxoBHM HacniAyaaHHflM

HleBMeHKOBoro cnoHTaHHoro snpa3y, mo nifl nepawin eniroHiB

nepeTBopK)BaBCfl b nycrry nceBflOHapoflHy 6anaKyMicTb. Bifl AOMacHoro
BnrmBy uboro He6e3neMHoro xynbTy He BpRTyBanncR HaBiTb Taxi caMo6yTHi

noeTH, rk n. Kynim Ta K). cpeflbKOBHM. I TinbKH Te, mo 3anMiuMnocb no3a

CCjDepOK) UHX HeBipHO BHKOpHCTBHHX fl>Kepen, BHeCHO iCTOTHHH BKnafl y
P03BHT0K Hamoi nipHKH.

A>k ao BiciMflecRTHX poxiB fl03ByMye b yKpamcbKin noe3ii poMaHTH3M,

cxpemyfOMHCb 3 yce cnnbHimoK) nepeBaroK) peanicTMMHoi CTHxil. Ha
flpyrnn nnaH BinxonHTb noe3ifl 6e3paflHoro cepun, Hepo3ranaHoi

oco6hctoi noni: Tenep ywe po3KpHBa»OTbCfl IT coqianbHi npMMMHM. l±lopa3

MacTime noRBnRKJTbCR o6’€KTHBHi, HenpMKpaweHi o6pa3KH HapoAHoro
noSyTy, nipnMHi nopTpeTM npocToro repofl. Ane nepeTpnBye b HOBOMy,
THni30BaH0My ocfJopMneHHi Haqi0HanbH0-K03aubKa poMaHTMKa:
6e3AonbHHH K033K, mo Snyxae no CBiTi, CTae qeHTpanbHHM repoeM noeTiB,

3rypTOB3HMX HaBKono >KypHany “OcHOBa”. B 3piniiuiH (fcopMi eneriMHoro

noTRry ao xpacn, 3aKopiHeHoi b MMHynoMy, pombhtmmhhh csiTornRA

BnnnBae Ha TBop^icTb pflAy xpamwx noeTiB Toro Macy.

Hmcto poManTMMHMM nipnKOM e fleoHiA TfllBOB, m’rkhh eneriCT

yTpaMeHoro, Tpoxn HexoHKpeTHoro macTR, ao6phh CTMni3aTop HapoAHnx
nipoeniMHHx MOTHBiB.

B TeMii poM3HTH3My nnHHe Taxow 6yKOBHHCbKMH HapoAHHH noeT KDpin

OEflbKOBMH, TanaHT Ay>Ke 3H3MHHM, ane AapeMHO po3TpaMeHHM. I4e noeT
MaricTpanbHoi TeMH -- cniBMyTTR 3 6oneM nKDACbKoro cepqfl, npoTecTy
npOTM o6Me>KeHHfl CB060AH, npOTH 3HML14eHHR npnpOAHHX OCHOB
nKJACbKoro >khttr. HaM6inbmMM BKnaA a yxpaiHCbKy noe3iK> OeAbKOBHM
BHic y>xe cboTmh nepmnMH BipwaMM Ha TeMy )KOBHRpcbKoro ropa h CMepTi.

flafOMH a6o naxoHiMHi ManiOHKM xbhhhhh, a6o mnpoKO po3ropHeHi
HacTpoeBi naHopaMH, noeT xnaAe ronoBHHH axqeHT Ha po3kpmttr
BHyTpiujHix cTaHiB, He BAaK>MMCb y ncnxonorNHy aHaniTHMHicTb i

p03KpHBaK)MH nK>ACbKy Aywy CTHCHHM 3B©pXHilM OnHCOM i My3HK3nbHiCTK)

cf»pa3H. L4i ncHxocf)i3HMHi nopTpeTM ctortb y CMMcni noxa3y HapoAHO?
MeHTanbHOCTi Ha piBHi LLIeBMeHKOBoi “xohomoi nipHKH”, xom aBTop npaqfoe
3aco6aMM 3BMMaMHoi po3noBiAi npo TpeTto oco6y. B ni3HimoMy po3BHTKy
cPeAbKOBMM, mo 33b>kah 0MMH3B ccfcepy epoTMKM, BHpasHB cbo€ nparHeHHR
ao iAeany CTpeMniHHRM ao yRBHoi, cfcaHTacTH^Hoi xpacn m excnpecMBHO-
a6peBiaTypHoro CTMnfO. 3 tohkmm BiAMyrrRM Mipn bmkopmct3ho b nipnqi

OeAbKOBHMa MeHTanbHi, o6pa3Hi h pnTMiMHi pncn cjDonbKnopy; Bipiu “y

BepoHi” noKa3ye, rk opraHNHO bohh B3aeMonpoHMKaK>TbCR 3 enerwieHTaMM

bmcokoI niTepaTypHoi CTHni3auii.

BennKi BHyTpiLUHi cynepeMHOCTi, mo posAnpann Aywy OeAbKOBMMa,
3anHiuMnHCfl 3Ae6inbworo no3a ropH30HT3MH noro noe3ii. Ihuljmh

BM3HaMHMM nipHK 50-60-x poxiB, noAonRHHH CTenaH PyflAHCbKklP'l,
>xepTBa iHLLiHX jkhttgbmx ycKnaAHeHb, 6yB noro npoTHne>KHicTKD. Bipuji
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nriMHyrm PiOMy nerKO 3-nin nepa, Hi6n 30BciM HesiflOMMM 6yB PiOMy onip

cJdopmm, ane noeT He 3yMiB BnoBHi po3ropHyTH CBiPi nap. 6e3 TpynHOiqiB

npHenHysae CBiPi ronoc no pi3Hnx noeTMMHMx TeMiPi enoxn. noMaBWH 3

7TK)6oBHMX pOMaHCiB, 1140 CTOHTb Ha niBnOp03i Mi>K THni30BaHiCTKD M

iHTHMHHM CaMOBHRBOM, ane noci 3aMapOByK)Tb Hac np030pOK) H

My3MKanbHOK) cjDopMOK), PynaHCbKHH CKopo ninflaBCH BnnHBy cycninbHO-
kphthmhmx inePi cbofo Macy, Bnepme nicna npMHarinHoro LUeBMeHKOBoro
HaTRKy ipoHiMHO nepeoniHK)K)MM nK)60BHy TeMy Pi ctbop>ok)mm

HaiypanicTHMHi o6pa3KH 3nnneHHoro no6yiy pi3HOMHHuiB. 3aBepweHHRM
Pioro nipMKM CTann nporpaMHO-aneropnMHi Bipuji, mo MiqHOio, npo3opoK)

cfropMOK) BHpaxofOTb inean MopanbHoi He3ane>KHOCTi Pi CTiPiKOCTi, mo6oBi
no npaqi, Bipn b nepeMory no6pa. BMKopncTaBLun Bnpa3Hi o6pa3H
naTpiapxanbHoro cenRHCbxoro no6yTy, PynaHCbKHPi OMMHyB y qiPi noe3ii

ne6e3neKy ronoro nnnaKTM3My Pi Hanas cboim BipwaM noTpi6Hoi

eMoqioHanbHoi Bnpa3HOCTi. rincaB HaMMacTiwe npo3opnM TpoxeiMHHM
BipiueM.

PoMaHTHK PynaHCbKHPi nomaHyB >KHTTeBi TiHi b no6yii thx hobmx
cycninbHHx cepenoBHiq, nna rkmx noKHHyB cbog ynK>6neHe ceno. B
neoKHx iHiuHx noeiiB Toro Macy poaBiRHHR poMaHTMMHO-ineanicTMMHMx
yaBneHb npo >khttr nepeHOCHTbca Ha cenRHCbKMPi no6yT. XapaKTepHHMH 3

qboro noirmny e Bipw Bacnnn KyflMKA “3axo>KHH xocap” Ta Bacnna
MOBkl (JlMMaHCbKoro) — “Ha CTenn”.

PosBiHMaHHfl yaBneHHfl npo cenRHCbxy innniK) e ochobhhm 3mIctom

cjDopManbHO npodoi i mmctqI nipHKH iBaHa MAH>KyPM, aBTopa qiHHnx

nePi3a>KHHx BipujiB Ta cycninbHO-no6yTOBHx nopipeTiB. Kpaca CBiTy TyT

npoTHCTaBnaeTbca ropK> nionuHn; 6e3 ycRKHx npMKpac, Ha piBHi

CBinoMOCTi npocTHX repoiB ocnmyiOTbCfl Tparenii HaPiMHTCTBa, cnpiTCTBa,

3apo6imaHCTBa, iHoni nyMxa noeia 3 npnxoBaHMM waneM 3BepiaeTbcn no
cnorania npo Menui Ba>KKe MHHyne.

LUe BHMOBHimoro CBinKa “nepeMiHH Bixy” yxpamcbxa noe3ia 3HaPiwna

b TBopMOCTi noeroBNHoro Pi nywe nnonoBHToro noeia copokobhx-
neBRHOCTHx poxiB RxoBa mOrOflEBA. B cboix noMaixax, o6ipeaHMx
x<opcTOKOK) kphthkok) BeniHCbKoro, LUoroniB ennHHPi, nopnn 3

LLIeBMeHKOM, npOnOB>KH B TpanHqiK) K03aK0CjDinbCbK0i pOMaHTHKM.
PoMaHTHKOM, He3ane>KHMM sin inenHMx noiuyKie i nornaniB HaciynHHx
neCHTHniTb, BiH 3anHQJHBCfl i B Mac HaPl6inbLUOi aKTHBHOCTi, B CiMneCRTHX-

BiciiwinecflTHx poxax. BcynepeM rapRMKOBiPi ineonoriMHOdi cyMacHHxiB 6yB
noeiOM-36HpaMeM Bpa>KeHb, K>BenipoM >kmtta, luo c no x i m h o

npMirmnaeTbCR no pi3Hnx abhih, oqiHioe ix 3 nornany xpacn, po3rnflnae 3

tomhIctk) Soiamxa Pi nepenae cnoxmHMMM, po3nornMH o6pa3aMH. LUoroniB

ineani3ye dapoBHHy Pi Binxnnae no6yTOBi HOBOBBeneHHR, HOBi MopanbHi
hopmh. BiH nnBHTbCfl Ha Bee 3 no3HqiPi 3nep>xaHoro Pi Tpoxn cxenTMMHoro
ryMaHida, iqo BcynepeM po3MapyBaHHRM Btpnib y cnpoMO>KHicTb monMHH
36eperm ce6e Bipoio b nifiCHidb “bmhmx npaBn”. Pioro noe3iR, 30BciM

My>xa nnfl 6inbi±iocii cyMacHHxiB, a6comoTHO He3ane>KHa Bin

cfconbxnopHoro npHMiTHBy (xom e b LLLoroneBa i CTMni3aqii nin cjDonbxnop)

-- qiHHa cboim 3pinnM 3HaniTH3MOM, BnyMnnBoio npaqeio 3i cnoBOM, ane
TpoxH xononna, no36aBneHa Bnpa3HMx CMHcnoBnx aKqeHTiB.

no niHii ociaTOMHoro BM3BoneHHR Bin eTHorpa4)i3My, 3acBO€HHR
HaPiBHiqnx peecipis niiepaiypHOi CTMni3aqii, BHeceHHR hobmx
iHTeneKTyanbHHx 3MidiB nimnn Pi iHiui BHnaTHiwi noeTH ciMnecflTHx-
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BiciMAecnTMx poKiB. HaH3aMiTHiLUMM 3 hhx y cxiAHikl yKpami -- MHxanno
CTAPMLlbKMFl. B noro Kpinxin, >KMTTepaflicHiM iHflMBinyanbHOCTi

noeflHanacfl nporpaMHO-cycninbHHqbKa Teiwia, po3ropHeHa He 6e3

AeKHaMaTOpCTBa, 3 BHP33HHMH no6yTOBO-KpHTHMHHMH o6pa3KaMH H

naTeTMMHOKD epOTHKOK). FyMaHHiCTb CTapMUbKOrO 6e3KOHC|DniKTHO

oxonnna eneweHTH bhcokoi inePiHOCTi h 3pinoro enixypeHCTBa, mo6oBi ao
CMMcnoBoro 6araTCTBa h flapiB >khtth. Floro inean “noBHoi moAMHH” He

o6xoflHTbCfl 6e3 ecieTHMHoi MyTKOCTi h noflHBy ao xpacn, Mewi hkoi,

LAonpaBfla, AOCHTb TpaAnqinm. Floro cTunb xapaKTepH3ye po3nora

onncoBicTb, BHMepnmcTb, eKcnniKaTMBHicTb, y HbOMy HeMae Micqa Aria

MyTTSBHX niBTOHiB, nCHXNHHX T3HH Ta HeAOMOBneHb. fly>Ke 3HaMHMH noro

BKnaA y noLUHpKDBaHHR 3aco6iB noeTHMHoi mobh; npn 6inbiuoMy

noiiiHpeHHi h nonynapHOCTi noro noe3ii qa npaqa Mana 3HaMHO rnH6iuHH

BnnuB Ha AanbuiHH po3bmtok, Hi)K nofli6Hi 3ycnnna IHoroneBa.

JUpyrHM HOMiHanbHHM BonoqapeM ToronacHoro noeTHMHoro OniMny
6ys PlaHTeneHMOH KyniLLJ, mo noMaB nncaTH nipnxy b LuicTflecaTHx poxax.

flna Hboro, mo bhhluob 13 poMaHTH3My i 6yB no KiHqa >KHTTa poMaHTHKOM-
iHflHBiqyanicTOM, nipHKa 6yna nepeflyciM Tpn6yHOK) iflen, axi BiH MiHaB

HeoflHOKpaTHO. rioBManbHo-pMTopMMHa no3a, cyxe Mopani3aiopcTBO
o6e3qiHK)K)Tb 6iribiuicTb noro nipMMHoro Aopo6xy, HapyweHoro cnonaixy

me npocBiTMTenbCbKOK) npHMiTHBi3aqieK> cJdopmh. KpiM noBTopHHX
po3po6oK TeMM poni noeia TpnBane 3Ha*-ieHHa 36epiraioTb noro ni3Hi Bipmi,

b axnx BiH flo6ipHMMM o6pa3aMH ocniBaB xpacy yKpaiHCbKoi npnpoAH.
EcTeTH3M Ta iHTeneKTyanbHicTb, HaBiTb thxohhh ao cjDinococjDCbxoi

TeMH, xapaKTepH3ytoTb mrnoro noeia, mo BHCTynMB y cepeAMHi ciMAecainx
poxiB -- BonoAHMnpa CAMItfJlEHKA. BMiHHaM nerxo h npo3opo
BipmyBaTH, xMTaHHaM Mi>x pIshhmh KonaMH TeM, cycninbHO-naipioTMMHHM
HaxnnoM BiH HaraAye PyAaHCbKoro. Ane Pioro nipnxa 3H3MHO MeHw
oco6HCTa h Tenna, 3aie 6inbm epyAosaHa 33bahkh BnnnBaM eBponencbxoi
noe3ii, 3 axoi CaMinneHxo 3amo6KH 3ano3HMye cxnaAHi, b yxpamcbxin
noe3ii ao Toro Macy HeBWHBaHi CTpocpiMHi cfcopMH (xaHqoHH, OKTaBH,

oneKcaHAPHHM). OMHHaxDMH ccfeepy iHTHMHoi Ta coqianbHO-no6yTOBoi
nipHKM, BiH cxepoBye cbokj ysary Ha BiMHi TeMH qini )Knna, npn3HaMeHHa
moAHHH, cnomaqaiOMH lx 3 noAaiHHHX no3Hqin cxemnxa h enixypenqa h

p03M0BnaK)MH npo HHX noriMHHM, 06pa3HO CTpOTHM CHOBOM.
Ihluhh Ay>Ke npoAyKTHBHHH noeT nepexoAOBOi reHepaqii -- Mnxona

MEPHflBCbKMPl Haraqye cboim onTHMi3MOM i meqpHM cnpHHHarraM
CMHcnoBoi AincHOCTi M. CTapnqbKoro, ane noro iAeHHHH cnexip
nepecyHeHHH y 6ix ecieTH3My. BaraTHM onncoBHM coobom, cnoxiHHHM,
xnacHMHHM BipiueM BiH 3 piBHOK) yBaroio nniue npo npnpoAy, MHHyne,
KoxaHHa, mo6oB ao 6aTbxiBmnHH. HoBaiopcbKHM BHecKOM e noro Bipiui

npo flOH6ac i maxTapcbKy npaqio; ane 6inbm eHepriHHO, HaMaraiOMHCb
yHHKHyTH b nepe>KHBaHHa poSiTHHxa, BHpasno qio ieMy b cboIx paHHix
Bipiuax CnnpHAOH MEPKACEHKO.

lAeHHO aKTHBHiuje xpnno cxiAHoyxpaiHCbxoi nipnxn npeqcTaBnaioTb y
toh Mac Bopnc TPIHMEHKO Ta llaBno rPABOBCbKMPl, nepiunn --

HapoAHHH AeMOxpaT i npocBiTaHeqb, Apyrnn -- MapxcHCT. B xyAO>KHbOMy
TpaxTyBaHHi MOTHBiB coqianbHoro ropa, MopanbHoi CTiHKOCTi, Boni ao
6opoTb6n TpaSoBCbKHH — 6inbiu ocoShcthh, ane h cnnbHiijje 3B’a33HHH 3

TpaAHqiHHOK) HapoAHHqbKOio CTHni3aqieK). rioeTHMHO HaHqiHHiniHMH e

nipHMHi CBiAneHHa Fpa6oBCbKoro npo ocoSncie rope B’a3Ha h 3acnaHqa,
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mo TepnuTb wiyxn, ane He cxunaeTbca nepeA 3oom. rpiHMeHxo cnpnMOBye
cboI 3ycwnnfl Ha noKa3 sonbOBoi, repoiMHoI iHAHBiAyanbHOCTi, mo e

y3aranbHeHHM o6pa30M cnpaB>KHboi moAHHM.

B toh Mac Ha noni yKpamcbKoi noe3ii bm@ AOCMTb aobfo npaqrosae
aBTop, mo noxoflHB i3 o6nacTi, axa sin MaciB OeflbKOBMMa He BHflana

3HaMHimoro noeTHMHoro TanaHTy -- 3axiflHHH yxpameqb leaH <t>PAHKO.
Floro LunpoKo po3rany>KeHa noeTHMHa TBopMicTb e cnHTe30M iflenHMx

BapTOCTen enoxn, mo BMAanmyna Ha cbih npanop Bipy b cnny po3yMy Pi

eKOHOMiMHoro nporpecy. CBiPi BHdyn y nonoBHHi ciMAecaTnx poxie

xapaKTepH3yBaB ni3Hime caM OpaHxo hk “nepwy cnpo6y peanbHoi, na
>kmbhx 4>aKTax onepToi noeaii”. Ha nepwoMy Micqi b Hboro 3ae>xAM, ane
aoxpeMa b paHHbOMy nepioqi TBopMOCTi, ctohb npaMHPi 3MicT, CBiAMeHHR
npo Ba>KnHBy npaBqy >xmttr, CBiAMeHHR xaieropnMHe n cmhchobo
0AH03HaMHe. Ane 3aBflflKM HeHacHTHin qixaBOCTi ao BCboro moACbxoro,
BennxiPi cnodepejKnMBOCTi, cnnbHOMy aHaniTHMHOMy iHTeneKTOBi,

noB’fl3aHOMy 3 Bnpa3HHM o6pa3HHM MHcnenHRM, OpaHKOBa oipnxa

oxonmoe He TinbKH mnpoxi 3MicTOBi ropn30HTM >kmtth, ane Pi Ti cneqncJ)iMHi

6araTCTBa, axi Aapye moAMHi noe3ifl. BciMn cboimm 3aco6aMH BOHa
Bnpa>xae noBHOTy >xhttr Pi BHyipiiuHe OaraTCTBO oioahhh.

Cxopo BiAlUTOBXHyBLimCb BiA iCTOpH3yK)MMX pOMaHTHMHHX TpaAHLjiM,

mo naHyBanH b Mac Pioro BMCTyny b ranMUbxiPi niTepaTypi, 3anepeMMBiun
TpaAHqiio iHepTHoro c£>onbxnopn3My Pi SaraTOMOBHoi phtophxm, OpaHxo 3

nOBHOK) CBiAOMiCTIO HOBOCTi CBOrO HOMHHy BHpo6HB ADR CB06I nipMXM
enepriHHy, npo3opy, exoHOMHy AnxqiK>. SaMMnyBaHHR ao CTBopiOBaHHR
UMxniB AOxyMeHTye Pioro nornaA Ha noe3iio nx Ha qinecnpaMOBaHe
onaHOByBaHHA wnpwnx xoMnnexcis >kmttr, Pioro CHCTeMaTMMHe BnBMeHHR
3aco6aMn noe3ii. flepma 36ipxa OpaHxa “3 BepmMH i hm3hh”,

HaPiBMAaTHima Pi HaPiBnnuBOBiwa nicna LileBMeHXOBoro “Ko63apa”, cawie Pi

cxnaAeHa 3 Taxoi M03aixn MacTHH, mo 3 pi3Hnx tomox po3xpnBaiOTb npaBAy
enoxn Pi MopanbHe oOommmr nncbMeHHuxa: 3 Bipiuie npo npnpoAy, RBwma
Rxoi cny>xaTb noRCHeHHRM Toro, mo AieTbCR b moAHHi; 3 cywiHnx hnhmx
HacTpoiB i cniBis peBonioqiPiHoro eHTy3ia3My; 3 BcnaBneHHR nicHi Pi TBOpMO?
npaqi; 3 o6pa3xie mo6oBi, 3HnmeHoi omxmmh o6ciaBHHaMn; 3 cyBopnx
CBiAMeHb npo no6yT y TiopMi Ta cnpaB>KHe >xhttr rannqbxoro cena. B
36ipqi Hi6n 3B6AeH0 Aoxynn bci choh, mo Hanepexip CMyTxoBi (ftopMyBann
onTHMicTHMHy CBiAOMicTb noeia; Pioro 3axonneHa Bipa b >KHByMicTb i

MopanbHy cnny ohdahhh cnpuPiMaeTbca MmaMeM CHObHime, Hi>x

a6cTpaxTHicTb nporpaMHoro 3MicTy aobxmx BipiuiB.

flpyrnPi eTan nipHMHoI TBopMOCTi OpaHxa noB’a3aHMM 3 BMHuxaHHRM
“nipuMHoi ApaMH” “3iB’Rne nncTa” (1886-96). B him noeT Hi6n 30BciM

3a6yeae npo xonexTHBicTMMHMPi nacfcioc nonepeAHboi TBopMOCTi,

Brnn6nK)K)MHCb SomoMMM caMoaHani30M y ApaMy xaiacTpocfriMHoro

xoxaHHR, noxa3aHy 6e3 nnocxoi ecTeTH3aqii, y cboih ncHxonoriMHin HaroTi

Pi >xopdoxiPi aanewHOCTi bIa o6cTaBHH. Be3>xanicHe 3HaTOMi3yBaHHR
enacHoro ropa Aano caMOMy noeTOBi niACTaBy TBepAHTH, mo BiA MaciB

ULJeBMeHxa qi Bipiui -- HaPicy6’exTMBHiiui i BOAHOMac HanSinbrn 06’exTMBHi.
fly>xe aaMiTHa OaraTorpaHHa <£opMa “3iB’anoro omctr” 3 BAannM
3acTocyBaHHRM npo3a?3yioMoro BepniOpy Ta <t>onbxnopHO-niceHHnx

CTHni3aqin.
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Tpn ni3Hiwi 36ip«M OpaHKa, CTBopeHi Bwe b Mac noro MacTKOBoro

Binxofly sifl ipeaniB MonoqocTi, BkicyBaiOTb Ha nepwHH nnaH

pecf)neKTOBaHO-MncnMTenbCbKe o6hmmmr BMeHoro, mo TBepe30 i 3 HaflnxoM

Myflpoi pe3HrHauii oqmioe >KMTePiCbKi 6ypi Ta BTHxoMupioe ix qpywSoio 3

KHHTaMH M BiMHMMH BapTOCTRMH piqHOI i CBiTOBO? KynbTypH. BipiUi MMX

36ipOK BMpaXOJOTb nepe6opeHHR WMTTGBMX CMyTKiB 3pinMM npHMMpeHHRM,
cnoKiMHOK> BipoK) b nopRflKyiOMy cnny bnhmx MopanbHHX 3aKoniB. 3HaMHe
Micqe 3anMaK)Tb b ocTaHHiPi 36ipqi icTopiococfrcbKi Bipmi. MiHHeTbCR Pi

Mampa nMCbMa: BnoBinbHioeTbCfl nnMH qyMKM, 3arymyeTbCR ceMaHTHKa.

npOTflrOM TpHflUflTH pOKIB OpaHKO CHObHO BnflHBaB Ha P03BHT0K
yKpalHCbKoi noe3iI liinpoTOio cboix aaqiKaBneHb, Hanpy>KeHicTK) Pi

CjDyHKqiOHanbHiCTIO MHCneHHH, CTpeMHiHHA BMpa3MTM B CBOIm TBOpMOCTi

o6nHMMfl iqePmo >KHByMoI, HeBnMHHO LuyKaiOMoi moAMHM cBoro Macy. Xom
CBiqoMiPi npaqi Haq cjDopMOK) BiH npMqmRB HeBermKy yBary, Pioro BKnaq y
3aCBO€HHfl BipiilOBHX, 30KpeMa CTpOCtDiMHHX cjDopM, y BHpo6neHHfl

npo3oporo Pi flMHaMiMHoro nipnMHoro CTnmo bhhrtkobmPi, b 6araTbOx

acneKTax 6inbWkm, Hi>K qocArHeHHR opieHTOBaHHx Ha cfciopMy

npeflCTaBHHKiB Monomuoi, MoqepmcTMMHoi reHepaqii.

Ha qecRTb pokib ni3Hiiue b yKpamcbKy nipm<y BciynHna flapnca

KocaM, BiflOMa niq nceBflOHiMOM J1ECH yKPAIHKA. IT reHepaqiR, mo
3H3MHO noujnpnna paqn CBiqoMoi yKpamcbKoi iHTenireHqii, 3anepeMnna
“rpoMaqcbKy Tyry” nonepeqHHKiB ak bhrb qec}DeTM3My Ta mepqii.

BmPiwoblum 3 6araTonnaHOBOi noe3ii HapoqHHqbKoro c«naqy, b HKiPi mo6oB
AO yxpaiHH, cniBMyTTH 3He,qoneHHM, noqMB qnfl xpacn npupoqn BMpawann
ce6e b nacHBHo-cnornflflanbHOMy KmoMi, B>Ke b Bipmi “Contra spem spero”

noeieca Bqapnna b 30BciM HOBi CTpyHM 6oPiOBoro 3a«nm<y. npoTflroM

HacTynHoro qecflTMpiMMR, i 30KpeMa b qn«ni “HeBinbHMMi nicHi”,

3aBepLUMBca b IT TBOpMOCTi icTOTHHPi 3naM. Motmbh 6e3paqHOi TyrH 3a

iqacTBM -- oco6mcthm i 3aranbHMM -- nepepocnn y BorHHCTe
o6BHHyBaMeHHB Pi 3anepeMeHHH “MaciB rnyxoHiMMx”. flncoHaHC Miw
6a>KaHHflM i CnpOMO>KHiCTK) BHflHBCR B eKCTaTHMHy Bipy B nOflBMr, B

ocHranbHicTb HeMoxoiMBoro, b ocniByBaHHR 6e3rpaHMMHoi My>KHOCTi Pi

no>KepTBH, b >xaflo6y bhktiiomhhx MyTT6Bnx 3HaH,qeHb i bhkhkjmhmx
BMHHKiB.

PaqioHanicTMMHa noeaifl cppaHKa — 6araTonnaHOBa, BHMepnHa,
opieHTOBaHa Ha oqiHKy Bciei CKnaqHOCTi >kmttr, Bciel cyMM rbhlli- B fleci

yxpaiHKH yBara rocTpo cnpRMOBaHa Ha o6nacTb ncnxiMHoro Pi MopanbHoro,
Ha KpaPmi ct3hh qyiui, Ha ocniByBaHHR piiuenb, a He 3BepxHix noqiPi mm

o6’£kthbhmx npaBfl. BiflnoBiflHO qo Toro il noeTHKa KOHqeHTpyeTbCR
HaBKono MeHiuoI KinbKocTi ceMaHTHMHHx qoMiHam; BM3HaMHe Micqe b HiPi

3aPiMae aTMOcefcepa HOMi Pi BHKmoMHi cmmbohh BorHio, ic«op, nonyM’R,

xpoBi, nanaiOMoro cepqe, 6e3cni3Horo nnaMy, o6pa3H 3 boghhoT neKCMKH.
l~lpnpoqa nepecTae TyT 6yTn npeqMeTOM po3nororo, cnoxiPiHoro onncy; IT

Bn6pani o6pa3M qHCKpeTHO niqManbOByiOTb ncnxiMHy cmyaqiio. Bsarani
Bee b qiPi noe3ii no->KiHOMOMy eiepHMHe i BOflHOMac po3naneHe BorHeM
qecnepaicbKoi My>KHOCTi. Bee TyT CTae Bnpa30M KaTeropHMHOi qywi, mo
npame 3H3mth ceoe macTfl He b npneMHkix no3HTHBHnx iqeanax, a b

BHCOKOMy ropiHHi noMyrra Pi Boni. CnpRMyBaHHR qiei noe3ii He Ha
npeflMeTHicTb, a Ha axicTb BiqSuBaeTbCR y BenHKOMy 3HaMeHHi eniTeTiB;

tohk3 flpaMaTypria noMyTTR -- b CKnaqHHx CTpocjDax Ta 6araTiPi

My3HKanbHOCTi mobh.
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B flee’RHOCTMX poKax MHHynoro cToniTTR b yxpamcbxiM noe3ii

noRBHnacfl noea TeMin, mo BMOTynnna 3 6inbiu mm m@hlu BMpa3HHM
3anepeMeHHRM iqeany cny>x6oBoi noe3ii, nepeBarn rpoMancbKMx iflen,

“rOpOXOHCbKHX KOTypHiB” Bifl iMeHi HOBOrO MHCTeUTBa, mo Bnpa>KaTMMe

nepeqyciM nK)ACbxy iHflMBinyanbHicTb. HpRMyBaHHR flo o6’€KTMBHOi

npasflu BOHa xoTina 3aMiHMTH >xaAo6oK> xpacn. ripoTM npHHqMny
peecTpysaHHA cpaxTiB nociaBMna cy6’eKTMBHe eMOuioHanbHe HaMano,

npoTH pnTopn3My m ny6niqMCTMMHOCTi, axi cnpaBfli luxoamom niiepaTypHin

TBopMOCTi b Mac nepeBarn HapoAHMqbxnx inen — iHflMBiflyanbHO

CTkiniaoBaHHPi o6paa oco6mctmx BpaweHb i nepe>KHBaHb. BoHa
npoxnaMyBana MaHApiaxy b 3a6opOHeHi nno noe3ii ccfcepM, y3aKOHeHHR
TeM, mo no Toro Macy cnpMMManMCR rk HM3bxi. Ha Micqe noriMHoro

nopRAKy BOHa nociasHna iHTyiqiK) m 6e3nocepeAHe OMapyBaHHR 3MMcniB,

mo Mano Bnpa3HTM ce6e 36araMeHHRM My3MxanbHoro cf)axTopa b CTMni.

Ilepmi npoBicHMKM qiei nepeoqiHXM me He BfiaMann b cboim tbopmocn
noBHoro po3pnBy 3 AOToroMacHOK) TpaAMqieK). y hmx Hi6n cawii bIa ce6e
nORBHflMCR HaCTpoi H MOTMBM, mO lx BB3>XaK)Tb 3BMM3MHO DpHKMeTOK)

AeKaAaHcy. AraxaHren KPMMCbKMPl, noeT CTMnicTMMHO AOCMTb
6e3paAHHH i XOHCepBaTMBHMM, 3BepHyBCR AO eX30TMMHOI TeMH, AaKJMM

iMnpecioHicTHMHi MantOHXM cxiAHOi npnpoAM m no6yTy. OnaHOBaHMM
AyMKOto npo po3naA Mi>x MopanbHMM iAeanoM i cnpaBWHiM o6hmmmrm
cyMacHoi jiioahhm BHic y cbok> nipnxy npnMOM npMcxinnMBoi peecTpaqii

AymeBHHx nopyxiB, po3KpnBaHHR ApiSHMx npM3HaxiB AyweBHoi naTonorii,

caMoSHMyBaHHH “HeMecTHBMM KoxaHHRM”. flpMpeMeHHki Ha nepeA^acHy
CMepTb OnexcaHAP KOS-TIOBCbKMPl KHAaB iAxi bm30bm h o6BMHyBaMeHHR
nnMTKiH, HeAo6piPi AincHOCTi, ipoHiMHO h HeHaBHCHO nornRHyB b oSommmr
CMepTi. Ocnn MAKOBEPl B>xe b!a xmqR BiciMAecRTHx poxiB CHysaB

po3AyMM npo HeTpHBanicTb macTR, npo BceMorymicTb CMepTi m

HeAOCKOHanicTb >xmttr, BHpawaB hobmm, eHeprinHMM noMepxoM paAicTb 3

eneMeHTapHoi eHeprii, mo xepye BcynepeM yciM cMyTxaM >xmttrm hk)amhm;

3 HOBOK), HeCeHTHMeHTanbHOK), M8M>Xe >KOpCTOKOK) BiAXpMTiCTHO H

xpHTHMHicTK) nornRHyB Ha no6yi cena.

LUbHAKO no HHX 3RBMBCR i HeXOpOHOBaHMM TOnOBa MOAepHiCTHMHOrO
HanpRMxy b oco6i Mnxonn BOPOHOTO. Me 6yB pyxnnBMM niTepaTypHMM

AiaM, mo nerxo cnpuPiHRB qy>xo3eMHi 3pa3xn hobo? noe3i! i b AOCMTb
cnpomeHOMy BMrnRAi noMaB nepemennKDBaTM ix Ha yxpamcbXMM rpyHT,

noxnnxyK)MMCb Ha noipe6y €Bponei3aqiI yxpamcbxol noe3ii. He 6ypy^
qinicHOK) h itim6oxok> HaTypoK), BiH 6paBCR 3a pi3Hi TeMH -- xypTya3iMHO

0THni3OBaHe xoxaHHR, Tparixy hk)amhm, cnanKDBaHoi Ha >xepTOBHMxy

noMyniB i >xaAaHb, >xmttr cyMacHoro MicTa -- npRMytOMM 33b>kah b cbIt

npexpacHHx inK)3iH, cnoBHBatoMH cbo? HaniBAincHi nipnMHi noAii

cepnaHxoM BHmyxaHoI xpacn. flenxi Bipmi BopoHoro BiAAatOTb BcynepeM

kioro HaMipaM nopo)KHiM nacjDOCOM i ex3anbTOBaHicrK), noro nporynbxn b

cbIt a6cipaxqiPi ne Ay>ne nepexoHytOTb. Ane qR cfjinirpaHHa, Tpoxn

xonoAna h Heoco6ncTa noe3ifl Mae cbokd npMMaHnHBicTb, HanSinbme

3aBAaxH nerxoMy, My3nxanbHOMy BipiueBi m BennxiM BMHaxiAOHBOCTi

CTpOCjDiMHOl no6yAOBH.

flxmo BopoHHM 3axonneHHM 6a>xaHHRM CTBoptOBaTM epyAOBaHy,

xoHCTpyxTHBHy noe3iK), b flxin noMyrm AnpHry»OTbCfl 3 SaneTHOK)
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TOMHicTK), to iHLUMM HaHBMflaTHiLUMH cxiflHoyKpalHCbKMM npecMMBonicT

OneKcaHnp OflECb e TnnoM cnomaHHoro nipnxa, mo 33BflflMye CBiPi ronoc

He KynbTypHHM BnnHBaM, a BfiacHOMy npnpoflHOMy xhctobl BiH -- noeT

6e3nocepeAHboi, CTMxiMHoi paflocTi, iHKonM nepenneieHoI CMyTxoM,

eKCTaTHMHHM 3BenMMHMK icHyBaHHn, mo BHBepLuyeTbcn cninyMMM AapoM
nho6oBi. KoxaHHfl non Onecn -- ronoBHa curia jkhttr, Bnpa>KeHa B>Ke b

6ionoriMHOMy po3KBiTi npnpoAM. IJine moACbxe jkmttr b noro oOiHMax, b

onapyBaHHi noro xpacoio nepeTBopioeTbcn b 6Amhmm MeHT, rxmm Tpe6a

BHMepnaTH ao xrnqn. EpoTHKa Onecn, 3acHOBaHa Ha TaxoMy BipoBHsnaHHi,

Mae 30BciM HeiHAMBiAyanbHMM xapaxTep, ii 3Ae6inbiuoro pocnHHHHM
CHMBonaM Ta aneropinM BnacTMBa nxacb TennnMHa 3aMKHyTicTb;

eK3anbTOBaHe 3axonneHHn xpacoio nepexpHBae noeTOBi iunnx ao
ncHxonoriMHHx Ta iAenHMx 3HanAeHb. Ue Ao6pe BunBnneTbcn b noro Tpoxn

nnaxaTHOMy, xom Ayx<e mnpoMy 3axonneHHi peBomouieio, nxa

cnpHHMaeTbcn nepeAyciM nx BennxMH, 6paTomo6HMH MyTTGBHM BnOyx. Ane
HacTpoeBi i o6pa3HOCTi Onecn He 6paxye qinicHOCTi i eMoqioHanbHoi

Bnpa3HOCTi, BipuieBi -- npnpoAHOi MenoAUMHOCTi, noro (fcaHTacMaropii

macnHBoro CBiTy -- neBHoro npnpoAHoro wapy. ni3Hiuji Bipiui Onecn
npoHHXHyTi 30BciM iHUJHM HacTpoeM 6onK)Moro caMoaHani3y.

Ihlummh, MeHiu Bnpa3HHMM uunnxaMH nimnn rannqbxi MOAepHicTH, mo
3rypTyBanncn 1906 poxy b rpyny “MonoAa My3a”. lx noB’n3ye, no cyTi,

TinbXH mothb He3aAOBoneHHn AincnicTK), Tyrn 3a iAeanoM, Bipn b

>xnBOTBopHy cnny xpacki. Bacnnb riAMOBCbKMPl ctbopiog epoTHxy

6yAyapHy, 03Ao6neHOK) SnncxyMOio 6i>xyTepieio BnmyxaHHx cniB Ta

xhctxhx, nepeMinnHBHX pHTMiB. OxpeMi Bipiui CnAopa TBEPflOXJlIBA
qixaBi cbo€K) cyrecTHBHOio My3MxanbHicTio v\ cnpoOaMH Bnpa3MTM BnacHe
po3yMiHHn >xhttr h niOAHHM. BorAaH flEriKklPl yTpHMye b cboih nipnqi

TpaAMqiHHHH CyCninbHHM iHCTMHXT, BMpawaiOMM Horo B CHMBOniMHO
3arocTpeHHx o6pa3xax cennHCbxoi HeAoni; 3 Apyroro 6oxy, b noro nipnqi

naHye Bipa y BCiOAHnpncyTHicTb noe3ii h xpacM. B iHTenexTyanbHnx
Bipiuax CTenaHa HAPHELlbKQrO MepryiOTbcn mothbh npnpeneHOCTi 3

caTnpnMHOio nepeoqmxoio cycninbHHx Ta epoTHMHMx CBnTomia.

HanOinbLU Bktpa3HHH i3 MonoAOMysqiB -- PleTpo KAPMAHCbKMPl,
nipwx xpanHboro necHMi3My, aBToipoHil Ta pe3HrHauii, 3a BnacHHM
BH3HaMeHHnM -- cnineqb, mo ni3Hae CBiT nx none OnyxaHb Ta AapeMHoro
6omo. I^loro AincmcTb 6e3moAHa, ii He 3acenne noBepHeHa mo6oB mh iHma
>xnTT€Ba MeTa, eamhhm cBiTnHM npoMeHeM e b him Mpin npo Aanexy xpamy
coHqn -- iTaniio. Ane h ii 3acemoK)Tb Tinbxn cyMHi pocohhh. Onna qiei

noe3ii — b ii npaBAHBOCTi, b iHOAi BnnBneHOMy coqianbHOMy cniBMyTTi,

cna6icTb -- y MOHOTOHii aBTopoBoro conincn3My.

Kono 1905 poxy nonsnnacn, nepeqyciM Ha cxoAi, Apyra XBunn
MOAepHicTiB, Ann nxnx xapaxTepHa 6inbma oxpecneHicTb noeTHMHoro
CBiTomnAy. 3anepeMyBaHHH OaraTbMa cyMacHnxaMH Mnxona
OlflflHCbKklPl BiAAas CBoe cepqe caMiTHHMMM posflyMaw Ta HencHMM
iHTMMHMM cnoraAaM b oOiPtMax MaecTaTHMHO cnoxinHoi npnpoAn. Ctbh Mi>x

CHOM i AiHCHiCTK) 6 Ann Hboro MiCTHMHOK) 6paMOK) AO HeBiAOMOrO maCTB,
b noro ypoMMCTOMy cnoxoio po3nnHBaeTbcn 6inb 3a BTpa^eHHM i >xanb Ha
cyeTy >xnrrn. My3nxanbHO HacTpoeHe cnoBO OinnHCbxoro -- Ao6ipHe,
36araMeHe cnMBoniMHMMn niATexcTaMH, ane xono noro noeTMMHnx
nepe>xHBaHb Hewnpoxe.

Binbiu Bnpa3HHH, “racnoBHM” Tnn cnMBoni3My npeACTaBnne b tom Mac
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ranuMaHMH MeneTin KIMyPA, cxnoHeHMM Han npo6neMOK> >kmtth,

6opoTb6n njoncbKoi Boni 3 rnyxoK) neTepMmaqieK).

I HLuy Binnoeinb Ha ue nMTaHHA nae rpnqbxo MyriPMHKA, nepwMM
npencTaBHHK yKpaiHCbKoi niTepaiypHoi 6oreMn, noBepxoBO-xaTeropMMHMM
nponoBinHMK >kmtth ax HecTpnMHoro pyxy, BinbHoro nonn BHflBy

innHBinyanbHoi aoni, BinaaxtHoro 3MaraHHfl 3 noneto b !m’a BMABy
eroueHTpMMHoro “a”. B 14m noe3ii 3H3MHO 6inbuie noBepxoBMx eMoqiM, Hi>K

cnpaB>KHboro emn6neHHA b npo6neMy mnMBinyanbHOCTi mm CBinneHb npo
CKnanHidb BnacHoro BHyipiujHboro CBiTy. IJiKaBHM y MynpMHXM nsaiHKMH,

pyxnHBHM, xom He nyx<e BMHaxinoMBMM Bipuj, mm cnpo6M 36araMyBaTM CBin

CflOBHMK np03ai3MaMM, a6CTpaKTHMMM M CKnanHMMM CHOBaMM.
UiHHimoK) Tpe6a BBaxoTM npM3a6yTy nopeBonK>qiMHy TBopMicTb

nepiuoro yxpamcbxoro (fcyTypMCTa MMxaPina CEMEHKA. B ToniwHbOMy
yxpaiHCbxoMy niTepaiypHOMy >KMTTi qe 6yno ABMiqe, Axe Mano xto Mir

3p03yMiTM M OqiHMTM. CeMeHXO 30BCiM nO-HOBOMy SarOBOpHB npo K0X3HHA,

BciaBriHMDMM Moro b o6cTaHOBKy npo3aiMHoro 6ynHA, BiH ct3b nepujMM b

yxpaiHCbxiM niTepaTypi noeTOM MicTa. Bin n»o

6

mb cnoBecHy enaTaqiK),

LUOKyBaHHA CnOBHMKOBMMM 3HaxinKaMM, TOCTpi 3ynapM Mi)K CHOBaMM
pi3HMx neKCMMHMx nnoiq. Ce6e caMoro nepe>KMBaB y necATxax
nepeBTineHb, y MpiAx npo bmhatkobS CMTyaqil, 040 po3xpMHM 6 no xmqA
“nHie cninyMicTb i 6e3MipHy aaranKOBicTb” i HacMTMnM 6 Moro
6e3nocepenHK), no-xnon’AMOMy arpecMBHy cnpary no HOBoro.

B ocTaHHi nopesonjoqiMHi pokm CMnbHiuji no3Mqii 3no6yBae b

yxpaiHCbxiM nipMqi CMMBoni3M. UeHTpanbHe Micqe 3aMMae TyT nyxte

KynbTypHa noe3iA BononwMMpa KOBMflflHCbKOrO, npoHMXHyia
mnAxeTHOK) MenaHxoniejo, opraHiMHO My3MMHa, 6araTa pi3HMMM
CTpO($)iMHMMM CjDOpMaMM Ta BMinMM BMKOPMCT 3HHAM pMTMiMHMX
MO>KnMBOCTeM, HaMMacTime 3rnM 6nK5tOMa aTMOcefeepa 33BMMpaHHA
npnponH, noBHa npMMMpnMBOi nto6oBi no xpacM m npoMMHanbHOCTi >kmtta.

B>xe nin Mac peBonK>qii b KneBi ccfropMyBanacA rpyna CMMBonicTiB, 1140

nani po3BMHyna MncneHHA i noeTMMHy TexHixy qboro HanpAMy.
ByxoBMHeqb flMMTpo 3Aryfl 3arnM6MBCA b wyxaHHA ceHcy 6yTTA.

Ploro CBiTornAn — cfDaianicTMMHMM. >Kmtta BiH CTMni3ye ax CnyxaHHA, 3eMHe
iqacTA nnA Hboro TinbXM “nonoxnMBa TiHb”, MeTOK) CBinoMoi ntonnHM Mae
6yTM nepe6opeHHA cfcaiaribHoro 3B’A3xy 3 3eMnefO, BM3BoneHHA b

noTycTopoHHiM CBiT, y qapcTBO HipBaHM, Mpii, BMnwiqoro cnornAnaHHA.
BopoTb6a 3a qen inean e nrm 3aryna MeTOK) TMCAMoniTHix 3MaraHb
ntonciBa.

Mghujmm eMoqiOHanbHMM Ha6iM Ta 3MicTOBHicTb MatOTb Bipini

BononMMMpa FIPOLUEHKA, qixaBi oxpeMMMM CMMBoniMHMMM o6pa3aMM. flo

XpaMHOCTi nOBOnHTb yxpaiHCbXMM CMMBOni3M Moro XOpOTXOTpMBanMM
noxnoHHMX Axis CABMEHKO, 1140 3acenAe cboi Bipwi 6yia4)opieK>

CTpaxiinMBMx npMBMnia -- MopTiB, ccfemxciB, npaxoHiB, cTMni3ye nincmcTb
ax qapcTBO 6e3MipHoro >xaxy, HOMi m CMepTi. HaMxpaini Ti Moro tbopm, 1140

BMpaxoxDTb CMMBonicTMMHO 3aTeMHeHe, 3Heoco6neHe BMniHHA peBonfoqii.

OdaHHK) naHxy aBTopiB, 3aciynneHMx y qin xHM3i, cxnanaK)Tb iMeHa,

1140 ix 3BMM3MHO HaBonaTb y xoHTexdi panaHCbxoi niTepaTypn. Ba>xaHHA

naTM noBHMM o6pa3 po3BMTxy yxpaiHCbxo? noe3ii no Macy yTBepnx<eHHA
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paflflHCbKoro nany Ha Yxpami (1919), nicna axoro noxopiHHO 3MiHHBCH

xapaKTep niTepaiypHoro po3BHTKy, cTBopioe xoHenmcTb bkhhdmhth paHHi

TBOpH T3KHX HOeTiB TaKO)K y flO>KOBTHeBHM niTepeTypHHM KOHTeKCT, TMM
Sinbiue, mo Ha hhx He Mir He no3HaMHTMCR BnnnB niTepaiypHoi o6ct3hobkm

Toro Macy.

3 nopeBonK)uiHHHx TpaflHuiM CHMBoni3My 3 Pioro aTMOc4)epoK>

HeacHMx noflifi, (J)eTnmn30BaHnx npenMeTiB-cnMBoniB Ta Bn6paHnx
noMyTTiB BHHiunH flBa noeTM, mo CTann ni3Hime, BinnaBiun ce6e BennxiPi

cnpaBi peBomoqii, nioHepaMH HOBoro po3yMiHHn niTepaTypn: Bacunb
MyMax i Bacnrib EnnaH-BnaxnTHkiPi. MYMAK qinoio nonoBHHOK)

nepefl^acHO o6ipBaHoi, ane Taxoi 3aMiTHOi TBopnocTi cTOiTb no3a MewaMn
aHra>KOBaHoi noe3ii, BkipawaiOMH b paHHix Bipiuax CBimo-Hai&Hy

iMnpecMBHicTb pyiui, BinKpuToi Ha xpacy npuponn m Ihthmhhx

nepe>KHBaHb. Ane 3 Toro caMoro eMoqioHanbHoro rpyHTy BMpociae b Hboro

i 3axonneHHA Benuxoio BecHOK) peBomoqii, BMpaweHe to b CHMBoniMHMx
o6pa3ax Bennxoro KoneKTHBHoro 3ycnnna, to b 3axonneHnx 3aKnnKax, to b

MantOHKax 6e3iMeHHOi repomHoi no>xepTBM. B CBi>KOMy, cmhchobo qyTxoMy
CTHni MyMaxa spaxoe nepenyciM eninTHMHicTb, cnnbHe aKqeHTyBaHHfl

CMHcnoBO Ba>xnHBoro, iHTeHCHBHa MenoflHKa Bipma.

iHmHH BnnaflOK EflflAHA. B Pioro po3BMTxy pi3KO Binninem Bin ce6e
CHMBonicTMMHi no^aTxn h peBomoqiPiHa TBopMicTb, mo CBinoMO 3anepeMye
iHnMBinyanicTMMHy HiwHicTb nywi, xoMe 6yTn pynopoM 6opoTb6n h

xpoHixoK) peBonKDqiMHMx nonin. CTHHb peBontoqiMHoi noe3i! EnnaHa
ynapHHH, CHHTaKCHMHO 3qeMeHTOBaHnPi, Ha BinMiHy Bin HyMaxa oobhmh
npo3a?3MiB. nepeBary KOMyHiKaTHBHoro HaMana CTBepnxcyKDTb i cnpo6n
KopHCTyBaHHfl Bepni6poM.

nopfln 3 uhmh HanBinnaHimHMM connaTaMH peBomoqiPiHoro 3naMy b

ocTaHHi poKM no peBonioqii iHTeHCMBHO no3piBann nea iHmi noeTH, mo
3ronoM CTann OKpacoK) panflHCbxoi niTepaTypn.

nonBa riaBna TkIHMHM b yxpaiHCbxiPi noeaii Mana b co6i mocb i3

panTOBoro 3a6nncxy MeTeopa. BnPimoBWH 3 oneciBCbxoi luxonn, BiH y>xe

npoTHroM ocTaHHix nopeBomoqiPiHnx poxiB ctbophb HenoBTopHHM
BnacHHM cTMnb, mo e HaPiBnmoK) nicnn LUeBMeHKa, OpaHxa Pi Jleci

yxpamxn BepmHHOto yxpaiHCbxoi nipMKH, BMpax<aK)MH b Hin onHy 3 xpaftHix

Me>K HaqioHanbHo cneqncfriMHoro. BiH — MpiPiHux, OMaposaHnPi xpacoK)
Bin6nTTA CBiTy y BnacHin nywi, 3axonneHnPi 3BennnHnx paniCHoi rapMOHil

6yTTH, myxaM ii npoflBiB y My3MMHO cnpHHHATin npnponi, a tohxmx
3iTXH6HHflx 3 xpacoK) wiHOMoi nywi. M’axhm, axBapenbHMPi XOnopHT
noenHyeTbca b Pioro Bipiuax 3 6hctpmm CTpyMyBaHHAM noeTHMHoi nil,

Bennxa Bpa3nnBicTb Ha XBnnHHy — 3 MiqHOK) xoMno3nqieto nipn^moro
CK»xeTy Ha npHHqnni Binaa>xHHx acoqiaqiPi Ta ixHboro xoHTpanyHXTy.
BynyMn rpaHMMHO MyTXHM no BCboro JKMBoro Pi 3axonmoK>Moro, TMMMHa
ny>Ke cxopo cnpnPiMae peBomoqiio Pi Bnpa>xae ii b HenoBTopHo MiTxnx

MiHiaTiopax i b mnpoxnx CHMBonmHnx y3aranbHeHHHx.

MaxcHM PHflbCbKHPl e npoTMnewHHM TunoM noeTa. CBiT panTOBHx

aaxonneHb, npMCTpacTi Ta mBMnKoro pyxy PioMy opraHNHO MywnPi. Cnoci6

Pioro Bin^yBaHHA, MaHepa Pioro noeTHMHoro nncbMa -- Bnep>xaHi Pi npo3opi.

KapTMHa CBiTy, nxy BiH nae b CBOiPi noe3ii -- npocTa Pi 6e3nocepenHfl,

BinbHa Bin excnpecMBHoi CTnni3aqiT, cnpnMOBana no o6’6xthbhmx oqiHOx

Ta BapTOCTePi. Inean jxhtta PnnbCbXHPi 3HaxonnTb y MynpoMy cnoxol,

3anoBinbHeHHi ochobhhmm napaMH >xhtta, b caMiTHMMOMy cnpnPiMaHHi
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BiMHOi KpaCM npnpOflM, B Ty3i 3a pOMaHTHMHOK) nanMHOK), B 0>KMflaHHi

xbhdhhh Heni3HaHoro macTR. PiBHOBara e nap-mepoM i 33kohom moto nyiui.

BinnoBinHO no Toro noro CTH/ib -- rapM0HiMH0-np030pMM, cnpRMOBaHMM
AO oxonneHHR iiobhotm BpaweHb b rcho BkipaweHkix o6pa3ax Ta

6e3floraHHO BifliunicjDOBaHOMy Bipmi. CaMe uieto cnoxiMHOK) KynbTypoK)

MkicneHHR h cnoBa B>Ke paHHR TBopMicTb PnnbCbKoro CTana ApyruM riflHMM

3aBepiueHHflM ycboro nonepeflHboro po3BMTKy yKpaiHCbKoi nipMKM, noro
KOHCTpyKTMBHMM CMHTe30M.

>KoBTHeBa peBontouiR m nepeMora paflHHCbKoT Bnafln Ha yKpami
npMHecnn yKpaiHCbKiki noeail hobmm HeMyeaHHH posKBix. fleanuRTi poKM
CTann qacoM ujBHflKoro po3BHTKy nipMMHHx noTeHuin yKpaiHCbKoro cnoBa,

BenHKoro noujupeHHR noro TeMaTMMHHX i cfcopManbHMx o6piiB. BypxnHBa
o6cTaHOBKa ToroMacHoro niTepaiypHoro >kmttr He 3aB>KflH cnpnRna Bipmn
ouiHqi cnaninHHM nonepeflHMKiB, ane moflani 6inbiue excnoHyBanacR
idopMMHa uiHHidb i xynowHR >KHByMicTb iflen Ta o6pa3iB, CTBopeHMX y uin

Ba>KKiH ujKoni. flpouec niAcyMOByBaHHR uhx 3flo6yTKiB i Aoci He 30BciM

3aKiHMeHHH; BiH i He Mowe HiKonn 3aKiHMMTncR, noKM ur TpauMum
ocTaeTbCR >khbok). Mh 6yrm 6 pafli, rk6m h ur aHTonorifl CTana ckpomhmm
BKnaflOM y uto cnpaBy.

Hacruna nepeffMoeu no „Ahtojiozu yupamcbnoi Jiiputcu”,

sma noneujiacn e npytty 27 rpaensi y. p. CTapannnM KIYC.
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Marco Carynnyk

SERGO PARADZHANOV IN PRISON

The 1977 Venice Biennale, which took place from 15 November to

15 December, was devoted to “il dissenso culturale” in Eastern Europe.

The program included exhibitions of paintings, graphics, and samizdat

literature, musical and poetic recitals, film screenings, and seminars on

history, the visual arts, cinema, religion, literature, theatre, and scientific

research.

The participants included artists, writers, scholars, and intellectuals

whose work concerned these fields or who had emigrated from Eastern

Europe. Among them were Leonid Pliushch, who discussed the Ukrainian

renascence of the 1960s and its annihilation, and the relations between

religious and national dissent in the Soviet Union; Bohdan Bociurkiw,

who presented a paper on religious dissent in Ukraine; Vasyl Markus,

who reported on Catholics of the Eastern Rite in the USSR, Poland,

Czechoslovakia, and Rumania; and Marco Carynnyk, who spoke about

Alexander Dovzhenko and Sergo Paradzhanov.

An important part of the Biennale was an International Seminar on

the work of Paradzhanov. The chairman was Herbert Marshall, and the

speakers included film critics, former Soviet filmmakers who had known
Paradzhanov, and representatives of defense groups. The Biennale also

held screenings of Paradzhanov’

s

Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors and
Sayat Nova and published a catalogue which included articles, testimo-

nials, and stills from Paradzhanov’s films.

The following remarks were delivered at the Paradzhanov seminar

on 25 November.

Since the mid-sixties several waves of arrests have washed
over the Soviet Union, putting an emphatic end to the celebrated

de-Stalinization campaign. Hundreds of dissidents from almost
every section of Soviet society have been caught in the undertow.
They have been tried in closed courts, convicted almost without
exception, and shipped off to remote areas to serve their sentences.

A striking example of this unrest is the arrest and imprison-
ment of Sergo Paradzhanov, the prominent Kiev film director.

On 8 January 1974, Le Monde carried a brief report that Para-
dzhanov had been arrested on 17 December 1973 on charges of

homosexuality and trafficking in art objects. In response, a com-
mittee to defend Paradzhanov was set up in Turin, and a letter

signed by twenty-two leading French and Italian filmmakers was
dispatched to the Soviet authorities. The letter protested Paradzha-
nov’s arrest, which “seems to coincide with the hesitation of the
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Soviet authorities to permit foreign distribution of his latest film,

the masterpiece Sayat Nova.” The filmmakers also expressed their

fear that Paradzhanov’s disappearance was tantamount to a death

sentence.
1

Despite the strongly worded protest, Paradzhanov’s where-

abouts remained unclear for almost three months. Conflicting

rumours circulated that he had been released after a brief detention

or that he had never been arrested. The first real news came on
24 May, when The Times reported that Paradzhanov had been
sent to labour camps for six years after having been convicted of

homosexuality and “incitement to suicide.” The former is a crimi-

nal offense in the Soviet Union. The latter charge was not ex-

plained by The Times’s sources, but in a Moscow-datelined story

on 6 fune Variety explained that Paradzhanov had been convicted

of trying to commit suicide.

Sergo Paradzhanov (Paradzhanian) was born in 1924 of Ar-

menian parents in Georgia. During the war years he studied voice

at the Kiev Conservatory. In 1951 he graduated from the State

Cinema Institute (VGIK) in Moscow, the main training ground
for Soviet film professionals. Paradzhanov’s teacher was the

Ukrainian director Ihor Savchenko, and he was also tutored by
the pioneer Russian director Lev Kuleshov, who has taught at

VGIK since 1919. Paradzhanov’s diploma project was Moldavian
Fairy Tale, which he later called “the only one of my past works
whose imperfections I am not ashamed of.”

Graduating from the film school, Paradzhanov got a job at

Kiev Studio, where he made Ukrainian-language shorts and musi-

cals, including Andriesh (1954), Dumka, Natalia Uzhvii, and
Golden Hands (shorts made in 1957), The First Lad (1958),
Ukrainian Rhapsody (1961), Flower on Stone (1963), and The
Ballad (1964). None of them won critical notice.

Paradzhanov’s first recognition came in 1964 with Shadows
of Forgotten Ancestors, which he adapted from the classic novella

by the Ukrainian prose writer Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky. The film

garnered no less than sixteen prizes at international festivals from
San Francisco to Rome, including the Prize for Best Direction at

the Mar del Plata Festival in 1965 and the Prize of the British

Film Academy in 1966.

The magazine Art Direction has called Shadows, not quite

accurately, “a colossal achievement for a director’s first film,”
2 and

1 Le Monde, 31 January 1974.
2 Art Direction : The Magazine of Visual Communication, January

1967, p. 4.
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Photograph of Sergo Paradzhanov by Heorhii Skachko
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the New York Film Festival hailed it as “an avant-garde extrava-

gant, sumptuous saga, in color, of a Romeo and Juliet of the

Carpathians. Chants, folk songs, atonal music, all combined with
fantastic camera work, make this a haunting work. However,
apart from its cinematic value, it is also a moving and affecting

work.”3

Although the Soviet film press responded warmly to Shadows
and the anticipated onslaught against the film’s mild eroticism

and “formalism” did not materialize, the film was not advertised

and quickly dropped out of sight. But the reputation of Paradzha-

nov and his co-workers was now securely established. The chief

performers — Ivan Mykolaichuk, Larisa Kadochnikova, Spartak

Bagashvili, and Tatiana Bestaieva — started getting plenty of

work. Paradzhanov’s young cameraman on Shadows, Iurii Illien-

ko, struck out on his own to direct several visually impressive

feature films: Saint John’s Eve (1969) was based on Gogol’s

fantastic stories; White Bird with a Black Spot (1971, again star-

ring Mykolaichuk and lllienko’s wife Kadochnikova) depicted

the establishment of Soviet rule in Western Ukraine; In Spite of

Everything (1972), filmed in coproduction with Yugoslavia, was
inspired by the life of the eighteenth-century Montenegran na-

tional hero Petar Negosh. Leonid Osyka, another newcomer,
filmed The Woman Who Walks into the Sea, The Stone Cross

(with a script by Ivan Drach based on Vasyl Stefanyk’s sparse

stories of peasant life), and Zakhar Berkut (based on Ivan Franko’s

historical novel). Living Water marked the striking debut of Ta-

mara Shevchenko, the script writer, Hryhorii Kokhan, the director,

and Oleksander Antypenko, the cameraman.

Like Shadows, all these films incorporated Ukrainian (spe-

cifically Western Ukrainian) folklore and local colour. Such suc-

cesses from the previously moribund Kiev Studio led some critics

to argue that the excellence of Shadows was due more to Iurii

Iakutovich’s art direction and Illienko’s photography than to Pa-

radzhanov’s directing. Most critics, however, began to speak of

a Ukrainian poetic school in the tradition of Alexander Dovzhen-
ko, characterized by hyperbole, metaphor, and associative mon-
tage. Ivan Dziuba discussed Paradzhanov’s influence on his

younger contemporaries in the following terms: -

03HaKH cnpaBJKHboro 3JiaMy b nicjiHBOGHHOMy yKpaiHCBKO-
My KiHO CTajrn noMirai fleet y poKH 1964-1966, kojih Ha Khib-

CbKiH KiHOCTyflii „c(J)opMyBajiacH rpyna cbIjko mhcjihhoi i ecTe-

3 New York Film Festival Program, September 1967.
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thhho niaroTOBjieHoi, MHCTeijbKO CBOGpi^HOi mojicw, y humajiin

cboih nacTHHi He 6afi,a;yHcoi 30 Tpa,n;Hij;iH HaijioHajibHoro MHCTeu;-

TBa; kojih 6yjio 3jj;iHCHeHO nocTaHOBKy „TmeH 3a6yTHx npeAKm”,
ru.0 ^icTajia CBiTOBe BH3HaHHH; kojih 3’hbhbch HenepeciuHHH

(J)ijibM „Coh”, a cjiiaoM 3a ijhmh flBOMa TBopaMH 6yjio po3nouaTO
pa^ iHiHHx HOBaTopctKHx cnpod.

CnpaBJKHiM TpilOMC|)OM yKpa'lHCbKOrO KiHOMHCTeiJTBa CTaB

(JiijibM ,,TiHi 3a6yTHx npe^KiB”, nocTaBjieHHH 3a oflHOHMeHHOio
noBicno M. KoiijioSHHCbKoro.

<PijibM ,,TiHi 3a6yTHx npe^KiB” cbogio i\jih6okok) i, a 6 cna-

3aB, ,,iHTeHCHBHOK)” npOflyKTHBHOIO, MyjKHbOK) Haii;iOHaJIbHiCTK)

npoTHCTOiTL an nceBaoHau;ioHaabHHM MacKapa^HHM npo(jmHa-

u;iaM, npoBiHii;iHHiH pyTHHi i coao,u;KaBOCTi 3aMiTKOBO-ceHTHMeH-
TaatHHX xyTopaH, TaK i 6e3CTaTeBHM no3aHau;ioHajibHO-BceMi-

m;aHCbKHM KiHOKpyTaM. B aKOCTax HaijioHajibHOi ncnxiKH h ecTe-

thkh BiH po3BHBac KopiHHi 3arajibHOJiioflCbKi mothbh, Bhmi nn-

TaHHa acHTTa i CMepTi.

TBOpHHH nOflBHr KOaeKTHBy, mo CTBOpHB „TiHi 3a6yTHX
npe^KiB”, flOKopiHHO 3m1hhb ycio aTMOccjjepy Ha RmBCbKm Ki-

HOCTy^ii i CTaB BeaHKHM cTHMyaoM ,o;aa MHCTei^bKoi Moao^i. 4

Professional envy and politics hampered the maturation of

the Paradzhanov school. The hacks who had hounded Eisenstein,

silenced Vertov, and exiled Dovzhenko from his beloved Ukraine
now turned their attention to Paradzhanov. Rumours were spread
about his homosexuality and currency deals. Projects were shelved,

released films were canned, and filmmakers were scattered. In
the eyes of the regime, Paradzhanov was a suitable target for

such innuendoes. Like many other Soviet intellectuals, he had
been roused to voice his unwillingness to continue as a passive
witness to the political trials and to the omnipresent interference

in the arts. In October 1965, Paradzhanov and six other prominent
citizens of Kiev applied to the Ukrainian Party and government
authorities for an explanation of the arrests of August-September
1965 in Moscow and Kiev and of the fate of the detainees.

5

In April 1968, together with 138 citizens of Kiev from all

walks of life, Paradzhanov signed another appeal. Addressed to

Brezhnev, Kosygin, and Podgorny, the letter expressed alarm about
violations of legal standards in recent political trials and appealed
for “open judicial examination” and “wide and truthful press
coverage.” “The political trials held in recent years are becoming

4 Druzhno vpered, December 1967.
5 The letter is discussed in the introduction to Michael Browne, ed.,

Ferment in the Ukraine (London, 1971; New York, 1973), p. 5.
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a form of suppression of the civic activity and social criticism

which is absolutely essential to the health of any society,” the

letter said. “In Ukraine, where violations of democracy are mag-
nified and aggravated by distortions in the nationality question,

the symptoms of Stalinism are manifested even more overtly and
grossly.”

6

The letter, not unexpectedly, provoked repressive measures
against the signatories, who were roundly condemned at govern-

ment-sponsored public meetings. Many of the signatories were
dismissed from their jobs or expelled from the Party, and several

artists were ousted from their unions. To escape this persecution

Paradzhanov took refuge in Armenia, where he may have felt

protected by the enormous public admiration for his films. Here
in 1968 he produced Sayat Nova (also known as Colour of the

Pomegranate), a coproduction of the Armenian, Georgian, and
Azerbaidzhanian studios.

Inspired by the poems of the eighteenth-century Armenian
troubadour and monk, Aruthin Sayadin, who has become a na-

tional hero to both Armenians and Georgians for his resistance

to Persian invaders, Sayat Nova is a still life in motion, a poem
of objects, textures, architectural structures, and mysterious fig-

ures. The film is an extraordinary experiment in evoking the

lyricism of the great Caucasian troubadour through all the senses

that can be evoked by cinema. The juxtaposition of colours in

itself causes an excitement new in film.

Sayat Nova was distributed in Armenia for two years and
passed for distribution in the rest of the Soviet Union (after being

reedited by Sergei Iutkevich against Paradzhanov’s will), but it

has never been given an export license. Other projects that Pa-

radzhanov worked on before his arrest, including a television

adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen’s tales, have not seen the

light of day. He devoted much time to writing and is the author

or coauthor of several film scripts and of many short stories,

some of which circulate as bootleg literature,

After completing Sayat Nova, Paradzhanov returned to Kiev
to work on a film about the Saint Sophia Cathedral and Cave
Monastery titled Kievan Frescoes. In 1971 Paradzhanov again

signed a protest to Brezhnev against the arrests of Ukrainian intel-

lectuals. Kievan Frescoes was immediately stopped and declared

anti-Soviet.
7
In reply Paradzhanov declared that the KGB was no

6 “Appeal of the 139 to Brezhnev, Kosygin and Podgorny,” Ferment
in the Ukraine, pp. 191-96.

7 According to Index on Censorship (Vol. I, No. 1, pp. 77-79), the

film was completed, but the footage was not assembled.
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better than the Nazis in its destruction of religious art. There was
no work anywhere for Paradzhanov now. As repressions against

opposition were intensified, Paradzhanov was arrested as he step-

ped off a train returnig to Kiev from the funeral of a friend.

“The cause of Paradzhanov’s arrest,” Jeanne Vronskaya has

written, “seems to be directly related to his third major film

Kiev's Frescoes (1971) which was not only banned but, according

to some reports from the Dovzhenko studio, also destroyed. The
film describes the destruction by the Soviet authorities of the

famous frescoes in the Kievan cathedrals... dating back to the

golden age of Kievan art in the tenth and twelfth centuries.... It

is clear that this subject was extremely undesirable and danger-

ous and, even during the shooting, the project was declared

‘anti-Soviet.’ After this, some reports suggest that Paradzhanov
made an unsuccessful suicide attempt.”8

The charges against Paradzhanov have never been made
public, and no Western observers were present at his trial. He
has thus not received the open judicial examination and the truth-

ful press coverage that he appealed for in 1965 and 1968. We can,

however, be certain that homosexuality was only a pretext for

arresting and convicting him. If the authorities were to prosecute

all sexual crimes with equal vigour, many of the bureaucrats’

offspring would be the first to go to jail. A criminal rather than

a political charge has, from the regime’s point of view, the ad-

vantage that it undermines some of the potential support for the

victim. Solzhenitsyn reminds us that trumping up criminal charges

to conceal a political repression is a tried and proven tactic. When
prominent intellectuals were arrested in the 1930s, it was some-
times considered “cleverer to fabricate a case based on some
conspicuously shameful violation (like pederasty; or, in the case

of Professor Pletnev, the allegation that, left alone with a woman
patient, he bit her breast).”

9

I do not want to give the impression that Paradzhanov was
convicted for being a political activist or, as someone here has
accused me of arguing, a “standard-bearer for Ukrainian and
Armenian nationalism.”10 Yet Paradzhanov did contribute to the

8 The Times, 20 June 1974.
9 The Gulag Archipelago, 1918-1956, I II (New York, 1973), p. 60.
10 And yet according to reports by the Smoloskyp Information Ser-

vice, oppositionists in Kiev believe that Paradzhanov was convicted pre-

cisely for his attempts to link the Ukrainian and Armenian opposition
movements. Ukrainske Slovo, 2-9 January 1977.
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artistic and social revival in Ukraine in the 1960s. With Shadows
he demonstrated a stronger love and a more subtle awareness of

Ukrainian culture than anything seen since the early films of

Dovzhenko, and in Sayat Nova he made a profoundly Armenian
film. Above all, Paradzhanov is an artist and an honest man. He
bluntly criticized the state of filmmaking in the USSR; he bravely

refused to testify against Valentyn Moroz, who had charged him
with appropriating art work during the filming of Shadows; 11 he
openly defended his friend Ivan Dziuba when he was attacked.

In short, Paradzhanov supported decency, honesty, and justice.

In the eyes of the regime, this crime, together with the imper-

missible erotic, religious, and national motifs in his films, far

outweighed any criminal offenses he may have committed.

The reports from the camps about Paradzhanov’s health are

disturbing: he has been severely beaten and has spent many months
sewing sacks, contracting an eye disease. If he serves his complete

five years, the world may lose a brilliant artist. Paradzhanov has

already received support from the International League for Human
Rights, the Society of Filmmakers in France, International PEN,
and Armenian and Ukrainian defense committees. A Paradzhanov
Amnesty Campaign, headed by Herbert Marshall and Peter Bro-

derick, has been working on his behalf. This concern, as well as

the attention now being devoted to Paradzhanov by the Venice
Biennale, raises the hope that he will be restored to his rightful

place in world cinematography.

During the Paradzhanov Seminar, an appeal on his behalf

was distributed among the participants and to the press.

BIENNALE 77 “IL DISSENSO CULTURALE”

Appeal for the Liberation of Sergo Paradzhanov

The cinematic artists and critics participating in the Cinema Conven-

tion “Nationalized Cinema: Its Successes and Problems,” have drawn

up the following appeal for the liberation of Sergo Paradzhanov:

The undersigned cineasts and critics urge the government of the

USSR to free Sergo Paradzhanov on humanitarian grounds. This

11 “Chronicle of Resistance” in Report from the Beria Reserve
,

edited and translated by John Kolasky (Toronto, 1974), pp. 55-84.
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measure would be welcomed with relief and would attest that the

government of the USSR is aware of the talent of this great cinematic

artist.

The undersigned trust that once he has been released his works,

which occupy a prominent place in the history of contemporary

cinema and bring honour to the country to which he belongs, will

enjoy free circulation again.

Giovanni Grazzini

Ernesto G. Laura

Vittorio Giacci

Callisto Cosulich

Dario Zanelli

Marcel Martin

Pio Baldelli

Morando Morandini

Virgilio Tosi

Elio Maraone

Nelo Risi

Lino Miccicche

Venice, November 26, 1977.

Sandro Anastasi

Bruno Torri

Guglielmo Biraghi

Paolo Lepri

Sandro Zambetti

Herbert Marshall

Guido Cingotti

Marco Carynnyk

Alberto Pesce

Vittorio Boarini

Camillo Bassotto

On January 4, 1978, less than three weeks after the Biennale con-

cluded, Western news agencies reported that Sergo Paradzhanov had been

released from labour camp in the last week of December. Since then

rumours have circulated that Paradzhanov went to his family in Georgia

and then returned to Kiev. On the other hand, Agence France Press re-

ports that, according to the Paradzhanov Collective in Marseilles, Para-

dzhanov died in prison several months ago. 12 The news of his release,

the Collective claims, was “staged” to create the impression that Para-

dzhanov died a free man.

12 Ukrainske Slovo, 19 March 1978.
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Ivan Jaworsky —
POLAND AND UKRAINE: PAST AND PRESENT

On October 20-22, 1977, McMaster University in Hamilton
hosted a conference on “Poland and Ukraine: Past and Present.”

Organized by the Interdepartmental Committee on Communist
and East European Affairs of McMaster University and the Ca-

nadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta, and
sponsored by the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, the

Canada Council, and McMaster University, this conference brought

together more than twenty-five scholars from Europe, the United
States, and Canada for two days of public presentations and one
day of round-table discussions open only to conference speakers

and invited guests.

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in

Ukrainian-Polish rapprochement. The Polish emigre monthly
Kultura and its Ukrainian counterpart Suchasnist have printed a

number of articles and letters dealing with Polish-Ukrainian rela-

tions, Ukrainian-Polish friendship societies have been formed in

London, England and in Munich, Germany, and a standing seminar
on Polish-Ukrainian relations has been established at the Ukrainian
Free University in Munich. In addition, scholars in Poland have
published a number of excellent works in recent years dealing with
various aspects of Ukrainian history, language, and culture. This

conference, however, was the first major international scholarly

forum for the discussion of Polish-Ukrainian relations and aimed
at considerably raising the level of debate on this topic.

The conference dealt with several aspects of Polish-Ukrainian

relations: the conference sessions attempted to survey both the

past and the present in terms of historical legacy, cultural relations,

economic ties and communications, political problems, and histo-

riography, with, in most cases, emphasis on developments since

World War II.

Only the first session was devoted fully to the past. In the

opening presentation entitled “Was the Polish-Lithuanian Com-
monwealth a Stepmother For Ruthenians and Cossacks,” Professor

Andrzej Kaminski (Columbia University) called for a more so-

phisticated, structural investigation of the Polish and Ukrainian
past, especially the period of the Commonwealth. In his view,
relations between the Poles and Ukrainians following the Union
of Lublin, 1569, must be analyzed within a framework which
sees the battle of libertas and majestas as the central problem.
Despite the patchwork of religious, linguistic, and legal entities
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which comprised the Commonwealth, and the varying economic

and political interests of its component social groups, the repub-

lican idea and the struggle against centralism and state power
were important unifying bonds, and the role of the Ukrainian

Cossacks and nobility must be seen in terms of how their actions

affected these unifying bonds. Professor Kaminski underlined that,

although it is difficult to break away from the historical “baggage”
and traditions which are impressed upon us during our youth, one

should not narrowly praise or condemn the actions of social groups

during the period of the Commonwealth according to conceptions

which were formulated by nationalist historians of the late nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries.

In a more wide-ranging presentation on “Polish-Ukrainian

Relations: The Burden of History,” Professor Ivan L. Rudnytsky
(University of Alberta) contended that the Polish-Ukrainian rela-

tionship has largely determined the historical destinies of both

peoples. Failure to establish their relations on a firm and satisfac-

tory foundation ensued in conflicts which have had tragic results

for both Poles and Ukrainians. The Poles bear much of the blame
for this situation for, since the late Middle Ages, Poland has gen-

erally been stronger and more advanced than Ukraine, and the

Poles have exploited this relative advantage with limited foresight

and a lack of diplomacy. Professor Rudnytsky illustrated his thesis

with a number of examples from the long history of Polish-Ukraini-

an relations, and ended by emphasizing that, despite strong control

by the Soviet Union, Poland still remains in a more advanta-
geous position than Ukraine. It is thus important for Poles to keep
the lessons of the past in mind, for the security and autonomy of

their country will to a large extent depend on the future of Ukraine.
Professor Frank Sysyn (Harvard University) spoke about

“The National Factor as a Cause of the Khmelnytsky Revolt:

Polish-Ukrainian Relations in the First Half of the Seventeenth
Century.” He questioned the utility of an overly legalistic approach
to discussing the Commonwealth, and speculated about the extent
to which regional sentiment and a sense of ethno-cultural distinc-

tiveness might have explained the behaviour of the Polish and
Ukrainian elites and populace at that time. One major problem
in discussing the Commonwealth lies in the fact that Poles view
their history in terms of historical legitimism, whereas Ukrainians
are oriented more towards an ethno-linguistic view of nationhood.

The discussion which followed dealt largely with differing

conceptions of the Commonwealth. The Poles understandably
take great pride in the formation, under their leadership, of the
Commonwealth, which occupied a leading position in the Europe
of that time. Nonetheless, Professor Rudnytsky and others warned
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against idealizing the Commonwealth. Exploitation of the Ukrai-

nian borderlands by Polish fortune hunters during this period and
the lack of resistance to this shown by the Ukrainian aristocracy,

which readily assimilated into the Polish nobility, soon led to un-

rest and resistance among the Cossacks, with whom the Polish

aristocracy had difficulty coming to an agreement. The denial of

greater autonomy to Ukraine within the Commonwealth then

resulted in a series of debilitating wars which prompted Cossack

leaders to ally themselves with Moscow and greatly weakened
the Commonwealth. Whatever one’s interpretation of these events,

the historical memory of these wars, and of the popular uprisings

against the Polish nobility in Right-Bank Ukraine throughout

the eighteenth century, strongly reinforced Polish views of

Ukrainians as undisciplined and rebellious peasants and Ukrainian

views of Poles as overbearing pany, which continued to plague

mutual relations. Two scholars from the Polish Academy of Sci-

ences in Warsaw, Professors Zbigniew Wojcik and Andrzej Wa-
licki, who were in Canada at the time of the conference and were
able to attend as observers, also took part in the discussion.

Two papers in the following session on cultural relations also

presented broad historical surveys, dealing, in this case, with

Polish-Ukrainian literary relations. According to Professor George
Grabowicz (Harvard University), despite the complexity of at-

tempting to survey five centuries of Polish-Ukrainian literary rela-

tions, an adequate understanding of this topic can come only from
considering its entire history, whereas most scholarship in this

field to date has concentrated on accumulation of data, compari-

sons of individual writers, or specialized studies of narrow topics.

After describing four basic periods or phases which characterize

Polish-Ukrainian literary relations, he concluded that the political

and social balance of power between Ukraine and Poland has had
a strong effect on the nature of the mutual influences of the two
literatures. Polish literature has contributed to Ukrainian literature

largely in a formal fashion by providing it with numerous and
varied literary forms, norms, and conventions, while Ukrainian

culture has supplied Polish literature with a great deal of raw
material in the form of folklore, legends, and with the model
of a different, intriguing way of life, which has appealed to the

imagination of many Polish writers. Jozef Lobodowski of Madrid,
a well-known Polish poet and a regular contributor to Kultura

on the topic of Polish-Ukrainian relations, followed with a some-

what journalistic account of his views on Polish-Ukrainian literary

influences. Interspersed with anecdotal references, it was in

marked contrast to the detailed, scholarly analysis of Professor

Grabowicz.
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In a fitting end to the first day of the conference, the British

dean of East European historians, Professor Hugh Seton-Watson

(University of London, England), presented “Some Reflections of

a Candid Friend.” Attempting to place Polish-Ukrainian relations

within the general framework of East European history, he stres-

sed that the Ukrainian-Russian-Polish triangle was and continues

to be one of the major problem areas of the world.

The remainder of the conference was devoted almost ex-

clusively to the post-World War II period, and included sessions

dealing with economic ties and communications, political prob-

lems, and historiography. During these sessons considerably more
attention was devoted to Ukrainians in Poland and to the stereo-

typing of Ukrainians by Poles than vice-versa. Although this may
have been due partly to the underrepresentation of Polish scholars

at the conference, the major contributing factor here is simply a

lack of information about the situation of Poles in Ukraine,

whereas much more information is available about the Ukrainian

minority in Poland. However, we do know that the Polish minority

in Ukraine does not possess an organizational network similar to

that of the Ukrainian Social-Cultural Society in Poland, and that

this minority has been provided with practically no cultural and
educational facilities. The Ukrainian minority in Poland is com-
paratively much better off. In his presentation, Dr. Borys Lewytz-
kyj (Munich) expressed his dismay at the poor treatment of Poles

in Ukraine, but stressed that this was largely a result of Moscow’s
calculated nationalities policy.

Ukrainian-Polish relations in the immediate post-World War
II period continued to bear the scars of intensifying mutual ani-

mosity in Western Ukraine during the interwar period, of inter-

necine skirmishing during the war, of massive transfers of Poles
and Ukrainians across the new Polish-Soviet border established in

1945, and of the brutal deportation of those Ukrainians inhabiting
Polish territory bordering on Ukraine and Slovakia to western
Poland in 1947. Although, in his presentation entitled “In Search
of Understanding: the Polish-Ukrainian Underground, 1945-47,”
Mr. Yevhen Shtendera (National Library of Canada) gave some
interesting examples of limited cooperation between the Ukrainian
resistance movement — the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, and its

Polish counterpart — the organization “Freedom and Indepen-
dence,” this cooperation was purely local in character, and no
formal agreement was ever reached between the two movements.
Many Poles and Ukrainians still have extremely bitter memories
of the war and the immediate postwar period.

As Dr. John Basarab (Maryland-Heidelberg) pointed out in

his paper “Post-War Research in Poland on Polish-Ukrainian
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Relations, 1945-75,” after the deportations of 1947 the Ukrainians

in Poland existed in a state of “limbo,” and it was not until 1956
that they were authorized by the government to form a country-

wide organization, the Ukrainian Social-Cultural Society. Previous

to this time Polish publications and the media had ignored the

Ukrainian minority dispersed throughout the country, or had lim-

ited their attention to oversimplified treatments of Ukrainian na-

tionalist “gangs” and their fight against Poles, Poland, and social-

ism during and immediately after the war. Dr. Basarab’s paper

was complemented by Professor Jozef Lewandowski’s paper on
“World War II and the Polish-Ukrainian Conflict.”

Since 1956 the Ukrainian community in Poland has made
some progress. Nonetheless, in spite of official government declara-

tions denying discrimination and boasting that all minorities are

supported in their efforts to develop and flourish, the administra-

tive machinery, especially at the local level, aims at the rapid

Polonization, albeit without the use of force, of all minorities.

This is reflected, for example, in the administration’s continuing

refusal to allow the Lemkos to return to their ancestral homeland
after their deportation in 1947. In addition, as Professor Vasyl

Markus (Loyola University) indicated in his talk on “The Reli-

gious Situation of Ukrainians in Poland and of the Poles in

Ukraine,” the Ukrainian presence in the Polish Orthodox Church,

where it forms a plurality, has been strongly de-emphasized, while

the position of the Ukrainian Catholics (Uniates) is highly ambig-

uous. Although their church has a semilegal status, and a few
Polish bishops and priests seem to be sympathetic towards their

eastern-rite coreligionists, more chauvinistic elements within the

Roman Catholic church ignore the needs of Ukrainian Catholics

and occasionally discriminate actively against them. Roman Cath-

olic Poles in Ukraine, however, also face severe difficulties, al-

though in their case this is due primarily to the strong suppression

by the state of almost all religious activity. They have only a

rudimentary organizational framework and are serviced by a small

and decreasing number of priests.

Some postwar Polish publications continue to reinforce a

negative stereotype of Ukrainians. Professor Roman Szporluk

(University of Michigan) pointed out in his paper, “The Press

of Poland and Ukraine: Its Role in Polish-Ukrainian Relations,”

that the postwar Polish media have waged a systematic campaign
to portray the Ukrainians during World War II as worse than

the Nazis, and make frequent unsupported charges that Ukrainians

engaged in numerous one-sided anti-Polish excesses. In addition,

popular literature dealing with the Polish and Soviet campaign
against Ukrainian nationalists in postwar Poland has relied heavily
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on crude melodrama and stereotypes which, although directed

against “bad” Ukrainians, have brought disrepute to all things

Ukrainian.

It is of course impossible to gauge the extent to which these

negative stereotypes prevail. They are definitely stronger in some
areas of Poland than in others, and are more prevalent among
older- and less sophisticated Poles. Their effect on intellectuals

and Polish youth is probably limited. Thus, as part of his presenta-

tion on “Polish-Ukrainian Relations After 1945: Between Culture

and Politics,” Professor Georges Mond (Paris) described the re-

sults of an interesting survey conducted among relatively young
Polish intellectuals who have lived in Poland after World War II

(most of those questioned were Poles travelling abroad who have

returned to their country). All were in favour of good relations

with the Ukrainians and Ukraine, and they were also opposed to

the forced assimilation of Ukrainians in Poland. Their knowledge
of Ukrainian history and culture and Polish-Ukrainian relations

in general, however, was extremely limited. This points to another

significant problem in contemporary Polish-Ukrainian relations —
the very restricted nature of contacts between Poland and the

Ukrainian S.S.R. Although, as Dr. Borys Lewytzkyj demonstrated
in his talk on “Political and Cultural Ties Between Soviet Ukraine
and People’s Poland in the Seventies,” ties today are more ex-

tensive than they were immediately after the war, when the Soviet

regime discouraged all Polish-Ukrainian contacts, the regime still

hinders the desire, especially on the part of Ukrainian intellectuals,

for freer communications and better relations with Poland. Cul-

tural relations are confined largely to superficial official exchanges,
and personal contacts among members of the two peoples are

carefully controlled.

Economic relations between Poland and the Ukrainian S.S.R.

are also strongly constrained. In his incisive discussion of “Eco-
nomic Relations Between Ukraine and Poland in the Context of

CMEA Bloc Integration,” Professor Volodymyr Bandera (Temple
University) pointed out that, while there is significant economic
interaction between Ukraine and Poland, the distribution of costs

and benefits from this interaction depends heavily on the systemic
biases characteristic of the structure of unequal exchange domi-
nated by Moscow. This has led to considerable anomalies and
disadvantages. For example, Ukraine possesses huge export bal-

ances with Poland. Normally self-correcting, this situation will

remain as long as Moscow continues to impose its preferences on
both countries in the present artificial manner.

Both Professor Adam Bromke (McMaster University), who
looked at the situation of “Ukraine and Poland in the New Emer-
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ging Europe,” and Professor Jaroslaw Pelenski (University of

Iowa), who spoke on “Ukraine and Poland from the Imperial Rus-

sian and Soviet Russian Perspectives,” attempted to draw some
scenarios for the future, taking into account the all-important

Russian factor.

After giving a brief outline of the contemporary situation in

Poland and the Ukrainian S.S.R., Professor Bromke examined four

possible scenarios (originally posited by Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski)

for developments in Poland in the last quarter of the twentieth

century: maintenance of the status quo; absorption by the Soviet

Union; complete independence; and “relative independence,”

which would see Poland becoming more closely related to other

East European countries and less dependent on the Soviet Union.
The last scenario would require gradual evolutionary changes in

the U.S.S.R. toward a more democratic and pluralistic order,

which would radically alter the context in which Poland finds

itself.

The same scenarios were proposed for Ukraine, although

for Ukraine the second alternative would signify the curtailment

of whatever limited autonomy it now possesses and merging with
the Russian people.

In the case of both Poland and Ukraine, Professor Bromke
rejected the possibility of maintaining the status quo, since pressure

for change continues to intensify in Poland and Ukraine. Thus,
the second alternative was also dismissed, since, in addition to

facing the stiff resistance of Poles and Ukrainians, it would also

posit the emergence of a more nationalistic and militaristic Soviet

regime, and this would arrest East-West detente and would in-

crease the danger of Soviet-American conflict. Complete inde-

pendence for Poland or Ukraine was discounted. It could occur

only following the collapse of the Soviet Union, possible only after

some major and possibly devastating conflict which would not

leave Poland and Ukraine unscathed. The Poles, for example, still

fear the possibility of a reunited Germany, which might come
about if a major “shakeup” occurs in Eastern Europe.

According to Professor Bromke, the fourth scenario is the

most feasible one. It is in line with the current trend towards the

interdependence of political units, rather than their absolute sover-

eignty, and would be in accordance with a continuation of detente

and gradual expansion of contacts between the Soviet Union and
the West. Not only would both Polish and Ukrainian ambitions be
accommodated within this framework, but they would also coin-

cide with the objectives of those Russians supporting the demo-
cratic evolution of their own society.
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Professor Pelenski, however, was less optimistic about the

possibility of the “interdependent” scenario. In his opinion, a

survey of the expansionist history of imperial Russia and of the

continuation of imperial policies by the Soviet regime does not

bode well for the future. Despite the contemporary irrelevance of

territorial imperialism and imperial ideologies, Soviet Russia con-

tinues to cling to outdated notions of territorial expansionism and

physical control of populations. Although Professor Pelenski

agreed with Professor Bromke that the incorporation of Poland

into the Soviet Union and the abolition of the Ukrainian S.S.R.

were unlikely, and thought that the achievement of genuine inde-

pendence by Poland and Ukraine would be extremely difficult, he

disagreed with Professor Bromke about the desirability of such

independence; in his opinion, the dangers often seen in a realign-

ment of forces in Eastern Europe tend to be highly exaggerated.

Nonetheless, he concluded that the most likely alternative, at least

in the present international situation, was continuation of the

political status quo with some minor adjustments. This is the

most desirable objective from the Soviet point of view and cor-

responds to the goals of the political establishments in the West,
which see the Soviet leadership as a stabilizing, conservative force

in the world. Although Professor Pelenski viewed the creation of

an interdependent framework with room for genuine coexistence

and tolerance as being highly desirable, he questioned whether,

at least in the short run, the Russian political elite could show
the wisdom, courage, and diplomacy necessary for a truly historical

compromise with Poland and Ukraine.
Nonetheless, notwithstanding the justified grievances which

Poles and Ukrainians have against Russia, Professor Pelenski ap-

pealed to Poles and Ukrainians at home and in the diaspora to

intensify their study of the Russian problem, to enter into a posi-

tive and meaningful dialogue with open-minded Russians, and to

resist the temptation to turn away from or oversimplify the ques-

tion of the nature of future relations with Russia.

On the whole, the conference can be considered to have been
a success, and there is little substantive criticism to be raised as

far as the actual organization or conduct of the sessions is con-

cerned. The very fact that such a conference could be held is

testimony to the solid groundwork of a small number of individuals

who have consistently promoted improved Polish-Ukrainian rela-

tions over the years, and much of the credit for the smooth conduct
of the conference must go to its organizer. Professor Peter J. Po-
tichnyj (McMaster University), who expended a great deal of time
and effort in planning the conference. The level of presentations

was almost uniformly high, although, as is true in the case of most
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conferences, some speakers had difficulty summarizing the con-

tents of what were often long and impressive papers. Even though
some conference participants could not resist indulging in some
“grandstanding,” this was fortunately kept to a minimum. Sessions

were well attended, and the conference received positive coverage

in both the Ukrainian and Polish press. The numerous informal

contacts and discussions among conference participants and ob-

servers were doubtlessly also of great significance.

The program was, however, somewhat crowded, and it may
be that future conferences on similar topics will have to adopt

more of a seminar-type format. This would allow for more probing

discussions and would provide for a more scholarly atmosphere.

In addition, participants might feel less reluctant to voice con-

troversial opinions in a smaller circle. There was, with a few ex-

ceptions, a noticeable lack of substantive controversy during the

conference, and although there was no attempt to stifle debate,

often the speakers themselves seemed overly anxious to be polite

and diplomatic. Changing the format of such conferences, how-
ever, must also be considered against the drawback of considerably

reducing public participation.

One expectation voiced by a number of observers was that as

a result of the conference certain priorities would be established

for work remaining to be done in the field of Polish-Ukrainian

relations. In addition, it was hoped that some mechanism would
be created whereby contacts among scholars interested in Polish-

Ukrainian affairs could be maintained. The ordinary conference

observer, however, was left somewhat in the dark about any gen-

eral conclusions reached at the conference, and a general panel

discussion to evaluate the conference and to offer proposals for

future cooperation would have been beneficial.

The “round-table” sessions on the last day of the conference

could have served as a forum for the discussion of such coopera-

tion; however, they did not fulfill expectations, and a number of

participants were disappointed in the lack of concrete proposals

emanating from these sessions. Although some contacts among
conference participants will probably be maintained on an informal

basis, this is definitely an unsatisfactory solution, and using an
“old-boy” network will inhibit the involvement of younger schol-

ars in the field of Polish-Ukrainian relations. It is extremely im-

portant to encourage young academics to enter this area, and it

was unfortunate that few young Polish scholars attended the

conference as participants or observers.

Much research on Polish-Ukrainian relations remains to be
done. Little of significance on this topic has been published in
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Soviet Ukraine in recent years, and whatever is published is usual-

ly of poor quality. Although Doctors Basarab, Mond, and Le-

wytzkyj mentioned a number of interesting and high-quality mono-
graphs and articles on various aspects of Polish-Ukrainian rela-

tions which appeared in Poland, mostly in the 1960s and 1970s,

some topics are still considered “inappropriate” for research in

Poland, and it is rumoured that several controversial publications

were heavily censored or, in some cases, withdrawn from circula-

tion soon after being published.

A number of speakers stressed the need for further research,

and Professor Szporluk made a strong appeal for the wider use

of hitherto practically unutilized sources of information — the

Polish and Ukrainian press. A systematic evaluation of the inter-

war Polish mass circulation press, for example, could yield invalu-

able information on the formation of stereotype images of Ukrai-

nians; likewise, a study of the regular and underground or emigre
Ukrainian press of this period might yield important information on
Ukrainian stereotyping of “the Pole.” Although the period of en-

forced isolation between Poland and Ukraine since World War II

has had a beneficial effect in “cooling off” deep-seated mutual
Polish-Ukrainian antagonism, research of this kind can contribute

a great deal toward pointing out the mistakes of the past and help

to prevent their repetition in the future.

Despite the large amount of work yet to be done, the con-

ference on “Poland and Ukraine: Past and Present” has already

widened considerably the scope of academic debate on Polish-

Ukrainian relations. The forthcoming publication of the confer-

ence proceedings will be awaited with impatience.
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Robert B. Klymasz

UKRAINIAN FOLKLORE IN CANADA:
THE BIG PUT-DOWN *

The topic “Ukrainian Folklore in Canada: The Big Put-Down” is

best approached through three main questions: What is folklore?

How does folklore operate? What good is it and who needs it?

Folklore can be defined best in terms of traditions. Ukrainian

folklore in Canada, then, consists of the Ukrainian traditions in

Canada. For most, folklore denotes folksongs, dances, costumes,

Easter eggs, and so on. Ukrainian Canadians, along with other

ethnic groups, have relied on folk festivals, concerts, and cultural

displays, which have attracted wide and appreciative audiences

in all parts of the country for over half a century, as a means of

holding on to a sense of identity in the face of rapid acculturation

and assimilation. In the competition for recognition on national

and international levels, this folkloric tradition has been presented

in a sophisticated, rather stylized form, suitable for stage presenta-

tion but seldom a faithful reflection of actual traditional lore. In

recent years, efforts have been made by spokesmen in the Ukrain-

ian community and by the politicians who listen to them to dis-

parage this kind of Ukrainian folkloric activity in Canada. They
have complained that, although acceptable, such activity is not

the sole dimension of Ukrainian culture. They illustrate one aspect

of the big put-down and they are correct in part. Folklore is but

one aspect of Ukrainian culture in Canada. Equally important,

however, is the fact that few have fully explored Ukrainian folk-

lore in Canada.

What, then, is Ukrainian folklore in Canada really? In con-

trast to the conscious type of promotion of Ukrainian folk tradi-

tion is a rich abundance of raw folklore materials which have
failed to attract adequate attention. Several barriers have stood in

the way of serious investigation. First, the language barrier has

undoubtedly discouraged any program on the part of Canada’s
small nucleus of established folklorists who, not being Ukrainian,

were naturally attracted to French, Anglo-Saxon, and native Indian

folklore. It is not surprising that, according to Marius Barbeau, the

late dean of Canadian folklore, “the influx and random assimilation

* This is the text of the Twelfth Annual Shevchenko Lecture delivered

on March 23, 1977 at the University of Alberta. The lecture was arranged

by the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies and sponsored by the

Ukrainian Professional and Business Men’s Club of Edmonton,
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of the motley crowds of European immigrants” after World War I

seemed disturbing to those folklorists who viewed the field of

European folklore on this continent as being composed of three

neatly compartmentalized geographic spheres, namely British,

French, and Spanish. The Ukrainians and East Europeans arriving

prior to World War I seemed to disturb the division.

Another barrier was the lack of a productive Ukrainian cul-

tural elite before World War II which could evaluate the Ukrai-

nian-Canadian experience with some sense of detachment. At that

time, the Ukrainian element in Canada was essentially a semi-

literate peasant society which, for the most part, had come to

settle in the vast western prairies and had continued its traditional

old country way of life. During the early stages of Ukrainian settle-

ment in Canada, Ukrainian community leaders were concerned

with the social and economic plight of the Ukrainian immigrant
whose traditional folkways and folklore often seemed to frustrate

their efforts on his behalf. In our time, however, confronted with
the threat of assimilation, folklore has become an important means
of retarding this process. In 1957, for example, Metropolitan

Ilarion, the head of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church, described

the pre-Christian pagan beliefs in a notable publication. These
would not have been well received by any Church in 1918.

Nonetheless, it would be erroneous to state that Ukrainian
folklore in Canada went completely unnoticed before World War
II. Florence Livesay, for example, reflected her enthusiasm for

the folklore of her Ukrainian friends, including that of her Ukrai-
nian maid, by publishing in 1916 in Canada the first collection of

Ukrainian folk song texts ever to appear in English translation.

Of greater significance, however, is a little-known article published
in 1902 by the eminent Ukrainian folklorist Volodymyr Hnatiuk,
the first to investigate the Ukrainian experience as reflected in

Ukrainian folk songs. The songs emanating from the massive im-
migration constituted, in his opinion, an important new cycle of
songs, the content of which was comparable to the large corpus
of Cossack songs from the eighteenth century, the age sometimes
referred to as the golden era of Ukrainian folklore.

Aside from the efforts of Livesay in Canada and Hnatiuk in

Western Ukraine, little was done to draw attention to Ukrainian
folklore in Canada before World War II. Because of this gap in

research and field collecting, one must rely on immigrant publica-
tions, almanacs, newspapers, and songbooks as research instru-

ments. Almanacs, for example, abound with folkloristic materials
in the form of nostalgic memoirs and appeals from the clergy to

abandon certain pagan customs. The interpolation of folk song
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texts add to their value as subjective folklore documents. Here,

too, are the letters from Uncle Shteef Tabashnook, the most popu-
lar of several fictitious immigrant folk heroes, whose experiences

as an immigrant in Canada mirrored those of his readers. The
hilarious adventures of Shteef, in the form of letters, cartoons, and
episodic personal narratives, were supplemented by the Ukrainian

immigrant community with anecdotes and legends, and ab-

sorbed into its oral tradition. The most widely circulated

song book was a collection of folk-song texts compiled by Tato
Babyk and published for the first time in 1908 under the title of

Songs About Canada and Austria. Attesting to its phenomenal
popularity is the fact that the collection was published in six edi-

tions, a total of 50,000 copies. The songs were in effect versified

accounts of the exodus to Canada and its subsequent hardships

in a foreign land. The collection serves as an important document
for the study of the Ukrainian-Canadian folk-song cycle during its

most productive stage. Of special interest are the popular books
of divinations and charms which reflect the transplantation of

magical superstitious beliefs that have survived to this day. The
attempt of the Ukrainian Orthodox and Ukrainian Catholic

Churches in Canada to regulate traditional beliefs and customs is

also well documented.

The Ukrainian-Canadian community provides an excellent

laboratory of research into this particular phase of development
of Ukrainian folklore, a problem which is still ignored by Soviet

folklorists. The first attempts to collect and publish Ukrainian
folklore materials in their Canadian setting were made soon after

World War II. In 1946 Volodymyr Plawiuk, an amateur collector,

and folklorist, published in Edmonton his collection of approxi-

mately 6,000 Ukrainian proverbs and sayings. Ten years later

Jaroslav Rudnyckyj, a European-trained specialist in Slavic philol-

ogy, published the first volume of his Ukrainian-Canadian folklore

and dialectological texts. Another important collector was Tetiana

Koshetz, wife of the late Oleksander Koshetz, himself a prominent
conductor, arranger, and musicologist. Mrs. Koshetz, an authority

on traditional Ukrainian folklore, undertook a speaking tour in

1950 on behalf of the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre
in Winnipeg, of which she was curator. During -the tour she col-

lected about 200 folk songs, including musical transcriptions,

without the aid of any mechanical recording device such as a

tape recorder. A large part of her collection is still in manuscript
form in Ottawa and in Winnipeg.

The number of scholarly studies on Ukrainian-Canadian folk-

lore is small. Besides Hnatiuk’s article in 1902, only two have
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aimed at some sort of synthesis. Dr. Rudnyckyj has approached
the problem of textual analysis with a general scheme for the

classification of verbal materials based on the lexical features of

a given text. A second article was authored by Petro Krawchuk
from Toronto, whose “progressive” and closed inclinations are

reflected in several of his writings which were published in Soviet

Ukraine. His article on early Ukrainian revolutionary songs is

tendentious: it ignores several collections and leaves the reader

with the impression that Canada’s Ukrainian immigrant communi-
ties at that time consisted of pro-Soviet agitators spouting revolu-

tionary songs. It is regrettable that folklorists, musicologists, and
folklore enthusiasts who arrived in Canada after World War II

made little or no effort to investigate the field of Ukrainian folk-

lore in Canada. Instead, they expended their efforts, for the most
part, within the framework of traditional old-country folklore.

It would be unfair, however, to underestimate the contributions

made to the study of Ukrainian folklore in its traditional academic
aspects by such authorities as Kylymnyk, Koshetz, Leonid Biletsky,

Jaroslav Pasternak, Rudnyckyj, Ilarion, and many others. Soviet

Ukrainian folklorists, in general, have made little mention of

Ukrainian folklore in Canada. It is interesting to note, however,
that songs in Ukrainian about Canada have reappeared in their

publications, attesting to the fact that not only did the early im-

migration to Canada have an impact on the folklore in Canada,
but also that the experiences of the Ukrainian immigrants had
a definite effect on traditions back in Ukraine.

Investigation into the publication of Ukrainian-Canadian
folklore texts is made somewhat complicated by the inability of

various compilers, critics, and commentators to distinguish sharply

between sophisticated literature, subliterary genres, and folklor-

istic materials. An attempt has been made, for example, to assess

Ukrainian literature in Canada according to norms of standard
sophisticated literary criticism without reference to folkloristic

style and content, a characteristic feature of most works published
before World War II. The application of purely literary criteria

by the late Watson Kirkconnell led him to describe the bulk of

what, in effect, is but folk poetry in print as “the saddest sort of

dogma.” On the other hand, some Ukrainian commentators tend
to overstate the literary merits of Ukrainian literature in Canada
and at times appear loathe to discuss its obvious ties with oral

literature. Similar confusion exists in other areas and fields of
folklore. Folk songs arranged for mixed choral groups are com-
monly mistaken for the raw product itself, and the Ukrainian folk

dance has been equated with the dances choreographed by Avra-
menko for almost half a century.
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This equation of two different but related levels of creativity

has its roots in the rise of national consciousness in nineteenth-

century Ukraine. The national soul found in the folklore of the

people served as the source of inspiration for national literature,

a national school of music, and many other things. Implicit in

this effort to catch up to the older sophisticated cultures of western

Europe is the fact that, in comparison with these seemingly ad-

vanced cultures, the peasantry of Ukraine was more conservative,

and the archaic features of its folklore were in a better state of

preservation. When viewed from this perspective, there can be
little doubt that Ukrainian folklore in Canada was a rich and
accessible field of investigation for those engaged in comparative

European folklore research on this continent. Traditional Ukrai-

nian folk art, in the form of Easter egg painting, folk costumes,

and embroidery, has inspired a number of expert articles and mono-
graphs. Ukrainian folk architecture, numerous manifestations of

which may be found in the Prairies, is only beginning to attract

scientific ethnographic investigation. Except for the publication

of verbal texts, most other aspects of Ukrainian folklore in Canada
have not been studied properly. Among these are the early im-

migrant theatre and its relation to traditional folk drama and
theatre; Ukrainian folk music and traditional musical instruments

in Canada — the tsymbaly tradition in western Canada; the role

of the church cantor — the diak — as a carrier of the folk song

tradition; and contemporary arts and crafts.

The next question is: How does Ukrainian folklore in Canada
operate? The Ukrainian folkloric complex in Canada operates

in terms of three interrelated yet fairly distinct segments or layers

of materials — traditional, transitional, and innovational. Indi-

vidually and collectively they bring into focus those contrastive

trends and processes which in actual practise have combined with
one another in a continual state of dynamic interaction. The tra-

ditional layer marks the most conservative stratum in the living

folklore heritage, easily linked to traditional, old-country ante-

cedents. Examples of this traditional layer are the shchedrivky,

vesnianky, plachi, and old country baiky. The second, transitional

layer of materials, distinguished by a string of antithetical features

whose combined threat of dissolution is expressed in terms of

verbal lore, has begun to absorb and generate new features. It

reinforces, heightens, and crystallizes certain traditional elements

as others fade away. This layer is exemplified by the Ukrainian
ethnic-joke cycle. The third layer — the innovational — has tried

to reconstruct the tradition. Selected retentions merge with new
phenomena to produce a streamlined modern-day version of the

folkloric legacy.
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The implications of the resulting construct and its relation-

ship to the old traditional stratum are most crucial for the under-

standing of the overall direction of change, of the various shifts

and adjustments that are made in terms of foreign content, func-

tion, and carriers, and of vehicles and occasions for the transmis-

sion of folkloric materials. Undoubtedly the most important single

factor to have influenced the development of Ukrainian folklore

in western Canada (and in Canada generally) has been the loss

of the mother tongue as a viable means of communication among
the Canadian-born. In general, traditional Ukrainian folklore has

failed to leap the language wall, limiting circulation to an ever-

shrinking chain of old-timers. The younger members of the Ukrai-

nian community are left facing their heritage with no new verbal

form or genre except a derisive riddling cycle of ethnic jokes ex-

pressed in English.

This is another kind of put-down which should be examined.

The jokes, as seen from the following list, always start with an
introductory riddling question (The answers will not be given):

How do you drive a Ukrainian crazy? How do you get a Ukrainian

out of your back yard? How does a Ukrainian take a shower?
How do you keep the flies away from the bride at a Ukrainian
wedding? How do you keep a Ukrainian busy? Why does a

Ukrainian only have two pallbearers? How do you get a Ukrainian

out of your swimming pool? What do Ukrainians use as bait to

catch fish? Did you hear about the Ukrainian who went ice fish-

ing? Do you know why the Ukrainians are postmarked? How
can you tell which woman on the beach is Ukrainian? Why do
Ukrainians have round shoulders and flat heads? How do you get

25 Ukrainians into a Volkswagen? And so the list continues.

Taken as a whole, this Ukrainian ethnic joke cycle can be seen

as an attempt to present a comprehensive definition of a Ukrainian
in terms of specific distinguishing features and qualities. But in

raising the question, the ethnic joke fails to provide a satisfactory

answer. Instead it offers a distorting formulation which, to a large

extent, serves as an outlet for the expression of inter-ethnic ten-

sions within the community at large. But even as a verbalized
form of ethnic prejudice, the ethnic joke gives tacit recognition

to the problem of cultural continuity in the new world by heighten-
ing the ethnic sensitivity of all groups. It ignores and discards

seemingly irrelevant dichotomies reflected in the old uni-cultural

folklore complex and replaces them with one which focuses all

attention on the multicultural nature of Canada’s population to-

day.

Another similar phenomenon is the manner in which the

traditional folk song repertoire, once the common property of all
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within the ethnic group, has taken on the stature of a lost art

maintained almost exclusively by a small but amazingly productive

group of semiprofessional commercial Ukrainian folk and country

music vocalists. In the sixties it was Mickey and Bunny of Win-
nipeg. In the seventies it is Nestor Pister and Metro from Regina,

Saskatchewan. The commercial recording of both Nestor and
Metro include songs, dialect jokes, and anecdotes that poke fun

at lingering old-world folkways in a New World setting, yet

simultaneously underscore the spurious nature of a seemingly

superior sociocultural system that traps, but never quite devours,

the days the innocent ethnic or immigrant treaded the tightrope

of survival in America. In effect, much of this party-record material

represents an overdone Bohunk backlash of folkloric conformation

as described in Michael Novak’s The Unmeltable Ethnics. There
is essentially a vicious and devastating, and not merely devastat-

ingly funny, form of veiled protest against the mores of the North
American mainstream, its pressures to conform, its self-righteous-

ness, and materialistic bias. Instead of chestnuts, Metro sings of

roasting chasnyk (garlic) by the fireplace in his rendition of the

all-time American favorite, “White Christmas.” His compatriot

Nestor transforms the American hero-figure, the freedom-loving

frontier cowboy, into a lowly country bumpkin, old-world peas-

ant, and immigrant ploughboy in his hit-song “Rhinestone Plough-

boy,” the parody of Glen Campbell’s hit-song, “Rhinestone Cow-
boy.”

It is interesting to note, as well, how folklore is generated

to act in this degenerative process. When collecting materials in

Vegreville in 1965, I recorded a story from a teacher of Ukrainian

who used it to demonstrate to the children in her Ukrainian class

why it was important to pronounce Ukrainian properly. According
to the story, when God created people he gave them screws in

the jaw which were used to tighten the jaws as required per lan-

guage. If one was to speak well in Ukrainian one should loosen

the screws. The teacher used folklore as a means of combatting
a specific situation in her class. Though interesting in themselves,

stories and efforts such as this are generally isolated. They hardly

compensate for the loss of the rich verbal core of the traditional

Ukrainian folklore complex which, under the catalyctic impact
of acculturation, has begun instead to stress the remaining non-

verbal elements in order to balance off, as it were, the resultant

vacuum.
The folklore heritage thus becomes disseminated more or less

solely in sensory terms. If the text is taken away, one is left with

acoustic, optical, and tactile manifestations devoted, for instance,

to the sound of Ukrainian folk music, the art of traditional craft,
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such as embroidery and Easter egg ornamentation, and the taste

of old-country foods. These residual yet streamlined components

of the old folklore complex exist only on a part-time, unrelated,

and informal basis in a highly condensed, hyperbolic form. They
are a kind of packaged instant folklore that suddenly springs into

view from time to time. On occasion, however, these same discon-

nected components are brought into play in a novel relation-

ship and in a new context as reflected, for example, in the popular-

ity of Ukrainian and other ethnic folk festivals in Canada and
the United States. The festival in Vegreville, the older one in

Dauphin, and the big Ukrainian Easter egg outside of Vegreville

are all novelties.

Diachronically, and in terms of the acculturative process, the

evolution of the immigrant complex usually proceeds along a

rather conventional route, marked by the sequence of three stages:

resistance to change, followed by breakdown due to change, and
finally reconstitution or adjustment to change. In Ukrainian folk-

lore, the initial stage of resistance is best exemplified by an effort

to retain and amplify that segment of the old-country narrative

corpus which serves to promote and maintain a tight and cohesive

framework for group continuity in the new and ostensibly hostile

social and natural environment. For example, when collecting

Ukrainian stories in western Canada, it seemed that the most
popular type of story was the story of a confrontation between
the poor and the rich brother. This kind of story has always played
a moralistic role within a community. The second stage in this

process— that of breakdown — signals the crucial attempt on the

part of certain segments of the community to scrutinize and evalu-

ate their traditions and to detach themselves from what appear
to be meaningless and disfunctional attempts at survival, while,

at the same time, asserting the need for continuity of the folklore

heritage in some form or another. An example is the ethnic joke.

The third stage — that of reconstitution — resolves the ongoing
tensions between the old and the new by meeting the challenge of

acculturation on its own terms. It reformulates a folklore legacy

according to the demands and the pressures of a modern and
materialistic civilization.

This tripartite sequence of stages does not mean, however,
that both the old and the new are unable to coexist as constituent

elements of a single complex, even though the two layers, old and
new, frequently represent two highly polarized and contrasting
sets of features. Several selected traits or features underscore this

particular type of contrast. The orientation of the old immigrant
folklore that came from Ukraine was agrarian, rurally based, and
tied to a seasonal or religious calendar. The new folklore is urban-
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ized and no longer tied to the old calendar and the old cycles.

The old folklore was circulated within closed isolated in-group

settings. Today it is unrestricted. Ukrainian folklore in Canada
today is not exclusive to Ukrainians. Knowledge of the Ukrainian

language is no longer a prerequisite to enjoy certain aspects of the

Ukrainian folklore heritage. In the old days, the people who car-

ried Ukrainian folklore were peasants. The various forms of tradi-

tional folklore creativity were divided according to sex. Women
sang songs, men told dirty stories and played tsymbaly. Today
folklore can be enjoyed and practiced by nonpeasants — even by
university graduates, regardless of sex. There is, though, a deeper

and wider gap between the active individual performer and the

passive spectator or audience. In the old days everyone sang. To-
day there is a division between performers and listeners: the per-

formers are on stage and the listeners in the audience. The general

structure of the old folklore was highly subjective; it had a high

level of internal variation, diversity, and was conditioned by
traditional old-country lines of parochial distribution. The content,

form, and context were inextricably integrated with one another,

and the entire folklore complex permeated the whole culture of

everyday life. Today this holistic type of folkloric life no longer

exists. Folklore can be had as desired. It can be purchased and
objectified. It has been accompanied by a consolidation effort.

One is always on the lookout for symbols carred over from
Europe. Although, for example, the national Ukrainian folk in-

strument is the bandura, most Ukrainians came to Canada with
the tsymbaly, not the bandura. The search for a national Ukrainian
costume calls for a symbol, so the poltavskyi strii is worn although

very few people who settled in Canada came from Poltava.

The relationship between Ukrainian folklore in Canada and
folklore in the homeland should be examined. Those who emigrat-

ed to Canada retained almost intact a lot of their folklore, espe-

cially if they settled in rural areas. The post-World War II genera-

tion has forgotten the specifics of the old folklore. Thus, they

have become unknown or blurred. One has to consult a handbook
today. Savella Stechishin, for example, has published a book on
Ukrainian cooking. The previous generation did not need a Ukrain-

ian cookbook. To learn to dance, one takes lessons in Ukrainian
dancing, whereas pioneers never did. Today music lessons are

taken to play the bandura. The pioneers played their tsymbaly;

it was part of their lives. Folklore in the old days permeated every-

thing everyone did. Today folklore entertains and promotes ethnic

identity.

The manner of transmission of folklore has also changed.
Folklore was once transmitted from person to person. The grand-
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mother would teach the grandchildren a song; she would tell them

a story. The transmission was oral, face to face. Today, this direct

word-of-mouth form of transmission has been minimized and sup-

planted by indirect, nonpersonal, and mechanical vehicles of

transmission. Ukrainian folk songs can be bought on a record.

Even when working in the Northwest Territories, the Ukrainian

folk-song tradition can be carried in a box and, with the aid of

a record player or tape recorder, one can play all the Ukrainian

music one desires. Forty live Ukrainians are no longer required.

This is quite a marked difference.

From the syntonic point of view, as suggested by this ideal

comparison of new and old ways, the contemporary Ukrainian

folklore complex in Canada forms a unique conglomerate com-

posed of in-going, on-going, and out-going features. Despite the

differences between the old and new, it is important to note that

the latter is always at least partially related to the older, more
traditional elements of a folklore complex, which provide the in-

dispensable material for the formulatiop and construction of new
Ukrainian folklore in Canada. The final product — the extract,

whether it is acoustic, optical, ceremonial, or verbal — is com-
bined with other features which are borne by the surrounding

mainstream culture. The resultant blend in the Ukrainian experi-

ence may be seen on various levels as illustrated by its macro-onic

characteristics, such as the use of half-English, half-Ukrainian in

folk-song texts, Ukrainian country music, ethnic-folk festivals,

Ukrainian ethnic jokes, commercial long-playing albums, and so

forth. These new folklore manifestations depart from a traditional

old-country folklore not only by virtue of their highly acculturative

forms, style, context, and content, but also, and perhaps even more
fundamentally, by replacing the old multifunctional diversity,

which characterizes the old complex, with a single basic function

devoted almost exclusively to the expression and transmission of

ethnic distinctiveness. In general, the Ukrainian folklore complex
in Canada is in a dynamic state of flux, replete with biased ten-

sions, seeming contradictions, and embitterments that reflect the

impact of the acculturative process in the New World. When com-
pared with the specifics of traditional, old-country manifestations

of folklore, signs of seeming degeneration and the emergence of

radical departures from the immigrant folklore heritage actually

mark a kind of autogenesis that serves to demonstrate the ability

of the old folklore heritage to identify, respond to, and exploit the

various opportunities for meaningful continuity afforded by ex-

perimentation.

All these changes largely correspond to the gradual transfor-

mation of our old immigrant community into an integrated segment
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of the Canadian population as a whole. In the course of this pro-

cess, many of the old folkways are abandoned without any massive

resistance. They just fade away. Others linger on; still others are

reexamined, revamped, and reactivated in an effort to depict values

and perpetuate the community sense of ethnic loyalty and identity.

To a large extent, this latter phenomenon is part of a contemporary
search for effective antidotes to the homogenizing pressures of

modern civilization to adopt and maintain uniform attitudes,

habits, and rights. As such, the resultant reformulation of the old

folklore can and does serve to provide some measure of relief

from the humdrum existence of everyday urban conformity and
uniformity. At the same time, however, it is the dominant main-

stream culture itself which dictates and furnishes the appropriate

escape mechanisms and makes available the various generative

tools and productive vehicles with which to reshape and refine

our old Ukrainian folklore. The reconstructed folklore, in effect,

allows its assorted carriers and enthusiasts to indulge in a fantasy

of ethnic separateness and* individuality without transgressing the

limits and patterns prescribed and sanctioned by the surrounding

English-speaking culture.

The third and last question is: What good is Ukrainian folk-

lore and who needs it? Ukrainian folklore, traditions, and heritage

can and does reveal a lot about Ukrainians, their experiences, and
their problems. When this question is posed, however, there is a

tendency to think in terms of the market place. There is a pressure

to think in terms of commodities. How much can it be sold for?

Now that there is so much of it, how can all of this folklore be
turned into a commerical success? It is difficult to answer these

questions adequately. Perhaps this is because Ukrainian folklore

and Ukrainian traditions belong to that sphere of intangibles that

defy marketing techniques and computer programming. The two
worlds are miles apart and were not made for each other. To help

understand this better, it would be fitting, in conclusion, to draw
attention to the folkloric interests of the man whom this series of

annual lectures commemorates, Taras Shevchenko. About a hun-

dred and thirty years ago, Taras Shevchenko decided to compile

a set of his paintings, drawings, and sketches in order to publish

them eventually as an album devoted to the people, the folklore,

and the traditions of Ukraine. Unlike William Kurelek, however,
Shevchenko’s project was not successful. However, it is interesting

to note that Ukrainian traditions and folklore were something
Shevchenko felt compelled to record and study. His justifica-

tion for his project proposal included the following deep personal

commitment:
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The history of Ukraine, its glorious feats, and half-legendary

heroes is a very moving story. The people are amazingly

unique, the land is gorgeous, and yet no one has presented

all this before our educated circles. Having forgotten their

traditions, I really don’t know what they’ve had to hold on to.

It seems to me, even if my country were the poorest, the most
bedraggled place on earth, even then it would still seem more
beautiful to me than Switzerland or all of Italy. Those who
have seen our country say that they would love to live and
to die on its most beautiful fields. In view of all this, what
should we pass on to the children of our country? I think

that one should live and be proud of one’s own most won-
derful mother. I, as a member of her big family, will endeavour
to serve her, if not to meet some pressing important need,

then at least to glorify her name — Ukraina.
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COMMENTS

PyCH^IKAljra HH MAJIOPOCIHHI3AIi;m?

Xony bhcjiobhth KijiBKa 3aBBaHceHb Ha MapriHeci ,,Te3 npo
pycmfuKaitfio” 6ji. n. BceBOJio^a rojiySmiHoro, HaapyKOBamrx

y TKypnani (h . 3, ociHt 1977). Tpoxn hIhkobo nojieMi3yBaTH 3

nOKiHHHM ABTOpOM, BKHH CaM yBCe He MOJKe Bi^nOBiCTH... Ajie

nnTaHHH, nopymeHe rojiySinraiM, Haa3BHHaHH0 BancjiHBe i 3

TeoperaHHoro i 3 npaKTHHHo-nojiiTHHHoro norjiamy. Boho 3acjiy-

roBye Ha Te, mo6 CTara npe^MeTOM nmpmoro npHJiioaHoro o6ro-

BOpeHHH.
rOJiyftHHHHH, 3ri^HO 3 HOIX) BJiaCHHM TBep^JKeHHHM, nifl py-

cmJnKaijiGio „cxhjilhhh po3yMiTH tojiobhhm hhhom i nepeBancHO
jiHine Moene nuTdHHR, to6to nepexia neBHoi', me aajieico He ne-

peBancaiOHoi nacTHHH ynpaiHum 3 ynpaiHctKoi Ha pocmcbKy mo-
By BJKHTKy”. B TaKOMy nocTaBjieHHi npoSjieMH nym Bi^roMiH

HapOflHHI^bKOrO CBiTOrjIBAy XIX CTOJliTTB, BKHH OTOTOBCHIOBaB

Hariiiio 3 eTHOCOM Ta noro Haii6ijii>m noMiTHOio npHKMeTOio —
mobok), „pi3HHM cjiobom”. A thm nacoM eraoc, „Hapoa”, i HaijiH

u;e ABi pi3Hi, xoh i noB’a3am, cycnijibHi KaTeropii, mo i’x He cjiiA

SMiniyBaTH. Haii;ia — u;e caMOCBi^oMa nojiiTHHHa h KyjibTypHa
cnijiLHOTa, mo floSpoBijibHO AmjDepeHijiioG ce6e Bifl mnmx no^iS-

hhx cnijibHOT-HaijiH Ta mo Mac bojiio He3ajieacH0, to6to cyBe-

peHHO, (J)OpMyBaTH CBOG 36ipHe BCHTTB. IhHIHMH CJIOBaMH, Hop-
MajiLHOio h HopMaTHBHOio (JjopMoio icHyBaHHH Haijii g oKpeMa
Hai^ioHajibHa aepacaBa, a js,e i'l HeMa — 3MaraHHa ^o Hei. (TyT
i^eTbCH He npo „a6cojnoTHy” cyBepeHHicTb, ana b peajibHOMy
CBiTi He icmye, aae npo Bi^HOCHy cyBepeHHicTb, mo He nepewrb
pi3HHM B3aGM03ajiejKH0CTBM). MimMajibHa nepe^yMOBa Toro,

mo6 MOHCHa 6yjio tobophth npo HaaBHicTb Haijii — cBi^OMicTb

KOJieKTHBHOi ni^MeTHOCTH, bojin Hapoay „6yTH rocno^apeM y
BjiacHin xaTi”, mo iHOfli MoacjiHBe h 6e3 onpeMoi' flepacaBH, ajie

b paMKax uinpuiHx aepacaBHHx 3’GflHaHb ^e^epaTHBHoro Tiniy.

(TyT Ha ayMKy npHxoAHTb KBe6eK.) y npoTtuieBCHOCTi 30 Hanii,

mo g (JjeHOMeHOM CBi^OMOCTH ft BOJii, eraoc Bi,n;3HaHaGTbCB cyKyn-
HicTio oS’gkthbhhx npHKMeT, TaKHx bk CBoepi^Hi 3BHHai, no6yT
i, 30KpeMa, MOBa. IJi npHKMeTH nepe^aioTbCH 3 noKOJiiHHB b no-

KOJliHHB MaHBCe aBTOMaTHHHO, 6e3 CBi^OMOrO 3yCHJIJIB, nOpB^KOM
cycnijibHoi" (He 6iojioriHHoi

! ) cna^KOBOCTH Ta ncHxojioriHHOi

0CM03H. TaKHM HHHOM, eTHOC-HapOfl G CyScTpaTOM, a6o MaTepiB-
jiom, 3 BKoro MOBce (ajie He MycHTb!) nocTara Hai^ia. IcHyBaHHB
MeHHi-6ijibm roMoreHHo! eTHiHHoi Macn cnpHBG 4)opMyBaHHio
Hai^ii. Ajie MaGMO npmoiaaH HapofliB, BKi He BcrarjiH CTara Ha-

mBMH: npoBaHcajibiji. 3HOBy bc Ha o^HOMy eTHinnoMy cyScTpaTi
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MOJKyTb BHpOCTH pi3Hi Hai^il. Hanp., HaCTHHa HHJKHbO-HiMeABKHX

njieMeH yBiftmjia ao cKJiaay HiMei^bKoi’ Hai^ii, TOAi hk Apyra na-

craHa o(J)opMHJiacfl b Biapy6Hy rojuiHHACbKy Hai^iio. HJoao mobh,

TpeSa BiApi3HHTH „HapoAHy MOBy”, ana HCHBe b moAeHHOMy, po-

ftHHHOMy noSyTi (hk kojihcb Ka3ajin y cTapift Pocii, ,,ahh Ao-

ManiHboro BHomcy”) Ta „BHCOKy MOBy”, mo 3acnoKOioe pi3HO-

MaHirai i CKJiaam cycnijibHO-KyjibTypHi noTpeSn po3BHHeHoi Ha-

m.
3aKH nepeHTH ao AOKJiaAHimoro po3rjiHAy npoSjieMH pycn~

(|)iKai;ii ft yKpamcbKO-pociftcbKHX CTOcyHKiB B3arajii, xony Ha-

caMnepeA 3ynHHHTHCH Ha aohkhx icTopHHHHX iHTepnpeTaAinx

B. rojiySHHHoro, HKi BHKJimtaioTb 3acTepejKeHHH. I Tax BiH

ocoSjihbo HarojiomyG, mo „jkoach HapoA y u,ijiOMy cBiTi hIkojih

He 3HHKaB RodpoeijibHO

,

b cnociS hkoicb npHpoAHoi eBOjnoijn,

HKoi'cb opraHiHHo’i acHMijiaijii, hh HKorocb iHmoro HopMajibHoro

npoAecy.... Ihhihmh cjiOBaMH, 3HHKHeHHH HapoAis b icTopii 6yjio

3aBHCAH HacjiiAKOM zenoUjUffy” Ajie He MoncHa b tbichh cnoci6

BiApHBaTH oahh bIa OAHoro AoSpoBijibHicTb i npHMyc, HKi b Amc-
HOMy icTopHHHOMy npou;eci nepenjiiTaioTbCH AinJieKTHHHO. MeTO-

AaMH reHOAHAy MOHtHa hkhhcb HapoA, a6o Hau;iK>, (]3i3HHHO BH-

rySHTH, ajie He MOJKHa ftoro acHMijnoBaTH. Bo acHMijinijiH u;e He

Te, mo podHTb 3aBOHOBHHK, ajie Te, mo AieTbCH y 36ipmft cbIao-

MOCTi 3aBOHOBaHHX. Ha (J)aKT 3aBOIOBaHHH, nOHeBOJieHHH, M05K-

jiHBi pi3Hi peaKDiii, — BiA 36ijibineHHH onopy ao bIamobh BiA

BJiaCHOi' TOTOJKHOCTH Ta 3JIHTTH 3 3aBOftOBHHKOM. OTJKe, HKmO
saBOHOBaHHH HapoA BHSnpaG ajibTepHaTHBy acHMijiHAii, to u,e

BHce ftoro BJiacHe pinieHHH. B nepcneKTHBi icTopii HeMac 3HaneH-

hh, mo Aeft Bn6ip He 6yB aihkom Ao6poBijibHHft, ajie „npHMycoBO-
AoSpoBijibHHH”. BnnaAKH TaKoi „npHMycoBO-Ao6poBijibHoi‘” acH-

MijiHAii y CBiTOBifi icTopii 30BciM He TaKi piAKicHi, hk raAaG To-

jiySHHHHH. 3raAaTH 6 xoh PnMCbKy iMnepiio, mo b Hift HamaAKH
3aBOHOBaHHx rajuiiB, iSepumiB, ijiJiipiftAiB Ta iH. nicjin abox-
Tpbox noKOJiiHb nepe6pajiH pHMCbKy nojiiTHHHy ft KyjibTypHy
CBiAOMiCTb, BKJIIOHHO 3 JiaTHHCbKOK) MOBOK), nOpO^HJIHCH naTpiO-

TaMH iMnepii, mo n bohh BH3HajiH cbogio. A6o HKmo cboroAHi
Ha BejieTeHCbKHx npocTopax BiA nepcbKoi 3aTOKH ao ATjiaHTift-

CbKoro OKeaHy naHye apaScbKa MOBa ft KyjibTypa, to Ae pe3yjib-

TaT He TijibKH SjiHCKyHHx boghhhx nepeMor i TepHTopinjibHoi

eKcnaHcii xajii^aTy, ajie b nepmy nepry Texc MacoBHX Ao6po-
BijibHHX HaBepHeHb Ha icjiHM.

rOJiySHHHHft nOMHJIHGTbCH, KOJIH BiH
,
,3HHKaHHH HapOAiB”

noHcmoe „noJiiTHKoio cerperaAii, AHCKpHMiHaAii, HacnjibHHAB-
Koi acHMijiHAii”. Hohhtth cerperaAii ft AHCKpHMiHaAii noxoAHTb
3 apceHajiy cynacHoi aMepHKaHCbKoi nojiiTHHHoi TepMiHOjiorii ft

pHTOpHKH. HKmo A1 nOHHTTH MaiOTb HeTaTHBHi o6epTOHH, TO TO-
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My, in;o cerperaijia h A^cKpHMiHama nepeniKOAacae iHTetparm
i aoSpoBijiBHifi acHMiaam'i eTHiuHnx Ta, 30KpeMa, pacoBnx MeH-
nraH y C1IIA. IJe, oaeBHAHO, He 3HaaHTb, m,o a noxBaaaio cefpe-

famio h ^HCKpHMiHai^iio. 3 tohkh norjiaay oco6h, mo e acepTBOio

TaKOi' nOJliTHKH, BOHa 3aBHCAH CnpHHMaGTBCH HK KpHBaa H He-

cnpaBe^JiKBicTb. Ajie 3 tohkh noraaAy 36epeaceHHa oKpeMimHO-
cth h caModyTHOCTH HapoAy niaKopeHoro niA ayacy Bjia^y aa-

cto HafidijitnioK) He6e3neKoio, — i HaftTaacaoio npoOoio hchttg-

3AaTHOCTH, — g He cerpetaijia h AHCKpHMiHan;ia, aae, HaBnaKH,
„ai6epaai3M” 3aBOHOBHHKa, BiAcyTHicTb eTHiaHOi BHKaioaHOCTH.

PoMaHi3an;ia TaaaiB Ta iHHinx 6yaa HacaiAKOM meApoTH, 3 bkoio

Phm HaAiaiOBaB 3aBOHOBam HapoAH npaBOM pHMCBKoro rpoMa-
AaHCTBa, y cnojiyiji 3 BeaeTeHCbKHM npecraaceM phmcbkoi Kyab-
Typn i CTnaio hchttb. AHaaoriam npHKaaAH MoacHa 3HaHTH Teac

b yKpai’HCbKiH icTopii. IIoaoHi3ama cTapoi yKpaiHCbKo'i apncTO-

KpaTii noacHioGTbca thm, mo nicaa JIioSaHHCbKOi Ymi Ha Hei

noninpeHO SaaroAaTi ,,3oaoToi' cboOoah” noabCbKoro rnaaxeT-

CTBa.

ToBopaHH npo reHe3y aemHCbKoi KOHiiemm MaSOyTHboro
,,3aHTTH HaH,m” 3a KOMyHi3My, roayOHHHHH noacHioe i'i thm, mo
JlernH, MOBaaB, He 3HaB Ao6pe HiMeijbKoi mobh h TOMy Henpa-
BHabHO nepenaaB CTOCOBHe racao, aae b opnriHaabHOMy TeKCTi

Mapaca h EHfeabca 3Hawrb He „3aHTTa”, aae „36aHaceHHa”,

3HHKaHHH MiacHamoHaabHHx KOH^iaiKTiB. OTace m6n bhxoahtb,

mo Koan 6 JleHiH 6yB Kpame bhbhhb mMeijbKy MOBy, to noaiTH-

Ka ftoro i ftoro HacaiAHHKiB cynpoTH yapaimi 6yaa 6 iHHioio ft

iHaKHiHM 6yao 6 cyaacHe cTaHOBHme yKpai'HCbKoi Harm b CPCP.
XtincHO 3BopymaHBa Bipa b MariaHy cnay MapKciBCbKoro ,,CBa-

meHHoro nHcaHHa”!

Kaioaa ao npoSaeMH pycH(J>iKami b cyaacmft yapami 3Haft-

AeMO He b TBopax ,,KaacmciB” MapacH3My-aemHi3My. MapKc i

EHTeabc, aK bIaomo, B3araai He Maan Teopi’i Harm
;
Han;ioHaab-

HOMy aHHHHKOBi bohh npHAiaaaH Maao yBarn, BBaacaioan ftoro

3a BiAHOCHO CKoponpoMHHaHBe aBHme, npHTaMaHHe KaniTaai-

CTHaHift Ao6i. Teac JleHiH He MaB HayKOBoi Teopii Haim. 3aTe
BiH bhpoShb moAO HaijioHaabHoro nHTaHHa noaiTHHHy CTpare-

riio: an BmcopncTaTH Hau;ioHaabHO-BH3BoabHi pyxn b 6opoTb6i

npoTH icHyioanx ,,iMnepiaaicTHaHHx” AepacaB i aK n;i pyxn na-

paai3yBaTH ft HeBTpaai3yBaTH niA u;eHTpaai30BaHOio „AHKTaTy-
poK) npoaeTapiaTy”. HaAiftrom Kaioa ao 3po3yMiHHa npoOaeMH
pyCH(J)iKaAii‘ A&G iCTOpHHHHft AOCBiA yKpai'HCbKO-pOCiHCbKHX CTO-

cyHKiB i pociHCbKoi iMnepcbKoi noairaKH cynponi yKpaiHH. B
yKpamcbKiH nonyaapmft icTopHHHift aiTepaTypi ft nyOaiimcTHm
3aaio6KH aaioTb ,,mockobcbkhh iMnepiaai3M i KoaoHiaai3M”, aae
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Tani 3arajibHHK0Bi BH3HaneHHH 3 eMoijiHHHM 3a6apBJieHHHM Ma-

k)tb oSMenceHy ni3HaBajii>Hy BapTicTb.

CyTb nojiiraKH ijapcbKoi Pocii moflo yKpai'HH nojinrae b

TOMy, mo6 Bi^MOBJinTH in y CTaTyci Hai^ii', TpaKTyionn li’ hk njie-

MiHHHH, „MajIOpOCiHCbKHH” pi3HOBHA GAHHOl pOCiHCbKOl HaiJU.

Pocia nocjiiAOBHO npHAymyBajia h BHHnmyBajia Bci npoHBH
„yKpaiHCbKoro cenapaTH3My”, ocoSjihbo b ijapHHax nojiiTHHHOi

flyMKH H „BHCOKOi” KyjIbTypH. IHIHHMH CJIOBaMH, PociH 6e3Q-

rjiHffHO nodopioBajia Bee, mo cnpHHJio nepeTBopeHHio ynpaiH-

CbKoro eraocy b HaijiK). OTXce acHMijimjia, ao hkoi npHMyBajia

pocificbKa nojiiTHKa, 6yjia nepe^yciM acHMijiHijieio Ha AepHcaB-

Hin, a6o iMnepcbKift roioiimm. 3aTe He BBaHcajiocn He6e3neHHHM,

m;o yKpai'HCbKe cejiHHCTBO npoAOBXcyBajio SajiaKaTH cbogio mo-

boio („MajiopocmcbKHM HapiHHHM”) xa 36epirajio pi3Hi pncn
Tpa^Hii;iHHoro HapoAHoro no6yTy, — hk AOBro me He bhxoahjio

3a Mejxi (jjojiKJibopHoi eTHinHocTH. I^apcbKOMy ypnAOBi 3ajie-

Htajio Ha TOMy, mo6 pycn(J»iKyBajiocH Bee, mo coijiHJibHO h Kyjib-

TypHO nimHMajiocH noHaA HapoAHy Macy. Ilpn HOMy cjiiA niA-

KpeCJIHTH OAHH flyJKe BaHCJIHBHH 4>aKT: JIOHJIbHi MaJIOpOCH He
3a3HaBajiH b iMnepii hIhkoi AHCKpHMmami. Hhhobhhk a6o 0(|)i-

ijep-Majiopoc KopncTyBaBCH 30BciM He ripniHMH maHcaMH y cbo-

ih cjiyHc6oBiH Kap’epi Hint fioro TOBapHm, mo 6yB eTHiHHHM po-

ciHHHHOM („BejIHKOpOCOM”). I HaBiTb HiXTO He 6paB MaJIOpOCOBi

3a 3Jie, kojih BiH iHo^i, Hanp., 3a napKoio b BecejiOMy TOBapn-
CTBi, cniBaB yKpamcbKHx niceHb, sammyBaB yKpamcbKHM cjiiB-

i;eM, po3Ka3yBaB „MajiopociHCbKi aHeKAOTH”.
He thhcko y3piTH, mo TenepiniHH pa^HHCbKa nojiiraKa hjoao

yKpai'HH CTaHOBHTb MOAepmsoBamm BapiHHT CTapoi n;apcbKoi

nojiiraKH. OneBHflHO, Mine hhmh icHyioTb Texc HHMajii pi3HHiji,

npo mo CBiaHHTb M. iH. HaHBHiCTb yKpai'HCbKOi PaaHHCbKOl Co-
i^iHjiicTHHHoi PecnySjiiKH. Ajie ocHOBHa TeHAeHi^in Ta AenKi xa-
paKTepHCTHHHl npHHOMH pOCiHCbKOl nOJliTHKH SajIHHIHJIHCH He-

3MiHHi. Cjiobo ,,Majiopoc” bhhhijio 3 y>KHTKy, ajie mnepcbKa
nojiiTHHHa KOHijenmH, mo kphgtbch 3a ijhm cjiobom, g Ha^ajii

hhhhok). HeMa cyMHiBy, mo yPCP g CBoepiAHOio Heo-Majiopo-
cicio. MocKBa HanojierjiHBO npnMyc ao Toro, mo6 yKpamcbKOMy
HapoAOBi HaKHHyra cnijibHy 3 Pocieio nojiiTHHHO-^epxcaBHy CBi-

AOMicTb Ta cnijibHy ,,BHCOKy” KyjibTypy. He h gctb peajibHufi

3MicT KOHHjenuiii ,,3jihtth HaniiH”, „GAHHoro pa^HHCbKoro Hapo-
Ay”. Ihhihmh CJIOBaMH, ynpaiHa He noBHHHa hIkojih cTara Ha-
meio b noBHOMy 3HaneHHi cjiOBa; BOHa MycHTb HasaBJK^H 3ajra-

ihhthch niB-Han;iGK), perioHajibHHM pi3HOBH,n;oM GAHHoro iMnep-
CbKoro KOMnjieKcy. ,21jih iliboro 30BciM He noTpiSHO JiiKBiAau;ii‘

yKpamcbKoro HapoAy hk eTHiHHoi oahhhlu. Hio erainHicTb to-
jiepyiOTb, a b neBHHx BnnaAKax ii' HaBiTb njienaioTb, y (JiopMi
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o(J)iu;iHHHx cjpojiKJibopHHx cneKTamiiB. I, noai^HO hk 3a n;ap-

cbkhx naciB, yKpamei^L, mo g ao6phm naTpioTOM ,,gahhoi 6aTB-

KiBnmHH”, He cTpa>ic;n;ae BiA cerperau;ii hh AHCKpHMiHau.il. BiH
MOHCe CTaTH napTiHHHM i AOP^aBHHM BeJIBMOJKOK) BCeCOK)3HOrO

ManiTaSy, MapmajiOM PaAHHCBKoro Coio3y, anaAeMiKOM a6o op-

AeHOHOCHHM JliTepaTOpOM (HaBiTB nHHiyUH yKpaiHCBKOK) MO-

bok)!), KocMOHaBTOM... Xtocb Mir 6h cKa3aTH, mo noKH icHye

yKpai'HCBKHH eTHOC, TaK AOBro SyAyTB y HBOMy cnoHTaHHO bhhh-

KaTH TeHAeHiijii ao ocJ)opMJieHHH b noBHOu;iHHy Hau;iK). IJe npaB-

Aa. Ajie MocKBa npo u;e, oneBHAHO, Ao6pe naM’HTae. CaMe TOMy
BOHa TaK cxapaHHO pa3-y-pa3 CHCTeMaTHHHO 3pi3yG Bci napocTi

caMOCTiHHoi yKpai'HCBKoi nojiiTHHHoi AyMKH (HaBiTB y KOMym-
CTHHHHX (J)OpMax) Ta yKpaiHCBKOl ,,BHCOKOl” KyjIBTypH. lAeTBCH

npo Te, mo6 YKpama Ha3aBHCAH 3ajraiHHjiacH b CTam HapoAy,
HKHH, 3riAHO 3 KJIHCHHHOIO (|)OpMyJIOK) B’HHeCJiaBa JlnnHHCBKO-

ro, BiuHO HaAioHajiBHo „BiApoA>KyeTBCH”, ajie HiKOJiH He Monce

HapOAHTHCH.
BBancaio, mo yKpamcBKi eMirpaAinm AOCJiiAHHKH h ny6jii-

AHCTH, mo 3aHMaiOTBCH paAHHCBKOK) npoSneMaTHKOio, HaCTO

PoSjihtb OAHy 3acaAHHuy noMHjiKy. Bohh nepeu;iHK)K)TB He6e3-

neny pycn(|)iKau;ii, b posyMiHHi 3HHKHeHHH yKpaiHCBKoro HapoAy
hk eTHOcy. 3aTe bohh HeAOAinioioTB He6e3neKy „MajiopociHHi3a-

Aii”, b po3yMiHHi acHMijinmi yKpai'HCTBa ao BcepociHCBKoi, pa-

AHHCBKOl iMnepCBKOi' CHCTeMH. Bci 3HHGMO, mo yKpai'HCBKHH Ha-

POA 3a3HaB 3a pOKH paAHHCBKOl BJiaAH BejieTeHCBKHX BTpaT y
cboih eTHiuHiii cy6cTaHu;ii. npoTe caM CTajiiH, — Ay^o aBTopn-

TeTHHH CBiAOK! 3aHBHB, mO „BCix yKpai'HU;iB BHCeJIHTH He
MOHCHa”. HapoA, hkhh nepeTpHBaB cTopinun TaTapcBKoro jihxo-

jiiTTH, npoAOBHcyBaTHMe y cboih ocHOBHin Maci hchth Ha npeA-
KiBCBKifi 3eMjii. iHnie Ai-no 3 nojiiTHKOio „ManopociHHi3am'i”. 3a
Hei roBopHTB, y neBHOMy ceHci, AOCBiA icTopii'. MycHMO BH3HaTH,

mo AapcBKOMy pencHMOBi y BejiHKin Mipi nomacTHJio AepxcaBHo
h KyjiBTypHO acHMijiioBaTH npoBiAHi rnapn HacejieHHH yKpai'HH,

a HapoAHi MacH KOHcepByBaTH b cTaHi Hau;ioHajiBHoi nacHBHOcTH
Ta aMopcJ)HOCTH. Cyuacm KOMymcTHHHi bojkai Pocii', ohcbhaho,
noKJiaAaioTBCH Ha u;eH icTopHHHHii AOCBiA i bohh nepeKOHam,
mo 1M yAaCTBCH p03B’H3aTH AOIHKyjTBHe ,,yKpai'HCBKe nHTaHHH”
npn AonoM03i MOAepHi30BaHoro BapiHHTy ijiei BHnpo6yBaHoi no-

jiiTHHHoi CTpaTerii.

He3a6yTHin Bccbojioa rojiy6HHHHH HanencaB ao HaHKpanmx
y Hac AocjiiAHHKiB i 3HaBu;iB paahhcbkoi aihchocth. H He e npo-

(JjeciHHHM coBGTOJioroM i b u;BOMy BiAHomeHHi He Money ce6e

piBHHTH 3 IIOKiHHHM. IIpOTe AyMaiO, LU.O y CBOGMy TpaKTyBHHHi
npoSjieMH pycH(J)iKau;ii rojiy6HHHHH He ocTepircn BHme3raAaH0i
noMHjiKH. B neprny uepry He noroAHcyiocn 3 peAyKAieio Aiei'
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npoSjieMH ,n;o MOBHoro nHTaHHH. CnpaBa mobh u;e tIjibkh o,h;hh

acneKT npoSjieMH ft to He HaHBamjiHBiiHHH. Te, mo ijeHTpajiBHe

ft ocHOBHe, u;e cnpaBa nojiiTHHHoi nimMeraocTH, mo po6htb 3 Ha-

pomy Haijiio. MoBHa pycH(J)iKan;iH BaxoiHBa thm, mo BOHa hbjihg

C06010 chmiitom i chmboji npoBmijiftHoro, Hau;ioHajibHO HenonpaB-

Horo ft HenoBHOi^iHHoro CTaHy cynacHoi ynpaimi. rojiySHHHHft

noTimae Hac thm, mo yKpai'HCBKa MOBa He 3arHHe Ta mo HaBiTB

pa^HHCLKa BJiama He 3Ba>KHTBCH ijijiKOM CKacyBara, He 3BaHca-

iohh Ha Bci ooMe>KeHHH, yKpaiHCBKOMOBHOi hikojih i npecH. 3
ijhm MOHCHa noroAHTHca. Ajie mo 3 imoro? TyT cnm 3BepHyTH

yBary Ha nHTaHHH cou;iHJiBHoi (|)yHKijii mobh. Hh b yKpaiHCBKift

MOBi 4)opMyBaTHMeTLCH Tern He3ajiejKHa yKpai'HCBKa nojiiTHHHa

3yMKa? Hh yKpai'HCBKa MOBa cjiyxcHTHMe sacoSoM He tIjibkh

HapomHoi, ajie Tenc „bhcokoi” KyjiBTypn, hh BOHa 3ao6yae na-

HiBHe cTaHOBHme b aepmaBHift aAMimcTpam'i, eKOHOMiiji, HayKO-
bhx i BHiimx HaBnajiBHHx 3aKJiaaax, MicBKOMy noSyTi? IIokh

i^Boro He CTaHeTBCH ft noKH ochobhoio coijiHJiBHOio (JjyHKi^ieio

yKpai’HCBKoi mobh 6yme (JjyHKi^in „KOJirocnHoi mobh” — 30 xoro

nacy ynpama 3ajmniHTBCH Majiopocieio.

BpeniTi ocTaHHG 3aBBaHceHHH. rojiySHHHnft BHMarae, mo6
„mh Bci Been nac naM’aTajiH, mo pycH^iKaijiH yKpai'HH e HacjiiA-

KOM 3aB0K>BaHHH, HaCJimKOM HaCHJIBCTBa i G nOJliTHKOIO reHO-

imay”. IJe caM03po3yMijia npaB^a, ajie He ijijia npaB^a. (He ro-

Bopio TyT npo nHTaHHH npaKTHHHoro nopn^Ky, npo HKe 3ra;n;ye

b u;BOMy KOHTeKCTi rojiy6HHHHH : hk HaimomjiBHinie ft Haft6ijiBni

nemaroriHHO maHy npodjieMy nonasaTH 3axi,o;Hift HayKOBift rpo-

Ma^CBKOCTi.) Hcho, hk6h b 1917-21 pp. 3aKpinHjiacH caMOCTiftHa

yKpai'HCBKa ^epncaBa, to yKpai’Ha He 6yjia 6 CBoro^Hi oS’gktom
pycH(J)iKai};ii‘. Ajie TyT Monma 3anHTaTHCH : Hk6h yKpai'Hn;i 3yMijiH

npoHBHTH SijiBHie eHeprii Ta nojiiTHHHoi’ 3pijiocTH b 6opoTb6i 3a
cbok) ^epncaBHicTB, hh ynpama 6yjia 6 3aBofioBaHoio ? A60 mmi
nHTaHHH: Ho^y ^enKi iHnii Haijii', mo Tenc 6yjm 3aBoftoBaHi,

Hanp., Tpy3iH ft BipMeHin, SijiBine Biflnopm Ha pycn^iKai^iio mm
Ynpama? HoMy yKpaiHCBKi cejiHHH, mo nona^aiOTB y MicBKe ft

iH^ycTpinjiBHe cepe^OBHine, TaK jierKo nepexo^HTB Ha pociftcBKy
MOBy, 3aMicTB Toro, mo6 y u;e cepeAOBHme bhochth cboio ynpaiH-
CBKy MOBy? Ha Bci iji ft nom6m nHTaHHH mohchh 3HaftTH o6’gk-
THBHi icTopHHHO-con;iojioriHHi noncHeHHH. TyT He Moxce 6yra
mobh npo Te, mo6 ,,BHnpaBjjyBaTH” ncopcTOKoro ft nmcTynHoro
Bopora, HKHft cTijiBKH He3MipHoro 3Jia 3aB^aB HarnoMy Hapo^OBi,
hk i HH3n;i iHiiiHx Hapo^iB. Ajie cyTB cnpaBH b HOMycB 30BciM
iHmoMy. HKmo BoporoBi 6yjio cy^nceHo 6yth nepeMonojeM, a HaM
nepeMOHceHHMH, to n;e cTajiocn b Bejimcift Mipi nepe3 Te, mo n;efi

Bopor i b MHHyjiOMy bhhbjihb i b cynacHOMy bhhbjihg Ha,n;3BHHaft-

Hy BMijricTB y TOMy, mo6 BHmyKyBaTH cjiaSKi Micn;H b Hamift
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CTpyKTypi — i b hhx 3 ijiaoio chjioio BaapaTH. Jlamjior, akhm
yaparna 3anpaaceHa flo iMnepcbKoi Koaicrami, cKOBaHo 3 jiaHOK

Hainnx BJiacHHx caaSocTeft i noMHJiOK. ToMy He MoaceMO ao3bo-
jihth co6i Ha Te, mo6 3aicpHBaTH oai Ha iji caa6ocTi h noMHaKH,
CKHflaiOHH Bi^noBi^aabHicTb 3a Harny HaijioHaabHy Tparefliio

BHKaioaHO Ha 30BHiuiHi cnan Ta HecnpnaTaHBi o6cTaBHHH. Cbo-
6oaa oco6h h Hau;ii yrBepaacyeTbca y CBi^oMm, TBopaifi koh-

(JjpoHraijii 3 o6’gkthbhhmh oScTaBHHaMH, a He b KaniTyaaijii ne-

pe^ hhmh. H neBeH, mo 6a. n. B. ro6yaHHHHH noroflHBca 6 3 h;hm

ocTaHHiM TBep^aceHHaM.

iBaH JlHcaK-PyAHHn;bKHH
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Hearing with the Eyes, Seeing with the Ears:

The Sublunar Life of Bohdan Ihor Antonych *

TKypiiaji

1

Freud didn’t invent the subconscious. It was always with us, like the

center of the atom. We perceived it in the world, where it gave us back

the recognizable reflections of our dreams. It was the domain of Priests

and Initiates who attempted to harness its power with “Miracle, Mystery,

and Authority” as they officiated over scenarious in which gods and

demigods, in marvelous cartoon disguises, enthralled us with their

dramas as they elucidated our own. But it was the Poet, through his stub-

born umbilical attachment to the subconscious, who composed these

scenarious from a vantage point somewhere between Priest and Sibyl.

The Poet was less of a theorist than a vehicle. Visions might be

visited upon him in the most unbecoming ways. He might experience the

currents as a seizure of love, like Sappho, or in an apocalyptic moment,

like Ezekiel or Blake, appear to be an epileptic. No matter. It was clear

that the Poet was plugged into the divine generator because his circuits,

through no fault of his own, were extraordinary.

The dream of Orpheus started sweetly enough. In it the poet sang

with such a quickening intelligence that stones danced to hear his tune.

But then something went awry. Eurydice went underground and Orpheus
was forced to pursue his muse by also descending into the netherworld.

Here the dream lost its innocence. Orpheus woke up. His relationship to

his muse was never the same again.

This progression of Orpheus from bucolic naif to Pilgrim of the

underworld is nothing less than a paradigm of the psychological evolution

of the race. At the beginning of this century, standing for an idea whose
time had come, Freud wore Orphic robes as he emerged from the sanctum
sanctorum, bathed in sublunar light, with a new message.

No, Freud didn’t invent the subconscious. It had always been there,

and we might learn to hear it from where it sat, like Eurydice, captive,

enthroned. It was Eurydice, and we should never possess her as Orpheus
had in his dream. Nor would Orpheus himself awaken now. But she was,

after all, continually whispering in our ear. Her language was at once
coded and intimate, and it came from a region that we all contain,

much as we contain our spleen or kidneys.

A Ukrainian-language version of this comment will appear in the
June 1978 issue of Suchasnist. — Ed.
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Bohdan Rubchak, in his thoughtful introduction to the selected

poems of Bohdan Ihor Antonych,** invokes the lineage of Orpheus. He
draws Antonych into the circle of poets like Novalis, Hoelderlin, Nerval,

Rilke, and Yeats. As far as it goes, Antonych is certainly at home in their

company, one of them, although sui generis. But what makes him remark-

able to me is what distinguishes him from these pre-Freudian Orphics

and propels him on the wings of an uncanny intuition into the modern
world. Whereas Rilke, for example, wrapped in the dream of Orpheus,

proceeds from his nostalgia to rhapsodize his Eurydice, to pull her up

from Hades whole for our direct apprehension, the post-Freudian Orphics

tuned their ears and ours for what Vallejo called “what we are without

knowing it.”

With his ear to the wall of the Carpathians, Antonych heard the

psychological terrain heave as it opened and sighed like some paleolithic

creature. He heard it as clearly as Rimbaud had through a green matrix

of absinth, or as Vallejo did in a steamy cell through the Andean jungle.

For all of them it was trapped in the interpenetrating flow of images

that traveled between mind and matter, between what we see and what

we don’t see. Eurydice could be heard, felt, and described through the

elision of senses, the seeming instability of time and space.

Antonych listens and writes down what he hears in poems that are

closer to A Season in Hell or Trilce than to Sonnets to Orpheus. He is

closer to the moonstruck Lorca than the cold-eyed Yeats and, like the

Andalusian, saturates his landscapes with sublunar light like an x-ray.

Antonych knows that Eurdydice is “an eternal truth/ we can’t grasp,

like the blue essence of benzine.”

In a poem entitled “The End Of The World,” Antonych writes:

The moon raises her blue hands

like a prophet

to curse the city

for the treachery, cupidity and crime,

that fester in its lairs.

Because the moon’s light is reflective rather than incandescent, like Eu-

rydice whispering from her secret chamber, it is also mantic and portends

judgement. It isn’t so important that she is veiled but that she shows us

the veiled truth. Surfaces which appear solid by day she turns diaphanous

at night. Under her penetrating rays we see that grass isn’t green simply

because of a divine order or a random mixing of chemicals on the cel-

** Bohdan Antonych, Square of Angels: Selected Poems, translated

by Mark Rudman and Paul Nemser with Bohdan Boychuk (Ann Arbor,

1977). Reviewed in the fall 1977 issue of this journal by Oleh Ilnytzkyj,

pp. 125-30. — Ed.
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lular palette, but that green is the expression of forces that are interior.

And just as the essence of grass can be distinguished from “green” by

her light, so the Poet’s similarly veiled essence can be found beneath the

lunar incantation of his language.

Rimbaud called it “alchemy” and thought it was poetically obtained

by storming the bastions of the interior with a conscious derangement of

the senses. He thereby became the inventor of the colour of vowels. An-

tonych felt it was more like “taking dictation.” Both poets could “hear”

their images, but where Rimbaud ran off in pursuit of his dereglement de

tous les sens, Antonych sat at his window like the monitor of men’s

dreams

:

Stars fall on the heads of burghers like leaves.

Doubled over with bellyaches, the glutted mob drifts off to sleep.

Or, elsewhere, tenderly:

Again we dream the dream of history.

Days perch on huts, spread wings of wind.

And cradles creak: Sleep, my son...

Antonych, the poet, is still. He is the alembic in which words are distilled

in the moon’s light to make quicksilver: “I hewed a poem from silver.”

If moonlight is silver, so is the mirror in which we see reflections.

And if the poem is a mirror giving us back the reflected images of our

dreams, it is also the matrix through which we penetrate those reflections.

Transparency is silver.

In the alchemical marriage of surface and transparency, the poem
has become that mysterious system where power is founded on the Word
at the heart of creation, a logos. Antonych says:

Night falls like a cloak from Christ’s shoulders.

Light pours from heaven’s pierced side.

The word distilled in silver. Silver is Jesusblood. The word becomes
witness to what men can’t see behind the controls of their logic. The
injunction to love thine enemy is evident only in this bloodlight. It is one

of those subcutaneous revelations that compose what Joyce called “the

uncreated conscience of the race.”

Hammered to the cross of earth, heaven sighs;

stigmata of light shine on my palm.

Here Antonych is a literary St. Francis, palms turned up; light flows

between the heavenly stigmata and the moons on his open hands. It is

the stream of intelligence beneath surfaces flowing through time and
worlds that are simultaneous, consubstantial.
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I understand you, plants and animals,

I hear the noise of comets and the growth of grass.

Antonych is a curly sad animal too.

*

In the title poem of the collection, “Square of Angels,” Antonych

describes a situation that might stand as the key signature to his music.

There’s a marble statue of a tenor in a theater square. This statue has

been singing soundless arias to the stars for over two hundred years.

Its vibrato has undulated in the romantic fantasies of generations of shop

girls on their way home from work.

The city’s host, the lion who guards the arsenal,

stretches and pads through the desert of squares.

The heroes sleep. Songs swell in whorehouses,

and the rain rings out freedom on the prison roof.

On the square of copper angels,

when twilight spills red ink,

the historian, anchored to a pedestal,

dips his quill into the inkwell.

Hidden meanings are sleeping heroes, like sounds in objects. An-

chored to his twilit perceptions, the historian will understand none of this

but will become himself a part of this mummers’ parade, probably bring-

ing up the rear behind the stone lion. Antonych gives us the whole show,

provides us with a shot of the square like a time exposure of a flower

blooming. He synchronizes the lunar light of the world with his reflective

subconscious until we can’t help but hear his persona: the statue of the

marble tenor.

When Keats spoke of “unheard music,” dimly perceiving it in his

greatest sonnets, he questioned the figures on a Grecian urn, who answered

him with a non sequitur about “beauty” and “truth” as the poet yearned

for powers surpassing those of the nightingale. Antonych the poet stands

like his alter ego, the stone statue, under the stars attending the unheard

music of objects and events around him. It is secreted in whorehouses,

sundered by rain on prison roofs. He plays these back at us in his own
song until we also hear the unheard. He makes us hear his images!

This kind of synaesthesia is Antonych’s specialty. Although Rimbaud
sought it in his attempt to make the poem “accessible to all the senses,”

no one does it quite as effortlessly as this Ukrainian poet. Antonych can

give us the vowel in the colour so that, hardly knowing it, we are looking

at grass and hearing whole fields of green. He gives us shapes, the laws

that govern physical properties, like notes and timbres. He is capable of
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making us hear a lost penny on the pavement scream along the amplified

silence of our nerves.

There are moments when his music is almost improvisational, almost

jazz worthy of Coltrane, who spoke in terms of “sheets of sound.”

In the poem “Concert From Mercury,” for example, Antonych plays

us almonds blossoming, “a weed patch of roofs with singing herbs, copper

bush of antennae,” “lovers twining their limbs like hopvines,” “a star in

his wallet,” “a redhead in bed, wet roses,” a “dusty feather quilt,” a soul

gone bad “silvered with mould.”

What ears he has. They’re enormous. Larger and more sensitive than

Vladimir Horowitz’s! Antonych with his incredible ears sits in front of

the Radio of Creation as the Nocturnal Broadcaster spins a “disk of moon

on the gramophone of night.” He can even hear “silverfish grinding at

the books.” His own, no doubt, among them.

2

In early September at MacDowell Colony, a retreat for artists in

New Hampshire, the Ukrainian painter-engraver Jacques Hnizdovsky

handed me this thin volume of Antonych’s poetry. As I read in the privacy

of my studio, I was stunned by the poet’s psychological magnitude, his

metaphysical intimacy, and wondered why I hadn’t read him before.

Certainly the works of those who write in any of the Slavic languages

are slower coming into English than those of Western Europe and Latin

America. But slowly they are coming. Stanley Kunitz has made us privy

to Anna Akhmatova. Mandelshtam drips into the American idiom like

water from a leaky faucet. As far back as 1962, Anselm Hollo, in his fine

anthology Red Cats, gave us a sampling of Kirsanov, Voznesensky, and

Yevtushenko. We’ve all heard of Pasternak. Yet, why does the poetic in-

telligence of Eastern Europe remain largely undisclosed when it contains

such poets as Antonych?

But now we have Square of Angels and can savour him. This is the

important thing, and makes the few comments I’d like to make on the

present translation somewhat carping.

There is a style in contemporary poetry, a poetic, that derives from

the increased activity in translating modern writing. The style I’m refer-

ring to is one in which images are placed on the page at the expense of

the sinuous quality of language itself. While the language in the present

translation doesn’t suffer from this in the extreme, there may be a tendency

to elevate the image above the music of the language.

The images in Square of Angels are sharply drawn and maintain

a keen architectural tension. There is a certain stiffness in the lines, but

the cost of translation can run much higher than it does here. I feel that,

while effective attention was paid to forging an authentic superstructure,
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other things were overlooked. There are times when an economy of words

might have sped the flow, an ear for the colloquial spiced it.

In the title poem, for example, the article “the” might have been

removed before the nouns “heroes” and “rain” in the third and fourth

lines of the third quatrain to read: “Heroes sleep” and “rain rings down.”

Mary’s palm is easier on my ear than “the palm of Mary”; dawn’s burdock

leaf more evocative than “the burdock leaf of dawn.” Perhaps it’s just

my penchant for the spoken language that makes me prefer the synaes-

thetic effect of the telephone as a sound-flower than a “flower of sound.”

But I don’t think so. It’s stronger that way.

But these are, as I said, carping comments, and I do not mean to

draw attention from the fact that Rudman, Nemser, and Boychuk have

captured the exquisite, complicated idiom of Bohdan Ihor Antonych to

the extent that I was able to hear with his eyes, to see with his ears. Like

Degas before the work of Mary Cassat, I was able to whisper, “Ah, at

last, someone who feels as I do.”

And this, I believe, is the heart of the matter.

Paul Pines
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THESES AND DISSERTATIONS ON UKRAINIAN
CANADIANS: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following bibliography includes all known Ph.D. dissertations.

Masters’ theses, and degree-required essays at the Bachelor level written

on Ukrainian-Canadian topics at Canadian, American, and European

universities. With minor exceptions, all Canadian Masters’ and Ph.D.

theses have been confirmed in the annual publication, Canadian Theses

(to 1971), or in the monthly Canadiana after 1970. The former list is

complete except for approximately forty titles still to be checked for pos-

sible relevance to Ukrainian Canadians. As Canadiana publishes thesis

titles only as they are microfilmed for the National Library (and a sub-

stantial backlog exists), some theses ivritten in this decade might be

omitted. A few theses have been verified in Dissertation Abstracts Inter-

national by the author or by the university of origin. The remaining

titles, primarily Ph.D. dissertations from the Ukrainian Free University

in Munich and B.A. essays, were extracted from two sources: a private

card catalogue by Alexander Gregorovich made available to the Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies; and three checklists by Alexander Ma-
lycky, “University Research on Ukrainian-Canadians,” in the Canadian

Ethnic Studies Bulletin (Vol. 1 , No. 1
, 1969; Vol. 2, No. 1

, 1970; and
Vol. 5, Nos. 1-2, 1973). 1 have not been able to verify these latter titles

for completion, relevance, or, in the case of B.A. essays, existence as

proper “mini-theses” and not ordinary term papers. Sources for all titles

not appearing in Canadian Theses or Canadiana have been cited.

The bibliography is divided into two sections: (1) humanities and
social sciences, and (2) language, literature, and linguistics. Within each,

theses are arranged alphabetically by author, followed by title (with

translation where necessary), degree, university, year, and number of

pages, etc. A brief description of the thesis, an author’s purpose, summary
of findings, and relevance to Ukrainian Canadians follows. Evaluation is

kept to a minimum. While most of the theses were read at one time or

another, some are unavailable through interlibrary loan. Where possible,

I have relied on their respective abstracts for their contents and conclu-

sions. Please allow for any inadequacies. A final section lists a handful

of theses that have appeared in earlier bibliographies but, on checking,

were found to be irrelevant or to have never been completed or accepted.

As those titles pulled for possible relevance are checked, new theses

completed, or others brough to light Aparticularly at the B.A. level, as

they are little known outside the department of origin and do not appear
in published sources), this bibliography will be updated. The Institute

would appreciate the cooperation of its associates and Journal readers in

bringing to our attention additional titles with only marginal relevance
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to Ukrainian Canadians, B.A. essays, theses written outside Canada, and

theses in progress. Bibliographies such as this not only indicate the scope

and evolution of university research on Ukrainian Canadians, but also

keep those interested abreast of current directions and activity.

Social Sciences and Humanities

ANDERSON, Alan Betts. “Assimilation in the Bloc Settlements of North-

Central Saskatchewan: A Comparative Study of Identity Change

among Seven Ethno-Religious Groups in a Canadian Prairie Region.”

Ph.D., Saskatchewan, 1977, XVIII + 395 pp., tables, maps.

Anderson examined assimilation among French, German Catholic,

Mennonite, Hutterite, Ukrainian-Polish, Doukhobor, and Scandina-

vian groups in eighteen identifiable bloc settlements in Saskatchewan.

For the Ukrainian-Polish settlements, he compared the responses of

Ukrainian Catholic, Ukrainian Orthodox, and Polish Catholic sub-

groups regarding identity preservation, retention and use of mother

tongue, regular church attendance, and practice of unique customs.

For each subgroup, age, generation, occupation, and education were

equated with attitudes toward group preservation.

AVERY, Donald H. “Canadian Immigration Policy and the Alien Ques-

tion, 1896-1919: The Anglo-Canadian Perspective.” Ph.D., Western

Ontario, 1973, [no data available],

[Unavailable for comment]
BASSA, Philip. “Ukrainian Musical Culture in Canada.” M.A., Montreal,

1955, [no data available]

.

Traditional Ukrainian folksongs introduced by the first immigrants,

their inspiration to later composers, the appearance of rudimentary

choirs, the arrival and output of artists, musicians, and conductors

after both world wars, and the emergence of vocalists and musicians

of note among Ukrainian Canadians themselves received attention.

The overriding contention was that their work not only enriched and

revived Ukrainian music in Canada, but also contributed significantly

to Canadian culture in general.

BAYLEY, Charles M. “The Social Structure of the Italian and Ukrainian

Immigrant Communities in Montreal, 1935-37.” M.A., McGill, 1939,

V + 292 pp., tables, maps, appendices.

Relying on extensive interviewing and attendance at ethnic events

for his information on the social structure of the Ukrainian com-

munity in Montreal, Bayley examined residential settlements, pat-

terns, and changes; the family unit; neighborhood and institutional

life; and entertainment patterns. He concluded that immigrants ar-

riving haphazardly had converged to fashion an identifiable com-

munity life, visible and satisfying, that would, nevertheless, inevitably

undergo structural change.
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BEAUJOT, Roderic Paul. “Ethnic Fertility Differentials in Edmonton.”

Ph.D., Alberta, 1975, XV + 271 pp., tables, appendices.

From data contained in a Growth of Alberta Families Study con-

ducted among 1045 women between November 1973 and February

1974, Beaujot sought to determine the existence and scope of fertility

differentials among British, German, French, Irish, other West

European, Ukrainian, other East European, and other females in

Edmonton. He found ethnic fertility differentials to exist, to resist

assimilative processes, and to persist despite background and eco-

nomic variables (which influenced all groups equally). There is

considerable specific and comparative information on the Ukrainian

sample.

BELANGER, Louis-Eugene. “Le status canonique des ukrainiens catho-

liques du rit ruthene au Canada.” Ph.D., Laval, 1945, [no data avail-

able]. (Source: Malycky, 1969, p. 74.)

Responding to papal directives for studying the Eastern rite in

Canada, Belanger focused on canonical and everyday problems of

Latin priests in administering to Ukrainian Catholics in their parishes.

He also discussed the Ukrainian rite and history in some detail.

BERCUSON, Leonard. “Education in the Bloc Settlements of Western

Canada.” M.A., McGill, 1941, V + 270 pp., maps, illus.

Bercuson analyzed the history, location, and characteristics of the

different ethnic blocs in Western Canada, their role in the bilingual

schools controversy, the pedagogical and psychological aspects of

bilingualism, and the psychology of assimilation as a prelude to

examining the role of education in achieving a “new Canadian men-
tality” among the foreign-born. Although having personal acquain-

tance with only the Ukrainian colony at Vegreville, Bercuson con-

tended that, while rates might vary, assimilation would triumph in

all the ethnic blocs.

BILASH, Borislaw Nicholas. “Bilingual Public Schools in Manitoba,
1897-1916.” M.Ed., Manitoba, 1960, V + 130 pp., tables, maps,

appendices.

Bilash investigated the role of French, German, Polish, and Ukrai-

nian bilingual public schools in the education of non-English children

in Manitoba from the close of the nineteenth century to their aboli-

tion in 1916. His discussion included the historical background to

the establishment of the bilingual schools, Department reactions to

those operated by different ethnic groups, the Ruthenian Training
School, the politics of their abolition, and his own quite sympathetic

evaluation of the system.

BINNS, Margaret Alice. “Cultural Pluralism in Canada: An Exploratory
Study of the Italians and Ukrainians in London, Ontario.” M.A.,
Western Ontario, 1971, XI + 106 pp., illus., tables, appendices.
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From a case study of Italians and Ukrainians in London, Ontario,

Binns proposed to test the assumption that ethnic groups exist and

to determine the characteristics of those inclined to retain their cul-

ture. She concluded that both Italians and Ukrainians formed viable

ethnic groups, the former being more “kin” and the latter more

“kind” oriented. Her hypothesis that “the lower the socio-economic

status the higher the ethnicity” was not borne out.

BOROWYK, Mykhailo. “Ukrainska presa v skhidnii Kanadi.” (“Ukraini-

an Press in Eastern Canada.”) M.A., Ottawa, 1960, V + 179 pp.,

English summary.
Borowyk examined the influence, characteristics, and ideological

orientation of Ukrainian publications in eastern Canada from 1915

to 1960, including also a section on the beginnings of the Ukrainian

press in western Canada. He saw the value of the Ukrainian-Canadian

press in its recording of Ukrainian thought, preservation of Ukrainian

culture, encouragement of participation in Canadian life, and further-

ing of cultural and economic goals.

BOROWYK, Mykhailo. “Ukraintsi Kanady ta ikhnia presa.” (“Ukrainian

Canadians and Their Press.”) Ph.D., Ukrainian Free University,

1969. 540 pp. (Source: Malycky, 1970, p. 193.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

BOUDREAU, Joseph Amedee. “The Enemy Alien Problem in Canada,

1914-21.” Ph.D., California, Los Angeles, 1965, V + 213 pp., illus.

(Source: Dissertation Abstracts International.)

Boudreau examined the interrelationship of World War I, Cana-

dian federal and provincial politics, public opinion, and enemy aliens

from the German and Austrian Empires, focusing on the Germans

and Ukrainians as the two peoples most affected by hostilities. Al-

though there is less direct reference to the Ukrainian case, the thesis

is important for its study of Liberal and Conservative attitudes and

actions regarding major Canadian issues (internment camps, war-

time franchise, conscription, Union Government) as they took the

enemy alien into consideration.

BRYANS, David Garth. “Education and Acculturation: The School in

a Multicultural Setting.” Ph.D., Alberta, 1971, XII + 257 pp., tables,

appendices.

From administering Kluckhohn’s interview schedule regarding

value orientations to secondary students and parents in the Lac la

Biche School Division, Alberta, Bryans sought to determine if cul-

tural differences existed among adults of French, Ukrainian, Lebanese,

Metis, and Treaty Cree backgrounds, and between parents and stu-

dents in each group. Numerically dominant, the French and Ukrain-

ians were considered the norm for the area and revealed few dif-

ferences in their value orientations. Bryans found sufficient differ-

ences among other adult groups, and between adults and students of
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the French, Lebanese, and Treaty Cree groups to indicate cultural

distinctiveness.

BYERS, Judith Nancy. “Ethnic Stratification and Mobility in Canada.”

M.A., York, 1972, XIV + 268 pp., tables, appendices.

Byers utilized various published and unpublished census data “to

determine how various factors conditioned the influence of ethnic

origin on proportional representation in broad economic strata, de-

fined in terms of occupational status and earned income in 1961.”

Her findings suggested that occupational status and social mobility

in Canada depend as much on knowledge of English, religious affilia-

tion, place of residence, and education as on ethnicity alone. There

is considerable data on the Ukrainians.

BYRNE, Timothy C. “The Ukrainian Community in North Central Alber-

ta.” M.A., Alberta, 1937, 100 pp.

Convinced of the necessity of assimilating Ukrainians, particularly

in light of their nationalism, Byrne emphasized the urgency of the

issue by stressing “non-Canadian” forces he saw operating in the

Ukrainian bloc east of Edmonton. Although focusing on the religious

and national-political divisions in this colony and their dominance

in different centers, Byrne also examined its geographical limits,

settlement, agricultural development, and composition by province

(Galicia or Bukovina) of origin.

CIPYWNYK, Sonia Violet. “Educational Implications of Ukrainian-Eng-

lish Childhood Bilingualism in Saskatchewan.” M.Ed., Saskatchewan,

1967, VI + 402 pp., tables.

Cipywnyk undertook to describe the Ukrainian-English bilingual

situation in Saskatchewan, emphasizing factors affecting educational

policy and practice and assessing its advantages and disadvantages.

She also evaluated existing literature for guidelines to determining

the needs of Ukrainian-speaking students in Saskatchewan and pro-

posed research projects to furnish data for concrete proposals regard-

ing attitudes, policies, and procedures.

CLARKE, E. M. L. “Ethnicity in Recreation-Geography.” M.A., research

paper, York, 1974, [no data available]. (Source: Gregorovich.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

COTE, Alphonse-Marie. “Transplantation humaine; une enquete sociolo-

gique sur une agglomeration polono-ukrainienne dans un secteur de

la ville de Montreal en 1947-1948.” M.A., Montreal, 1948, [no data

available.]

[Thesis missing, University of Montreal Library.]

DEVERELL, Jessie Marion. “The Ukrainian Teacher as an Agent of

Cultural Assimilation.” M.A., Toronto, 1941, 114 pp., illus., maps,
tables.

Deverell examined the positive and negative effects of Ukrainian
teachers on the assimilation of Alberta Ukrainians. She noted that
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they retarded the learning of standard English and were less able

than Anglo-Saxon teachers to imbue their students with Canadian

ideals. On the other hand, they had closer ties with adult Ukrainians,

were more successful in persuading their people to adopt new ways,

preserved harmless elements of Ukrainian culture, acted as mediators

with the outside world, and elevated the status of their group when
working in non-Ukrainian districts.

DOIRON, Brother Aloysius. “The Byzantine-Slavonic Rite in Canada.”

M.A., Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C., 1957, 69 pp.

(Source: Malycky, 1973, p. 271.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

EMANUEL, Lydia. “Attitudes Towards Identity in a Ukrainian Orthodox

Parish.” M.A., Alberta, 1975, IX + 181 pp., tables, appendices.

Emanuel examined both qualitative and quantitative aspects of

Ukrainian-Canadian identity exhibited among three generations

(post-1945 immigrants, their children and Canadian-born adults,

and the latter’s children) involved in Saturday school in a Ukrai-

nian Orthodox parish in Edmonton. She concluded that assimilation

was not imminent in that particular parish. The key to survival lay

with the third generation, where conscious efforts were being made
to teach them Ukrainian.

EMERY, George N. “Methodism on the Canadian Prairies, 1896-1914:

Dynamics of an Institution in a New Environment.” Ph.D., British

Columbia, 1970, V 4- 449 pp.

The expansion of Canadian Methodism into the prairies during

the period of their greatest immigration and settlement, its charac-

teristics and mentality, the changes it underwent, and its limited

success constituted the focal points of Emery’s thesis. Within this

framework, Methodist missions established to convert European im-

migrants, notably the Ukrainians, and their small impact were dis-

cussed.

FOSTER, Matthew James. “Ethnic Settlement in the Barton Street Region

of Hamilton, 1921 to 1961.” M.A., McMaster, 1965, XIII + 236 pp.,

maps, diagrams, tables, plates, appendices.

Utilizing data from the census returns of 1921, 1941, and 1961,

Foster examined the Barton Street region of Hamilton, Ontario, the

most ethnically diverse section of the city. For each census year he

analyzed residential distribution for individual ethnic groups, the

number and types of their services and institutions, and their visible

impact on the landscape. The area was also divided into regions and

subregions of ethnicity and examined for changes. There is consider-

able information on the Ukrainian community for the periods and

regions discussed.

FROMSON, Ronald David. “Acculturation or Assimilation: A Geographi-

cal Analysis of Residential Segregation of Selected Ethnic Groups:
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Metropolitan Winnipeg, 1951-61.” M.A., Manitoba, 1962, XIII +
168 pp., tables, maps, appendices. (Source: University of Manitoba.)

Fromson focused on the Jewish, Ukrainian, Polish, German, and

British communities in metropolitan Winnipeg to determine the ex-

istence and degree of residential segregation, and changes in their

respective distributions between 1951 and 1961. He concluded that,

if residential segregation (which existed and showed remarkable

stability) indicated the degree of assimilation of ethnic groups,

assimilation in Winnipeg had not equalled acculturation. His findings

on the Ukrainians pointed to high residential segregation in the

North End and no change in the general pattern over the ten years.

HARASYM, Caroline Rose. “Cultural Orientation of Rural Ukrainian

High School Students.” M.Ed., Calgary, 1969, IX + 128 pp., tables,

figures, appendices.

Harasym‘s study “examined semantic space, cultural orientation

and attitudinal dimensions among rural Ukrainian high school stu-

dents by means of factor analysis.” She found the semantic differ-

ential scales to favour evaluative space over dynamism and activity,

Canadian orientation more dominant than Ukrainian, and greater

bias and social concern among students with non-Ukrainian fathers

than with Ukrainian fathers.

HIRITSCH, Basil. “The Development of Ukrainian Theatre and its Role

in Canada.” (Text in Ukrainian.) M.A., Montreal, 1962, [no data

available]

.

Recognizing theatre’s special significance for stateless or enslaved

peoples and for immigrants, Hiritsch examined the evolution of

Ukrainian theatre in both the homeland and Canada. He sought to

cover a neglected area in attempting to synthesize its historical de-

velopment.

HOLYK, P. “Invasion Succession in the Alexandra Park-Kensington

District of Toronto.” B.A., York, 1968, [no data available]. (Source:

Gregorovich.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

HOPKINSON, Michael Francis. “An Investigation into the Reasons for

and Characteristics of Population Change in the Area South of

Riding Mountain Between 1941-61.” M.A., Manitoba, 1969, VI +
100 pp., maps, tables, photos, figures, appendices.

Hopkinson’s study took into account correlations between popula-

tion increase or decrease and soil type, farm size, urban centers,

employment, place of residence, period of settlement, and ethnic

groups. Even on poorer land, East Europeans (largely Ukrainians)

revealed greater staying power than did British groups. Hopkinson
foresaw continued out-migration from the area with, however, a

levelling-off once a man-resource balance was achieved.
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HRYMAK-WYNNYCKY, N. A. “Les eglises ukrainiennes a Montreal.”

(Text in Ukrainian). M.A., Montreal, 1964, [no data available].

Hrymak-Wynnycky discussed Ukrainian religious history in Mont-

real from its beginnings to 1963, focusing on the development of the

dominant Ukrainian Catholic and Ukrainian Orthodox churches, but

also noting the existence of small numbers of United, Baptist, and

Pentecostal adherents.

ISIDORE, Brother. (F.S.C.) “The Ukrainian Catholic Press in Canada:

Its Beginnings, Aims, Contributions, Problems, and Role.” M.A.,

Ottawa, 1959, VII + 126 pp.

Emphasizing the cultural and religious aspects of its development

rather than the technical and historical, Isidore’s discussion of the

Ukrainian Catholic press in Canada demonstrated well the signifi-

cance of the ethnic press to an immigrant group. In addition to ex-

amining the origins, aims, and fate of individual publications, he

noted the informational/educational role and ideological influence

of the press, as well as the problems facing its survival.

JARMUS, Stepan. “The Problem of Pastoral Calling: A Study of Religious

Attitudes and Vocational Responses.” S.T.M., St. Andrew’s College,

Manitoba, 1977, [no data available]. (Source: St. Andrew’s College.)

This internal study from a Ukrainian Orthodox theological college

looked at the nature and problems of pastoral calling, factors influ-

encing the decision to adopt or reject a religious life, one’s prepara-

tions, doubts, and temptations, and the actual ordained ministry.

JAWORSKY, Stephen Jaroslav. “Newspapers and Periodicals of Slavic

Groups in Canada during the Period of 1965-69: An Annotated

Bibliography.” M.A., Ottawa, 1971, IX + 123 pp., appendices.

For each Slavic group, a general description of its newspapers and

periodicals (published in Canada or abroad) was accompanied by

a discussion of the ideological stance and other particulars of specific

publications, an attempt to evaluate the more significant ones, and

considerable statistical data. Jaworsky also reviewed the role, prob-

lems, “ideological mission,” and future of the Slavic press in Canada.

KAZYMYRA, Bohdan. “Die Anfaenge der Katholischen Ukrainischen

Hierarchie in Kanada.” Ph.D., Vienna, 1954, [no data available].

(Source: Malycky, 1969, p. 74.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

KELEBAY, Yarema Gregory. “The Ukrainian Community in Montreal.”

M.A., Concordia, 1975, III + 109 pp., maps, illus.

Kelebay applied Louis Hertz’s “theory of colonial history” to the

Ukrainian community in Montreal. Interaction among the various

Ukrainian groups coming to Montreal between 1904 and 1967 and

their different European “intellectual baggage” have characterized

community development: Kelebay focused on those institutions dis-

tinguishing its post-1947 growth.
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KING, Mona S. “Aspects of Post-War Migration to Edmonton, Alberta.”

M.A., Alberta, 1971, VIII + 169 pp., tables, figures, appendices.

King’s study to identify patterns of postwar migration to Edmonton

and resultant distinctive socioeconomic groups focused primarily on

distinctions between Canadian migrants and foreign immigrants.

Differentials analyzed were place of birth, sex, marital status, age,

residence, education, occupation, and family size. While only infre-

quently referring directly to Ukrainians, and in spite of the small

numbers of Ukrainians involved, King’s findings are useful if the

general characteristics attributed to post-1945 immigrants to Ed-

monton are also true in the Ukrainian case.

KLYMASZ, Robert B. “Ukrainian Folklore in Canada: An Immigrant

Complex in Transition.” Ph.D., Indiana, 1971, IV +324 pp., illus.,

maps.

Klymasz examined changes undergone in the Ukrainian folklore

brought to Canada (initial resistance, breakdown, and final adjust-

ment), describing the attendant processes, trends, and mechanisms,

and analyzed signs of adaptation and continuity. He noted a decline

in the oral tradition, a corresponding increase in non-verbal elements,

and transition to an ethnic folklore complex equipped for the modern

world.

LESTER, Geoffrey A. “The Distribution of Religious Groups in Alberta.”

M.A., Alberta, 1966, XI + 150 pp., maps, graphs.

Lester’s geographical study of religious areal patterns in Alberta

indicated the location and strength of the Ukrainian Catholic and

Orthodox faiths, as well as providing some historical context for them.

LISHCHYNSKY, Andrew. “Preosviashchenyi Kyr Nykyta Budka i ukra-

inska emigratsiia v Kanadi, 1912-1929.” (“Bishop Nicetas Budka
and the Ukrainian Immigrants in Canada 1912-1929.”) M.A., Ottawa,

1955, VIII + 113 pp., tables, appendices, abstract in English.

This sympathetic examination of Ukrainian Catholic organizational

and cultural developments in Canada under Bishop Budka also dealt

with Ukrainian immigration, early missionary endeavours, relation-

ships with the Roman Catholic hierarchy, and Budka’s biography and
character. It focused on the bishop’s achievements, made in spite of

obstacles erected by “heretics and schismatics.”

MACKIE, Marlene Marie. “The Accuracy of Folk Knowledge Concerning

Alberta Indians, Hutterites, and Ukrainians: An Available Data

Stereotype Validation Technique.” Ph.D., Alberta, 1971, XVIII +
493 pp., illus.

To measure the accuracy of Alberta Indian, Hutterite, and Ukrain-

ian stereotypes, Mackie administered a modified semantic differential

and open-ended questionnaire to a random group, comparing the

results with information in public records and available studies. She
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found most stereotype traits to be accurate, a positive relationship

to exist between education and stereotyping, and extreme views not

to increase with distance from an ethnic group.

MAMCHUR, Stephen W. “The Economic and Social Adjustment of Slavic

Immigrants in Canada with Special Reference to the Ukrainians in

Montreal.” M.A., McGill, 1934, XIX +302 pp., tables, maps, appen-

dices.

Through a case study of Ukrainians in Montreal, Mamchur tested

the hypothesis that the degree of adjustment and participation of an

immigrant group in Canadian life was determined by its occupa-

tional and spatial segregation. He analyzed the degree and type of

segregation of Montreal Ukrainians as well as successive stages in

their areal and occupational distribution.

MANNERS, E. “The Impact of Ukrainian Settlement in Sudbury: A Case

Study.” B.A., Laurentian, 1971, [no data available]. (Source: Ma-

lycky, 1973, p. 272.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

MCALLISTER, John W. “The Rural School as a Community Centre:

A Discussion Dealing with the Problem of the Assimilation of New
Canadians in Western Canada.” M.Sc., Alberta, 1925, III + 70 pp.,

illus., diagram.

McAllister’s thesis was his personal record of how he, as a teacher,

transformed the multiethnic Angle Lake School in north-eastern

Alberta into the center of educational, social, and recreational activi-

ties for the entire community. Although there is little reference to

specific groups, Ukrainians constituted one-half of the district popula-

tion, and the school straddled the border between the Ukrainian

colony to the west and English settlement to the east.

MCVICAR, Rosemary Anne. “Children’s Concepts of Ethnic Groups.” '

M.Ed., Alberta, 1973, XVII + 214 pp., figures, appendices.

Administering an open questionnaire and semantic differential of

twelve sets of adjective pairs to a sample group of children in grades

IV to VIII, McVicar found that children do hold specific concepts

of ethnic groups and that these vary with grade. Concepts of Ukraini-

ans underwent the greatest changes with grade level, moving towards

more negative traits.

MELEG, Milan S. “Italian and Ukrainian University Students’ Views of

Occupations in Canada: A Study of the Relationship between Ethni-

city and Occupational Prestige.” M.A., Windsor, 1968, 66 pp., tables,

appendices.

This case study to determine if a relationship existed between eth-

nicity and occupational ranking found no significant differences in

ranking between the Italian and Ukrainian groups. Meleg concluded

that, while class and age did, ethnicity did not influence occupational

ranking.
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MELNYK, John Alexander. “A Typology of Ukrainian-Canadian Folk-

lore.” (Text partially in Ukrainian). M.A., Manitoba, 1972, VI +
428 pp.

In contrast to studies which have grouped Ukrainian-Canadian

folklore according to date and place of origin, Melnyk attempted

a classification by content, hoping that this approach would

make Ukrainian-Canadian folklore more useful as primary source

material.

MIGUS, Paul Michael. “Ukrainian-Canadian Youth: A History of Organi-

zational Life in Canada.” M.A., Ottawa, 1975, XVIII + 302 pp.

(Source: University of Ottawa.)

Noting the dominant influence of Ukrainian nationalism on the

development of Ukrainian-Canadian youth organizations, Migus ex-

amined their history from the rudimentary associations prior to 1918,

through the Ukrainian roots and Canadian evolution of organizations

emerging in the interwar years, to further differentiation after 1945,

with a new immigrant wave, and gradual cooperation through na-

tional coordinating bodies.

MILNOR, Andrew Johnson. “Agrarian Protest in Saskatchewan, 1929-

48: A Study in Ethnic Politics.” Ph.D., Duke, 1962, IX + 241 pp.,

tables, appendices. (Source: Dissertation Abstracts International.)

From a demographic breakdown of constituencies and the examina-

tion of voting patterns in five Saskatchewan provincial elections,

keeping the economic factor constant, Milnor found that ethnicity

and religion influenced support for the CCF and Social Credit parties.

Those groups traditionally discriminated against especially favoured

the two protest parties. It is possible to determine voting behaviour

in heavily Ukrainian constituencies, although Milnor tended to view

East Europeans collectively.

MOTT, Morris Kenneth. “The Foreign Peril: Nativism in Winnipeg
1916-23.” M.A., Manitoba, 1970, V + 125 pp., tables, appendices.

Although Ukrainians are mentioned and characterized, Mott made
little direct reference to any one specific ethnic group. The thesis is

significant, however, for its discussion of the attitudes, actions, and
programs of the dominant Anglo-Saxon community in Winnipeg with

respect to “foreigners,” of whom the Ukrainians formed a large

number.

OLENDER, Vivian. “The Reaction of the Canadian Methodist Church
towards Ukrainian Immigrants: Rural Missions as Agencies of As-

similation.” M.A., Institute of Christian Thought, University of St.

Michael’s College, Toronto, 1976, II + 146 pp. (Source: Institute of

Christian Thought.)

From the knowledge that Ukrainian contact with British Canada
created cultural and religious conflict, Olender examined the negative

response of the Anglo-Saxon community to the Ukrainians and the
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“sanction of the general popular prejudice” by the Methodist Church.

Its equation of evangelical Protestantism with the superiority of

British-Canadian culture fostered a network of rural home missions

from which to assimilate and evangelize Ukrainians in the interests

of Canada.

PALMER, Howard. “Responses to Foreign Immigration, Nativism, and
Ethnic Tolerance in Alberta, 1880-1920.” M.A., Alberta, 1971, [VII]

+ 291 pp. + [XV] pp.

Palmer examined the evolution, directions, and forms of nativist

sentiment in Alberta from its beginnings in the 1880s, through in-

tensification with the arrival of large numbers of southern and eastern

European peasants after 1896, to the great anti-German and anti-

Ukrainian prejudice of World War I and intolerance of all “foreign-

ers” immediately after. The several minority groups are treated indi-

vidually; Ukrainians are among those discussed.

PANCHUK, Gordon R. B. “Canadian Ukrainians in Seven Decades of

Canadian History.” M.A., Montreal, 1959, [no data available].

Panchuk attempted to give a panoramic overview of Ukrainian-

Canadian development within the scope of general Canadian history.

PELENSKY, Nadia. “Residential Mobility of Ukrainian Immigrants.”

B.A., York, 1976, [no data available]. (Source: Gregorovich.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

PENNY, Nancy L. “Marriage Patterns in an Ethnic Community in Rural

Manitoba, 1896-1970.” M.A., Manitoba, 1972, III + 105 pp., maps,

tables, appendix.

Through analysis of the variables of religion, premarital residence,

ethnicity, and age at marriage, Penny examined first marriage pat-

terns between 1896 and 1970 among Poles and Ukrainians in the

Tolstoi area of Manitoba. She found that patterns changed consider-

ably, only religious endogamy persisting throughout. By 1970 most

marriages were ethnically and geographically exogamous, and age

at marrige approached Canada’s average.

PINIUTA, Harry. “Cultural Adjustment of the Ukrainians in Manitoba.”

B.Ed., Manitoba, 1956, II + 75 pp. (Source: the author.)

Within the Manitoban framework and using the Ukrainian ex-

ample, Piniuta examined the cultural accommodation of immigrants

to Canadian society. He looked at Ukrainian culture in its native

setting, immigration to Canada, areas of conflict (religion, economics,

education, World War I), and gradual economic, political, and social

integration, aided by population mobility, intermarriage, and the

mass media.

PINIUTA, Harry. “The Organizational Life of Ukrainian Canadians with

Special Reference to the Ukrainian Canadian Committee.” M.A.,

Ottawa, 1952, XXX + 137 pp., tables, appendices.
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The central portion of Piniuta’s thesis examined the component

organizations, and the origins, objectives, structure, and achievements

(with respect to both Ukrainians and Canadian society) of the

Ukrainian Canadian Committee. His approach was more skeletal-

narrative than analytical.

PINIUTA, Harry. “Sotsiialno-ekonomichnyi rozvytok ukraintsiv Kanady,

1891-1971.” (“Socioeconomic Development of Ukrainians in Canada,

1891-1971.” Ph.D., Ukrainian Free University, 1971, VIII + 517 pp.

(Source: the author.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

PORTER, Richard P. R. “Vancouver: The Role of Ethnic Origin in Popu-

lation Distribution.” B.A., British Columbia, 1965, 40 pp., illus.

(Source: Malycky, 1970, p. 194.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

PUE, Wes. “The Effects of Ethnic Bloc Settlement on Cultural-Areal Pat-

terns in Western Canada: A Case Study.” M.A., Regent’s Park Col-

lege, Oxford, 1977, 89 pp., appendices. (Source: the author.)

Through a case study of the County of Lamont #30 east of Ed-

monton, Pue examined the cultural assimilation of its Ukrainian resi-

dents to the dominant western Canadian society. Testing the theory

that urbanization and forms of communication foster assimilation,

he looked at the influence of local towns, the railways, and Edmon-

ton’s recent rapid growth on the Ukrainian bloc; he also sought

features distinguishing a Ukrainian culture area.

RADCHUK, Serge. “Ethnic Minorities in Canada and the New Canadian

Constitution.” Ph.D., Ukrainian Free University, 1975, [no data

available]. (Source: Ukrainske slovo, December 19, 1976.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

REID, Ernest Harvey. “A Comparative Study of Secondary and Higher

Education Interests among the Different Racial Groups of Manitoba.”

M.Ed., Manitoba, 1938, VIII + 146 pp., tables, appendices.

Taking into consideration unequal opportunities for higher educa-

tion due to economic and social factors, Reid compared the interest

in higher educational institutions shown by Manitoba’s various

“races.” He believed that a group’s educational tendencies and aspira-

tions determined its potential activity and influence on the larger

society. Ukrainians had the greatest difficulty in developing interest

in higher education, plagued as they were historically by “illiteracy,

ignorance, and oppression.”

SARUK, Alec. “Academic Performance of Students of Ukrainian Descent

and the Cultural Orientation of Their Parents.” M.Ed., Alberta, 1966,

IX + 107 pp., figures, tables, appendices.

Saruk initially postulated that the academic performance of Ukrai-

nian students with parents having an English or bicultural orientation

would exceed that of students from Ukrainian-oriented or apathetic
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backgrounds. However, on analyzing the results of Alberta grade IX
departmental examinations and using data provided by students

about their parents, he faund no significant differences in academic

performance among the students.

SHEWCIW, R. N. “Ukrainians in Northeastern Ontario.” B.A., Lauren-

tian, 1972, [no data available]. (Source: Malycky, 1973, p. 273.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

SKOCZYLAS, Roma. “The Formation of Community in a Migration

Situation: A Case Study of Ukrainians in Winnipeg.” B.A., Phila-

delphia, 1966 [?], [no data available]. (Source: Gregorovich.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

SKWAROK, John. “The Ukrainian Settlers in Canada and Their Schools

with Reference to Government, French-Canadian, and Ukrainian

Missionary Influences, 1891-1921.” M.Ed., Alberta, 1958, XI +
180 pp., appendix.

In his highly sympathetic account, Skwarok focuses on the educa-

tional work of the Ukrainian Basilian fathers and Sisters Servants

of Mary Immaculate, French Catholic missionaries (directly and

supportively)
,
and the Ukrainian teachers among the Ukrainian

pioneers. He also looked at the teacher-training schools, the language

question, and individual Ukrainian Catholic private educational in-

stitutions established in western Canada.

STEFANOW, Marlene. “A Study of Intermarriage of Ukrainians in Sas-

katchewan.” M.A., Saskatchewan, 1962, IX + 112 pp., tables, graphs,

appendices.

Stefanow’s study attempted to determine the degree of assimilation

of Saskatchewan Ukrainians by investigating intermarriages between

1951 and 1961. She also examined the choice of marriage partners

according to religion, occupation, and area of residence. She con-

cluded that, since exogamy increased in the eleven-year period,

Ukrainians in Saskatchewan were losing their group identity and

being assimilated to the broader society.

STIBBE, Hugo L. P. “The Distribution of Ethnic Groups in Alberta

according to the 1961 Census.” M.Sc., Alberta, 1967, IX + 134 pp.,

maps, tables, appendix.

Through dot maps and Indices of Concentration and Areal Segre-

gation, Stibbe gave numerical expression to an ethnic group’s con-

centration or dispersion in the province and to the comparative

clustering of each group. Ukrainians were one group discussed: their

distribution pattern and integration as shown by their areal segrega-

tion were determined.

SWYRIPA, Frances Ann. “Anglo-Saxon Concepts of the Character and

Background of the Ukrainian in Canada.” B.A. Honors, Alberta, 1973,

79 pp. (Source: Department of History, University of Alberta.)
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Through a survey of contemporary literature written by Anglo-

Saxons on the newly arrived Ukrainian immigrants, Swyripa deter-

mined the dominant public concepts of the national characteristics

and cultural, social, economic, and political background of the

Ukrainians now residing in Canada. Viewed collectively, the works

progressed from initial superficial definitions, through group traits,

traditions, and ways of life, to interest in Ukrainian history proper.

SWYRIPA, Frances Ann. “Ukrainian-Canadian Historiography in the

English Language: A Survey.” M.A., Alberta, 1976, VII + 221 pp.,

appendix.

Swyripa’s survey was a chronological discussion of individual

works, stressing dominant themes, changing emphases, areas of con-

centration, and an author’s point of view or thesis. She found that

the literature tended to view the Ukrainians according to the con-

temporary concept of the role and status of the non-British and non-

French elements in Canadian society — Anglo-conformity, assimila-

tion versus the mosaic, multiculturalism.

TROSKY, Odarka S. “A Historical Study of the Development of the

Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of Canada and Its Role in the

Field of Education.” M.Ed., Manitoba, 1965, VI + 207 pp., appendix.

Against the background of the origins, establishment, internal prob-

lems, and eventual stabilization of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox

Church of Canada, Trosky examined its educational achievements.

The Orthodox institutes in Edmonton, Saskatoon, and Toronto;

programs and objectives of the various lay organizations, church

newspapers, and vernacular schools; and the role of St. Andrew’s Col-

lege were included.

UDOD, Hryhory. “Julian Stechishin: His Life and Work.” M.A., Sas-

katchewan, 1974, VI + 195 pp., appendices. (Source: University of

Saskatchewan.)

The first Ukrainian-Canadian biographical thesis, Udod’s work
was an uncritical panegyric of the Orthodox leader and community
activist, making no attempt to analyze the man’s intellectual develop-

ment, philosophy, goals, or activities. Somewhat compromising the

definitions of the two latter terms, Udod discussed Stechishin as an

organizer, publicist, Ukrainian, Canadian, scholar, and educator.

ULIANA, John. “The East End: A Study in Ethnic Residential Concen-

tration.” B.A., Lakehead, 1971, VIII + 106 pp. (Source: Malycky,

1973, p. 273.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

VERYHA, Wasyl. “The Ukrainian Canadian Committee: Its Origin and
War Activity.” M.A., Ottawa, 1967, XXI + 160 pp.
A factual narrative of the steps (hindered by religious and political

factionalism) leading to the creation of the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee, its composition, and activities during World War II,
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Veryha’s thesis also embraced the concept of the “Third Element”

and the Ukrainians’ role in it.

VOSSEN, W. “Ethnological Factors in the Voting of a Saskatchewan

Constituency.” M.A., Saskatchewan, 1965, III + 179 pp., tables,

figures, maps, appendices.

Vossen examined voting patterns in the federal Humboldt-Mel-

fort-Tisdale constituency (economically homogeneous, ethnically

and religiously diverse) to discover that ethnicity and religion in-

fluenced voting behaviour. He discussed poll results from the 1953,

1957, 1958, 1962, and 1963 general elections according to ethnic

and religious dominance in the poll, and compared the voting of

ethnic and religious groups to determine their overall preferences

and preference changes in successive elections. There is considerable

data on Ukrainian (also Orthodox and Greek Catholic) voting pat-

terns.

WALLACE, J. B. “Ethnic Groups in Manitoba: A Study of the Relative

Migration Mobility of the Different Ethnic Areas in Manitoba.” B.A.,

Brandon, 1968, 13 pp., map. (Source: Malycky, 1973, p. 273.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

WENSTOB, Murray. “The Work of the Methodist Church among Settlers

in Alberta up to 1914 with Special Reference to the Formation of

Congregations and Work among the Ukrainian People.” B.D., Al-

berta, 1959, VI + 130 pp. (Source: University of Alberta.)

Favorably disposed toward Methodist Ukrainian mission work
in Alberta, Wenstob described the accomplishments of missionaries,

medical personnel, and WMS workers at the rural missions of Pakan,

Wahstao, and Kolokreeka, in Lamont and Edmonton, and in the

mining community at Blairmore. Although considering no outside

or independent opinion, Wenstob did evaluate the successes and

failures of Methodist activity among Alberta Ukrainians from within

his own framework.

WYNNYCKYJ, Iroida Lebid. “Ukrainian Canadian Drama from the Be-

ginnings of Immigration to 1942.” M.A., Waterloo, 1976, X + 145

pp., appendices. (Source: University of Waterloo.)

Wynnyckyj attempted to systematize the over one hundred Ukrain-

ian plays written in Canada to 1942, examining their authorship,

genre, setting, and function; annotating their texts; and noting char-

acteristic features. She felt Ukrainian-Canadian drama to be a “potent

mirror of the attitudes, social concerns, and spiritual values of the

community.”

YUZYK, Paul. “The History of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic (Uniate)

Church in Canada.” M.A., Saskatchewan, 1948, VI + 250 pp., ap-

pendices.

The first serious and documented study of the growth of the

Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church in Canada, Yuzyk’s thesis was
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basically a factual, chronological narration of its development, struc-

ture, consolidation, and activities in the Canadian environment. He
also discussed the Church’s European background and problems

facing its survival in Canada.

YUZYK, Paul. “Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of Canada (1918-

51).” Ph.D., Minnesota, 1958, VIII + 334 pp. (Source: Dissertation

A bstracts International .

)

Also a pioneer work on the rise of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox

Church of Canada under the emerging nationalistic petty intelligent-

sia, its problems in obtaining recognition from the Orthodox world,

internal dissension, and eventual stabilization, this thesis too was

largely a factual and chronological account. Considerable attention

was paid to Ukrainian Orthodoxy in Europe and to the influence of

European and American events on Canadian developments.

ZBOROWSKY, Walter I. “Ukrainian Culture: A Study of Ukrainian Cul-

tural Patterns and Their Implications in the Social Casework Pro-

cess.” M.S.W., Ottawa, 1955, 69 pp. (Some confusion exists — the

thesis is not listed in Canadian Theses and the University of Ottawa,

1977, denied its existence; however, it was borrowed from that

university by the compiler in 1974/75.)

Zborowsky argued that a knowledge of Ukrainian cultural patterns,

because one’s cultural training limited the ways at one’s disposal to

solve problems, would aid the social case worker. He utilized three

case studies to demonstrate the validity of his argument.

ZUK, Michael. “The Ukrainian Protestant Missions in Canada.” S.T.M.,

McGill, 1957, V + 89 pp.

Generally superficial and skeletal, Zuk’s thesis was limited to

Presbyterian activity among the Ukrainians — the Independent

Greek Church, medical missions, and the Insinger experiment —
carrying his discussion into the United Church era at time of writ-

ing. While noting the besetting problems and overall failure of the

Presbyterian missions, Zuk was sympathetic to their efforts.

Language, Literature, and Linguistics

BILASH, Borislaw Nicholas. “Kanadyzmy ta ikh stylistychni funktsii v

movi ukrainsko-kanadskykh pysmennykiv.” (“Canadianisms and
Their Stylistic Functions in the Language of Ukrainian-Canadian
Writers.”) Ph.D., Ukrainian Free University, 1965, [no data avail-

able]. Source: Malycky, 1969, p. 74.)

[Unavailable for comment.]

KLYMASZ, Robert B. “Canadianization of Slavic Surnames: A Study in

Language Contact.” M.A., Manitoba, 1960, XI + 160 pp., appendices.
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Extracting two thousand official Slavic surname changes from the

Manitoba Gazette, Klymasz examined them for linguistic trends and

the retention of Ukrainian elements and provided a typological

classification. He found that the vast majority of surname changes

were made to conform to either English pronunciation or spelling

or both and not to hide Slavic origin.

KOSHELANYK, Andrew. “Colloquial Canadianisms of Manitoba Ukrai-

nians.” M.A., Manitoba, 1973, XVI + 831 pp., illus., maps.

The major portion of Koshelanyk’s thesis was a 664-page dictionary

(alphabetical transliteration, gender, English and Ukrainian mean-

ings, context in which recorded, English translation of context, source,

and semantic classification) of Canadianisms found in spoken

Ukrainian in Manitoba. The text outlined the evolution of Canadi-

anisms and reasons for their incorporation into the Ukrainian lan-

guage.

KUBRAKOVICH, Benjamin. “Place of Residence, Lingual Contact and

Parental Education as Factors Affecting the Learning of Ukrainian

in Grades IX and X in Manitoba Schools.” M. Ed., Manitoba, 1974,

VII + 136 pp., tables, graphs, appendices.

Kubrakovich found that neither urban or rural residence nor level

of parental education made any significant difference on student

motivation or attitudes toward learning Ukrainian. However, students

with greater lingual contact exhibited more positive attitudes and

greater ease in learning Ukrainian.

LEWYCKYJ, Jurij-Myroslav. “Les Canadianismes lexicaux dans la langue

des ukrainiens de Montreal.” (Text in Ukrainian.) Ph.D., Montreal,

1961, XXVI + 203 pp., tables, French summary.
Discussing the influence of English (and to a much lesser degree

French) morphology, syntax, and orthography on Montreal Ukrai-

nian, Lewyckyj examined the types, frequency, and forms of loan-

words and derivatives. He included a 652-word dictionary of words

he found incorporated into Montreal Ukrainian.

PELEGE, Michael Nicholas. “A Comparative Study of the Teaching of

Russian in the United States of America and Ukrainian in Canada.”

Ph.D., Ukrainian Free University, 1972, VIII + 265 pp. (Source:

Dissertation Abstracts International.)

Pelege examined both theory and practice in the teaching of Rus-

sian in the United States and Ukrainian in Canada, noting changing

trends in methodology, comparing problems inherent in different

methodologies, and suggesting ways for adapting American practices

to teaching Ukrainian in Canada. His information on the Canadian

situation came from a study he conducted in 1970.

ROBINSON, Claude Hill. “A Study of the Written Language Errors of

1238 Pupils of Ukrainian Origin.” B.Ed., Alberta, 1934, V + 58 pp.,

tables.
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Robinson proposed to ascertain the most frequently recurring types

of error in the written English of Ukrainian students and hence

provide their teachers with an indication of the points of construction

to emphasize. His study was noticeably amateurish and based on no

stated or tested standards.

ROYICK, Alexander. “Lexical Borrowings in Alberta Ukrainian.” M.A.,

Alberta, 1965, VII + 118 pp.

Royick focused on English loanwords, both terms imported di-

rectly and hybrid derivatives (especially verb forms and diminutive

nouns), in the language of immigrant Ukrainians, as well as examin-

ing dialectal borrowings from Polish, Russian, Romanian, and

Czech — languages encountered in Europe. He also located geograph-

ically the various Ukrainian dialects in Alberta.

SHTENDERA, Yevhen. “Roman Ulasa Samchuka Na tverdii zemli: kry-

tychnyi rozhliad.” (“Ulas Samchuk’s novel Na tverdii zemli: A
Critical Appraisal.”) M.A., Alberta, 1973, X + 116 pp., abstract in

English.

Shtendera’s criticism of Samchuk’s first novel set in Canada ex-

amined innovative stylistic elements, characterization and artistic

structure, plot construction, and the author’s theoretical framework.

Shtendera also compared Na tverdii zemli with Samchuk’s other

novels.

SKUBA, Michael. “An Analysis of English Errors and Difficulties among
Grade Ten Students in the Smoky Lake School Division.” M.Ed.,

Alberta, 1955, VII + 106 pp., tables, [1 fold], appendices.

Through the administration of a standard American English ex-

amination, Skuba attempted to determine those aspects of the English

language most difficult for Ukrainian students. He concluded that

sixty to eighty percent of the Grade X students of Ukrainian origin

in the Smoky Lake School Division in Alberta were below the norms
for their grade.

SULLIVAN, David Malcolm. “An Investigation of the English Disabilities

of Ukrainian and Polish Students in Grades IX, X, XI, and XII of

Alberta.” M.Ed., Alberta, 1946, 104 pp.

Concerned by their high failure rate in Grade XII English, Sullivan

analyzed Grades IX and XII English departmental examinations

written by Ukrainian students in Alberta, as well as provincial Vo-

cabulary, Comprehension and Rate Tests for Grades X and XI. He
classified those errors peculiar to Ukrainians, concluding that these

students entered and left high school handicapped by language, and
proposed English specialists for the bloc settlements as a solution.

WOOLLATT, Lome Hedley. “A Study to Discover any Characteristic

Differences in Sentence Structure in the Written English of Sas-

katchewan Elementary School Pupils Belonging to Different National

Groups.” M.Ed., Saskatchewan, 1944, VI + 89 pp.
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Woollatt examined the types, frequency, and origin of errors in

English sentence structure of pupils from English, German, Ukrainian,

and French backgrounds. He found that each group made character-

istic errors and suggested the adoption of separate approaches in

teaching them the English language to remedy the problem.

ZMURKEVYCH, Stephanie. “Ukrainska kanadiiska poeziia: sproba

okhoplennia zmistu.” (“Ukrainian-Canadian Poetry: An Attempt to

Define Its Content.”) Ph.D., Ottawa, 1952, IX + 203 pp.

[Unavailable for comment.]
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REVIEWS

UKRAINIANS IN AMERICAN AND CANADIAN SOCIETY:

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SOCIOLOGY OF ETHNIC GROUPS.

Edited by Wsevolod W. Isajiw. Jersey City, N.J.: M. P. Kots Publishing,

1976. 360 pp.

The recent appearance of Ukrainians in American and Canadian Society

breaks new ground in two ways. This book is the first published collection

of sociological essays on Ukrainians in North America. Secondly, it marks

the reemergence of Ukrainian sociology in the diaspora after a lapse of

forty years. Published under the auspices of the Harvard Ukrainian Re-

search Institute and the recently created Ukrainian Center for Social Re-

search, the book’s appearance is doubly significant when one bears in

mind that there are relatively few social scientists writing about Ukrainian

ethnic minorities, and that this field is left untouched by sociologists from

the Ukrainian S.S.R. For these reasons, the editor is to be complimented

for reawakening the sociology of Ukrainian minorities and exposing it

to the critical, but life-giving air of current scholarship.

Ukrainians in American and Canadian Society consists of sixteen

articles — nine in Ukrainian and seven in English. Alternative language

resumes are provided at the end of the book. Six articles are devoted to

the discussion of Ukrainians in Canada, and four discuss Ukrainians in

the United States. There are six articles devoted to the general discussion

of Ukrainian sociology and ethnic groups theory. The articles are divided

into two basic categories: (1) materials and methods; (2) theories and

interpretations.

Wsevolod W. Isajiw introduces the collection with his article, “The
Sociological Study of Ukrainian Immigration in the United States and

Canada,” in which he deals with the methodological and theoretical prob-

lems associated with the study of Ukrainian minorities. With respect to

the former, Isajiw points to the problems of sample base, the usefulness

of replicate studies, and the semantic differences resulting from the

use of different language questionnaires. With respect to “substantive”

work, Isajiw stresses the need, and offers research guidelines, for compil-

ing descriptive data. Regarding theory, Isajiw expresses the view that the

central questions are covered by the following three analytical areas:

(1) assimilation, mobility, and the maintenance of ethnic and cultural

identity; (2) ethnic community structure; and (3) personality and be-

haviour typologies.

These analytical areas may satisfy the needs of functional analysis;

however, they do not exhaust the subject matter. The economy of ethnic

groups, ethnic political interests and conflicts (local and international),

the role of ideology, and similar questions equally reveal processes which
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provide the dynamic of ethnic groups, and they do so without reducing

social processes to psychological personality theories.

In “Some Demographic Observations on Ukrainians in Canada,”

Iwan Tesla presents a descriptive study of marriages, births, and deaths

of Ukrainian Canadians from 1925 to 1968. During this period there

were 41,587 Ukrainian Catholic and 46,024 Greek Orthodox endogamous

marriages. Tesla observes an increase in the rate of intermarriage with

the following religious groups (in priority) : Roman Catholic, United

Church, Ukrainian Orthodox or Catholic, Anglican, and Lutheran. Since

1932, there has been a steady increase of births in mixed marriages, an

important element contributing to the assimilation of traditional Ukrainian

religions.

In “Ukrainians in the United States, a Summary of 1970 U.S. Census

Data,” Roman A. Cybriwsky examines the mother tongue statistics for

Ukrainian Americans. Cybriwsky’s study shows that in 1970 there were

249,351 Ukrainian mother-tongue users in the United States, 80 percent

of whom live in eight northeastern American states. Persons with Ukrain-

ian mother tongue were most numerous in New York State (52,069),

Pennsylvania (49,398), and New Jersey (33,117).

In his article “Data Sources and Problems of Analysis of Ethnic

Origin Data,” Warren E. Kalbach discusses the concept of “ethnicity”

which he considers complex, multidimensional, and open to critical re-

evaluation. Kalbach also urges the use of unpublished as well as published

census data, but cautions about the problems of comparability because of

varying sample size from census to census. Discussing assimilation studies,

Kalbach examines the use of language retention, intermarriage, and

residential data. In conclusion, Kalbach lists eleven possible research

projects using statistics from the 1971 Canadian census.

Wasyl Halich attempts to give readers a short history of the experi-

ences of the first wave of Ukrainian immigrants to the United States in

his article “The Ukrainian Americans: Early Struggles, Personal and

Institutional, 1865-1918.” Halich uses an “ideal type” method to give us

the typical experience of Ukrainian emigrants as they left Ukraine for

a life in the slum sections of American mining towns. Of those experiences,

he focuses on the social conflict of the period, much of which revolved

around the establishment of ethnic churches. Halich provides current

statistics about the Ukrainian, Carpatho-Ruthenian, Russian, and Latin-

rite churches which arose from these original disputes. The unavailability

of basic research on Ukrainians in the United States predisposes Halich

to apply the proverbial middle class “American immigrant success story”

to this original Ukrainian population. In the absence of research, a more
cautious conclusion to his article may have been more appropriate.

Alan B. Anderson’s article “Ukrainian Identity Change in Rural

Saskatchewan” is one of the more original contributions in Isajiw’s
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collection. It is a study of rural bloc settlements in north-central

Saskatchewan, focusing on mother tongue, frequency of attendance

at ethnic churches, the continued practice of ethnic customs, participation

in voluntary ethnic organizations, and attitudes held about intermarriage.

Anderson reports the findings of a two-percent sample, representing

a population of 12,600 studied during 1968-72.

Some of his more important findings are: Over eighty percent of

the Eastern-rite Catholic and Orthodox respondents were strongly or

generally in favour of preserving their ethnic identity. This figure is very

high when compared to the responses of French, German Catholic, Men-

nonite, Scandinavian, or Doukhobor populations in the prairie bloc settle-

ment. The further away the period of immigration and the younger the

generation, the lower is the probability of Ukrainian respondents empha-

sizing their ethnic identity. However, the majority of the third generation

still favoured the maintenance of their identity. Both religion and lan-

guage maintenance have progressively declined as significant factors for

Ukrainian identity. Religious intermarrage continues to be resisted more

than ethnic intermarriage, although this too is becoming less significant

to the third generation. That Ukrainian identity still has varying degrees

of tenacity is evident by the fact that 92.2 percent of Ukrainian Catholic

and 86.5 percent of Ukrainian Orthodox respondents continue to frequent-

ly make and eat traditional foods, and to produce, wear, or use Ukrainian

crafts. In an era of professionally marketed “soul food” and “ethnic art,”

this would lead one to suggest that, at this level at least, Ukrainian eth-

nicity is not something which will soon disappear. Anderson includes his

questionnaire in his article, thereby making it available for follow-up

research.

Bohdan R. Bociurkiw’s article “Ethnic Identification and Attitudes

of University Students of Ukrainian Background: Findings of a Survey

at the University of Alberta” documents the responses of 734 University

of Alberta students of Ukrainian origin to a wide range of questions

testing seventeen hypotheses. Some of the results indicate that, although

57.8 percent of respondents identified Ukrainian as their mother tongue,

in 1967 only 10.3 percent spoke Ukrainian at home. Birthplace was a

major element in determining identity. Of respondents born in Canada,

55.6 percent identified themselves as “Canadian,” 41.1 percent as “Ukrai-

nian Canadian,” while only 3.2 percent considered themselves “Ukrainian.”
Of those born abroad, only 9.1 percent identified themselves as “Cana-
dian,” 75 percent as “Ukrainian Canadian,” and 15.9 percent as “Ukrai-
nian.” A further result showed that females, as opposed to males, showed
a higher degree of identification with the Ukrainian language, culture,

and religion. Bociurkiw’s study remains the only major sociological study
of attitudes of Ukrainian-Canadian university students in western Canada.
Replication of this study in other Canadian regions would be useful in

determining the universality of Bociurkiw’s findings.
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Halyna Duda examines the declining student enrollment in Ukrainian

schools in the United States during the past ten years in her article

“Toward an Assessment of Ethnic Schools ‘Ridni Shkoly’.” Available data,

compiled from a variety of sources, shows that the schools supervised by

the Educational Council of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America
are experiencing a severe drop in enrollment. Duda calls for a continuing

self-evaluation procedure to recognize the complex problems involved.

This procedure would include collection of accurate data on school at-

tendance, social analyses of teaching staff, evaluation of the quality of

instruction, appreciation of the changing character of the Ukrainian-

American population, and so on. Duda presents three tables enumerating

the enrollment in known Ukrainian schools.

Robert B. Klymasz’s article “The Ethnic Folk Festival in North

America Today” is one of the few anthropological contributions. Klymasz
presents a typology of folk festivals: (1) the closed in-group festival;

(2) the ethnic folk festival devoted to a single culture but organized for

the public at large; and (3) the public festival presenting traditions of

more than one ethnic group. In a colourful style, Klymasz examines the

economic, political, and cultural dimensions of Canada’s National Ukrai-

nian Festival, held annually in Dauphin, Manitoba, as an example of the

second type of festival. He gives examples of the anomalies and contradic-

tions which give the Dauphin festival its unique character.

Isajiw begins the section on theories and interpretations with the

article “Ethnic Status, the Process of Assimilation, and Ethnic Identifica-

tion of Ukrainians in North America.” Ethnic status is seen by him as

a combination of the ethnic group’s occupational distribution in relation

to other ethnic groups, the group’s entrance status, the propagation of

ethnic stereotypes in society, the rate of social mobility, and so on. Isajiw

compares the urban experience of Ukrainians in the United States with

the rural experience of Ukrainians in Canada and uses this to explain

many of the differences between Ukrainians in both countries. Isajiw

posits a three-step model of social mobility: (1) movement out of agri-

cultural occupations to unskilled industrial occupations; (2) entry into

skilled work in commercial and white collar occupations; and (3) a de-

crease in unskilled occupations and influx into professional occupations,

leading finally to an occupational distribution which mirrors society as

a whole. Step one is seen as representing the process of acculturalization

;

step two is achieving economic equality
;
step three is attaining the political

rights and influences of the “establishment.” Assuming this highly con-

tentious model to be true, Isajiw maintains that Ukrainians in Canada
and the United States are now at stage two, that is, in the process of

achieving middle-class status. Structural and cultural assimilation are

correlated to, although not necessarily determined by, social mobility.

Isajiw leaves the realm of sociology in his concluding remarks, where

he sees nationalism wholly in terms of psychological identity (i.e. psy-
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khichne pochuttia / “psychic sentiments”). Consequently, he perceives

the change from nationalism to ethnicity as deviancy (i.e. nemov by

zahublenoiu chastynoiu suspilstva / “as though it were a lost part of the

society.”). What is required here, rather than this psychological explana-

tion, is a scientific distinction between “ethnicity” and “nationalism”

rooted in socal structure and social processes. Such an analysis would

present the process of creating an ethnic or a national identity as a cor-

relate of actual social experiences rather than an act of will. Then Isajiw’s

very insightful remarks about the English language being an instrumental

language used solely for communication, rather than a symbolic language

marking ethnic allegiance in the Ukrainian case, could be better under-

stood as part of a social context which is a mixture of both ethnic and

national realities.

Ihor V. Zielyk’s article “Two Types of Ethnic Communities” presents

the useful distinction between two ideal types: a “folk community,” which

is centered around the family, church and mutual aid associations; and

the “nationality community,” which is marked by formal organizations,

more abstract allegiances, and purposeful ideological motivation. This

distinction is very useful in contrasting the first and third wave of im-

migrants to North America. Zielyk contrasts these two waves of immi-

grants with respect to their internal community structures and the rela-

tionship of the community to the society at large. Zielyk asserts that, of

the two social formations, the “nationality community” has the greater

potential for survival because of its common ideology. This is an in-

teresting hypothesis which ought to be tested historically across rural,

preindustrial and urban-industrial societies. The Ukrainians in North

America would provide an excellent case study for empirically testing

this hypothesis.

In “American Immigrant Groups: Ethnic Identification and the

Problem of Generations,” the authors Vladimir C. Nahirny and Joshua

Fishman reappraise Hansen’s hypothesis, which states: “What the son

wishes to forget-the grandson wishes to remember.” Nahirny and Fishman

question the assumption that ethnic identification is qualitatively the

same between generations, and that one may measure this identification

on a continuous scale. They point out that contemporary definitions of

ethnic identity (i.e. a person’s use of racial, national, or religious terms

to identify himself and, thereby, to relate himself to others) fail to ap-

preciate that pre-World War I immigrants to North America with no
awareness of their nationality very often used tangible village geography
and local linguistic dialects as the elements of their identity — elements

now forgotten by their sons and grandsons, who have a very different

conception of their own ethnicity which has been adapted to their own
needs and circumstances.

Vasyl Markus, in his article “Ukrainians as an Ethnic Group Within

American Society: Problems and Observations,” points out that “Ukrai-
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nians” are only one of several ethnic groups formed by immigrants who
came from Ukraine to the United States —- the others are “Russians,”

of whom sixty to seventy percent are ethnic Ukrainians, Carpatho-Ruthe-

nians, and Lemkos. Markus evaluates the contributions of Ukrainians to

American life (which he sees as minimal) and to European-Ukrainian

events (which were financially significant) . Markus characterizes four

ideologies held by Ukrainians in the United States about themselves:

(1) Ukrainians in a foreign land; (2) two homelands; (3) Americans

of Ukrainian descent; and (4) preservation of Ukrainian ethnicity. In

a further discussion, Markus gives a clear explanation of several issues

and the social base which allow for the present international cooperation

in the Ukrainian diaspora. He stresses the importance of the collective

experiences which occurred in the post-World War II Displaced Persons

camps. In what is a commentary, rather than an academic article, Markus
touches on a broad range of questions which contribute to the understand-

ing of the contemporary Ukrainian community in the United States.

Manoly R. Lupul, in his article “Ukrainian Canadians: Their Pre-

carious Situation Today,” examines the response of Ukrainian Canadians

to the reemergence of the French-English political debate in Canada
during the 1960s. Lupul maintains that the political, social, and cultural

influence of Ukrainians as a group is diminishing. He describes the reac-

tion of third generation Ukrainian Canadians when confronted with

having to learn French as a second language at a time when many re-

sisted learning their own ethnic language. Rather than relegating ethnic

languages to “third” language status, after English and French, Lupul

calls for “regional bilingualism” (multiculturalism with a broad linguistic

dimension). He argues that improving the climate of support for bilin-

gualism generally, through the creation of various bilingual combinations

(e.g. English-Ukrainian)
,

will enhance, rather than hinder, the success

of English-French bilingualism outside of Quebec. Consistant with his

position, Lupul calls for the establishment of Ukrainian-language kinder-

gartens and the use of Ukrainian as a language of instruction for fifty

percent of the school day.

Lupul’s article is somewhat dated: the conception of official bilingual

districts, which he discusses at length, is obsolete, and the proposal for

Ukrainian instruction in the public school system was realized in 1974.

Nevertheless, his article contributes to Isajiw’s collection in its discussion

of contemporary social and political problems of Ukrainians in Canada.

The final two articles are grouped under the title “Review Studies,”

or, more precisely in Ukrainian, Ohliad suspilnykh doslidiv na emigratsii

(“Review of Social Research in the Emigration”). Stephan Ripeckyj

discusses the development of Ukrainian sociology prior to World War II

in his artcle “The Ukrainian Sociological Institute in Vienna and Ukrai-

nian Institute of Social Studies in Prague.” Ripeckyj reviews the history

of the participation of Ukrainians in the discipline of sociology. He traces
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this lineage from M. Drahomanov (1841-95), the work of the Socio-

economic Section of the Shevchenko Scientific Society (1909-12), the

Ukrainian Sociological Institute in Vienna (1920-24) founded by M.

Hrushevsky, and, finally, to the Ukrainian Institute of Social Studies in

Prague (1924-32) headed by M. Shapoval. Ripeckyj reminds the readers

of the monographs published by both Institutes and of the first Ukrainian

sociological journal, Suspilstvo, published in Prague from 1925 to 1927.

Illia Vytanovych’s article “Ukrainian Sociological and Related Studies

Outside Ukraine” is a preliminary survey of the work done by sociologists

in the diaspora (Europe, the United States, Canada, and Australia) since

World War II on Soviet Ukraine and Ukrainian minorities. It shows

that the majority of work has been done on questions concerning Soviet

Ukraine and that the study of Ukrainian minorities remains a highly

underdeveloped area.

In his preface to Ukrainians in American and Canadian Society,

Isajiw states that: “The essays that follow attempt to do both, to study

the Ukrainian ethnic group in the United States and Canada in terms

of features which make it unique, and to analyze it in terms of theoretical

approaches and critical perspectives.” In conclusion, it may be said that

this publication, which is seen as the beginning of a series, is a commend-
able first step toward meeting these objectives. In the future publications

of this series, one hopes to see the publication of articles with a broader

range of methodologies applied to the issues affecting Ukrainian minori-

ties. In particular, there is a need for the examination of topics in political

sociology. For example, studies analyzing Ukrainian-American responses

to the Black movements of the 1960s and Ukrainian-Canadian responses

to Quebecois nationalism of the 1970s would be most timely. Few so-

ciologists have examined the reasons why Ukrainians are so politically

apathetic to their own ethnic assimilation, and even fewer deal with the

question of Ukrainian participation in the labour movement. Little is

known of current discrimination against Ukrainians. There is a need to

research Ukrainian values and how they are being adapted to North

American life. Only by using different methodological approaches will

future students of Ukrainian minorities perceive the wide range of ques-

tions which still remain to be asked. Isajiw’s book demonstrates that

these questions can, and must, be posed.

W. Roman Petryshyn

University of Bristol
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NO GOLD FOR BABA’S CHILDREN: HELEN POTREBENKO,
MYRNA KOSTASH, AND THE CRISIS OF

UKRAINIAN-CANADIAN HISTORIOGRAPHY

That two major histories about Ukrainians in western Canada should be

published almost simultaneously, that they should be written by women
who are strongly aware of their identity, and that they should be

similar in tone, is more than coincidence. It is a sign of the times. Helen

Potrebenko 1 and Myrna Kostash 2 have applied the analyses by which they

had reexamined critically their own roles in society to the history of their

immigrant ancestors. Understandably enough, the result is a pair of highly

personal accounts which definitively repudiate the conventional Ukrainian-

Canadian histories written to date. We cannot be satisfied with the san-

itized, idealized apologiae of a Paul Yuzyk.

One should not, however, ascribe to this new perspective on Ukrai-

nian-Canadian history values which it does not possess. Neither book is

good history. Their main contibution is the public exhumation of the all

too numerous skeletons in the Ukrainian-Canadian closet. In recognition

of the primitive stage of development of Ukrainian-Canadian scholarship,

one cannot realistically expect such authors to be academically consis-

tent. Their valient efforts should be viewed for what they are — the first

step in a long process.

At first glance, No Streets of Gold seems to reiterate the Ukrainian

Communists’ standard view of Ukrainian-Canadian history: that Ukrai-

nians organized as an oppressed class in Canada to defend themselves from

an incredibly hostile society dominated economically, politically, and

socially by Anglo-Canadian capitalists. But Ms. Potrebenko’s purpose

in writing is not to eulogize her forefathers, but rather to “understand

their lives, for they are our history” (p. 302). No Streets of Gold is es-

sentially a descriptive, not a polemical piece (although elements of the

latter are clearly visible) . It portrays an environment hostile to the eco-

nomic and social interests of Ukrainian immigrants, then draws some of

the consequences of its latent social tensions to their logical conclusion

— focusing upon the difficulties and injustices it caused and the various

forms of protest it invoked.

The early chapters of No Streets of Gold offer an invaluable illustra-

tion of the tribulations involved in homesteading, childrearing, coping

with ignorance and superstition. They reflect a deep understanding

of both the character and circumstances of the first pioneers, their mores,

1 Helen Potrebenko, No Streets of Gold : A Social History of Ukrai-

nians in Alberta. Vancouver: New Star Books, 1977. 311 pp.
2 Myrna Kostash, All of Baba’s Children. Edmonton: Hurting

Publishers, 1977. 414 pp.
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and the tasks they faced. Ms. Potrebenko’s observations, that the main

problem in Canada “was that it wasn’t really a new society,” that “the

people were not alowed to become part of Canadian society because of

racism and isolation,” and that the Ukrainians formed “a disintegrating

peasant society — neither able to remake the old society, nor allowed to

become part of the new” (p. 52), are especially penetrating and are echoed

in Myrna Kostash’s All of Baba s Children.

Beyond this point, No Streets of Gold becomes a chronicle of Ukrai-

nian dissent in Canada. By necessity, Ms. Potrebenko excludes large seg-

ments of Ukrainian-Canadian life in order to concentrate upon the role

Ukrainians played in the development of the Canadian working-class and

farmer movements, portraying events in Alberta as if they were typical

for all of Canada. But even within this narrowed framework, No Streets

of Gold fails to realize its possibilities. The Ukrainians’ role is shown as

being little more than simple participation in the Canadian left. Ms. Potre-

benko could very well have expanded upon two important topics — the

formation, structure, and activities of the Ukrainian Labour Temple As-

sociation, and the personalities within the Ukrainian leftist leadership.

She virtually bypasses these aspects in the following fashion:

The Ukrainian Labour Temple Association... grew out of the Ukrai-

nian Social Democratic Party, which was riven with factionalism,

and banned. The organization provided community, a meeting place,

education, and an opportunity to sing and dance which everybody

loves to do. But the leadership of the Ukrainian left did not consider

such an organization to be worthy in itself and showed a certain

contempt for the membership, (p. 161)

Ms. Potrebenko makes other important statements without supporting

them. In dealing with the attitude of the “progressive” One Big Union’s

British-born leadership to the largely “alien” rank and file, she claims

that “instead of defending their members, they ignored their problems or

apologized for them” (p. 156). She states that ’’many of the factional

disputes later arising in Canada had their roots in the situation in Ukraine
during the war” (p. 112), citing neither examples nor sources to back
this contention. What is particularly distressing is that this lack of depth

is found throughout No Streets of Gold. Ms. Potrebenko brings forth

many interesting and revealing documents but is unable to synthesize

them coherently. She concludes her book having said much, but in an
unclear and undirected manner.

All of Baba’s Children is a microcosm of the Ukrainian-Canadian
experience, a case study of Ukrainians in the vicinity of Two Hills, Al-

berta. It focuses upon the crossroads of their existence in the New World,
specifically the lot of the first native-born generation of Ukrainian Canadi-
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ans who, “balanced on the contradiction between a desire to pay respect

to the roots of their ancestors and the need to endorse their own Canadian

experience” (p. 30), found themselves in a social and cultural limbo.

Immigrants from Western Ukraine settled this new land intent on

having their children do well and benefit from the opportunities which

fate had denied them. Canadian society demanded cultural conformity to

British norms as an integral part of the price for social mobility: the

children of the “foreign-born” accepted this only too willingly and became
estranged from their forefathers. But they were not accepted as equals by
Canadian society and were forced to remain amongst their own kind for

another generation. Their children, in turn, were completely at home in

Canada and “making it,” but not always without realizing that something

had gone wrong.

Ms. Kostash’s analysis is itself not novel; it is in keeping with socio-

logical and anthropological theories about the generational experiences

involved in the immigration process or about convergence of highly tradi-

tional and highly technological societies (and their conflicting spiritual

and material value systems). 3 However, her’s is the first attempt to place

the whole of Ukrainian-Canadian history within such a comprehensive

framework. Ms. Kostash successfully repudiates the modest, self-effacing

litany which other writers of Ukrainian-Canadian history have preserved

up to now — “we worked hard, we suffered hard, and we overcame” —
by showing that the Ukrainian Canadians’ struggle for self-dignity did not

pass with the frontier and the pioneer generation. This is a major break-

through in Ukrainian-Canadian historiography.

Despite its strong presentation, All of Baba’s Children is a fundamen-

tally flawed work. The techniques of New Journalism which Ms. Kostash

uses are impressionistic by nature and are best applied when writing about

contemporary phenomena, not about history. The odd juxtapositions of

All of Baba’s Children testify to this. Chapter three, entitled “Racism,”

draws random examples from a period of forty-four years (1899 — 1943)

to prove that racism towards Ukrainians was practiced by Canadian
society. But it fails to convey that these separate and unrelated incidents

each arose out of a particular set of circumstances. The racism of the

Ku Klux Klan in the late 1920s was markedly different from that of the

Calgary Herald at the turn of the century or that of J. S. Woodsworth’s
proselytizing. To not distinguish between them and to not exlain the

circumstances out of which each example arose is not only simplistic, but

also confusing. It soothes, but does not explain.

3 See George Foster, Traditional Societies and Technological Change
,

2nd ed. (New York, 1973), pp. 64-75; and Marcus Lee Hansen, “The
Third Generation,” in Oscar Handlin, ed., Children of the Uprooted (New
York, 1966), pp. 255-73.
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The task of the student of Ukrainian-Canadian history is obvious —
to undertake solid academic research into Ukrainian-Canadian themes

and to explain the Ukrainians’ existence in Canada as an experience in

itself, yet neither wholly divorced from old-country influences nor in-

sulated from Canadian influences. The critical study of Ukrainian-Ca-

nadian history has been ignored: analytical works are almost nonexistent.

This situation has developed to the point that the writing of Ukrainian-

Canadian history is too important to leave to scholars of limited vision or

understanding. The work of a journalist like Ms. Kostash or a working

woman like Ms. Potrebenko, from well outside the realm of academe, can

best be understood as a response to the shortcomings of Ukrainian-Ca-

nadian historiography. Their books represent only the beginnings of an

orientation towards viewing it as disciplined field of study and recogniz-

ing the legitimacy of its existence. Ukrainian-Canadian history, like other

ethnic histories, is of interest and value not only in itself, but also because

it forms an essential component of twentieth-century Canadian history.

Andrij Makuch

University of Alberta

OUR MISTAKE

The editors apologize to Bohdan Nahaylo for the errors in his ar-

ticle “Dziuba’s Internationalism or Russification? Revisited...” in

Volume 2, Number 2 of the Journal.

Page 47, line 3 from the bottom, should read: “police, and procuracy
remained unitary and centralized.”

Page 50, line 13, should read: “one step back, two steps forward...”
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CONFERENCE PLANNED ON SOCIAL TRENDS AMONG
UKRAINIAN CANADIANS

Proposals are invited for papers to the second of the Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies annual conferences in the series on

Ukrainians in Canada, with special emphasis on developments since

World War I, to be held September 15-16, 1978 at the University

of Ottawa. Entitled “Social Trends Among Ukrainian Canadians,”

the conference will provide an interdisciplinary forum for interpre-

tations of the statistical information compiled in the recently com-

pleted four-volume manuscript: William Darcovich and Paul Yuzyk,

“A Statistical Compendium on the Ukrainians in Canada, 1891-1977,’

Ottawa, 1977. (Mimeographed)

The “Compendium” is a basic and comprehensive reference work

of statistics on Ukrainians in Canada. Statistics from decennial and

quinquennial censuses of Canada are compiled into eighteen topical

areas: ethnicity and ethnic origins; population by subprovincial

areas; rural-urban population and age distribution; religious de-

nominations; language knowledge and use; education and training;

political participation; labour force by occupation and industry;

farms and farm operators; income levels and distributions; immigra-

tion to Canada; period of immigration; citizenship and birthplace;

vital and morbidity statistics; marital and family status; ethnic

press
;
and crime.

Proposals for papers are invited from researchers and scholars

in demography, sociology, history, economy, political science, and

geography. Topics of particular interest may include: economic

mobility of Ukrainians in Canada; ethnic, linguistic, and religious

assimilation; socialization and the Ukrainian-Canadian family; and

demographic trends among Ukrainian Canadians.

Oral presentations will be limited to twenty minutes; conference

papers will be published and may include the details of any statis-

tical analyses. The Institute will consider covering research costs

for scholars presenting papers who require access to original data

tapes. Contributors to the conference will be provided with an

advance copy of the “Compendium” for research purposes.

Interested contributors are asked to submit a title and brief de-

scription of the proposed paper to:

Mr. W. R. Petryshyn

The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies

335 Athabasca Hall

The University of Alberta

Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2E8

Telephone enquiries: (403) 432-2674



PUBLICATIONS OF THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF
UKRAINIAN STUDIES

Mykola Zerov, Lectures on the History of Ukrainian Literature

(1798-1870).

271 pp. $9.95 hardcover, $3.95 paper.

First publication of the renowned scholar’s lectures delivered at

Kiev University in 1928. Subsequently his works were banned and

Zerov himself perished in a Soviet concentration camp. His lectures

deal with the crucial period of modern Ukrainian literary history

and are a model of scholarly objectivity. They appear in the Ukrai-

nian original, and are intended not only as a textbook for univer-

sities but also as a highly educative book for the general reader.

Available May 1977.

George Luckyj (ed.), The VAPLITE Collection (in Ukrainian)

260 pp. Illustrated. $10.95 hardcover, $4.95 paper.

This volume is an expanded edition of previously published ma-

terials from the archives of the literary group VAPLITE (1925-

1928). It offers a unique insight into the life and work of a group

of Ukrainian writers and artists in the 1920s who spearheaded a

national and cultural revival. Their attempt to develop a high

Ukrainian culture, based on western European models, was cut short

by the onset of Stalinism. The collection contains letters, diaries,

excerpts from both prose and poetry, and many illustrations, some
in colour. Available November 1977.

JUST PUBLISHED

Orest Zilynsky (ed.), An Anthology of Ukrainian Lyric Poetry,

Part One (up to 1919) (in Ukrainian). $13.95 hardcover,

$6.95 paper.

A selection of the finest Ukrainian poetry from the earliest period

to 1919. A rich sampling of lyric verse in the original Ukrainian.

“A favorite scholarly idea of Zilynsky’s was that the Ukrainian
Geist attained its greatest heights in lyrical poetry” (Harvard Ukrai-

nian Studies, June 1977).

The volume contains a long introduction by the editor, whose
tragic death in 1976 deprived Ukrainian scholarship of a leading

light. An article on Zilynsky’s life and publications rounds out the

volume. Available May 1978.



FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS — SUMMER 1978.

Danylo Husar Struk, Ukrainian for Undergraduates.

Appr. 200 pp. $8.00 hardcover, $3.50 paper.

A text developed for university students with some background in

Ukrainian. Drills, written and oral exercises, basic morphology.

Points of grammar are explained in English. Includes grammatical

tables and vocabulary.

IN PREPARATION — PUBLICATION: SPRING 1979.

The Ukrainian Dumy ( editio minor).

Appr. 350 pp. $9.95 hardcover, $5.95 paper.

Introduction by N. K. Moyle.

This college-text edition of the celebrated Ukrainian epic and lyric

poems of the Cossack era will appear in parallel text form, with the

original Ukrainian texts and English translations (by Yuriy Tar-

nawsky and Patricia Kilina). The complete academic edition of the

Dumy is in preparation by the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute.

Published for the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies and

Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute by Mosaic Press.

Assya Humesky, Modern Ukrainian.

Appr. 400 pp. $10.00 hardcover, $5.00 paper.

A first-year Ukrainian grammar. Fundamental morphology and

vocabulary. Some notations on syntax and intonation. Review ex-

ercises, dialogues, and vocabulary. The text has been used for several

years at Harvard University.

All books may be ordered from

Mosaic Press

P.O. Box 1032

Oakville, Ontario

Canada

L6J 5E9











TO THOSE WISHING TO SUBMIT MANUSCRIPTS

All submissions must be typed on 8 ’A x 11 inch paper and double-spaced

throughout. Footnotes should be placed at the end of the manuscript.

Block quotations and four or more lines of verse from Ukrainian should

appear in the original. Otherwise the modified Library of Congress system

of cyrillic transliteration should be used.

In general, articles should not exceed 25 double-spaced pages, except where

especially justified by extensive documentation, tables, or charts. For pur-

poses of style and footnoting, the MLA Style Sheet should be consulted.

Authors should send a short academic biography with their submissions.

Manuscripts will not be returned unless specifically requested and postage

provided. The policy of the Journal is not to consider articles that have

been published or are being considered for publication elsewhere. The
editors reserve the right to edit all submissions.

A TABLE OF TRANSLITERATION

(Modified Library of Congress)

a — a l —
i dp — f

6 — b H —
i X kh

B V K — k A — ts

r — h JI — 1 *r — ch

r —
g M — m m — sh

A — d H — n m — shch

e — e 0 — 0 K) iu

e — ie n — P H — ia

5K zh P — r h — -

3 z c — s -HH— y in endings

H y T — t of personal

i i y — u names onlyi




